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A key concept discussed is the distinction between conentional prisblem-solcing techniques and tie EFxpert Sssten approach I he
conventional approach produces a deterministic response to all anticipated circumstances but will produce unanticipated responses to
unanticipated situations. The Expert approach has additiinal intormation built into irs Knowledge B3ase. approsiialing the resources
of a skilled problem solver. The Inference engine provides the mechanism to attack tlb problem with these resources.

Dr. Jones goes on to address Expert Systent technology issues in the context of applications to combat aircral

The first of these deals ssith real-time Al and requires the system to he capable of keeping up with eint, i.e. the problem is chianging
esen as we work toward a solution. In addition, answers are required in a timely manner or lie% are no relesant.

The next issue is Mission-Critical or L ife-Critical Soltsare. This is an important issue il 6tuidaice and Caontrol in more cotientional
applications, especially flight-critical control systems for manned aircralt. In our atteimpts to deal with soft ware errors, the software
is controlled with extensive documentation, backup software is installed to be triggered Upon sonic predetermined indication of a failure
in the primary software, and sonie design teams hase adopted an approach to redundant s, rjcn that requires Licsinilar hardware and
software to eliminate common faults.

The Expert System software acquires additional capability as time goes on and intplicitl' has the capabilit, to jump to a conclusion
just as a human might. Expert Systems cannot be tested in the sarise contex as comientirnal sssteiits because of this opportunistic nature.
The complete software testing that is desirable for ntission or flight-criical s aftare is rust noI possible for ant -Wpert Sysrem.

The third issue discussed by Dr. Jones is the interface iswith all of the consentiunal inloriiation gathering and extracting hardwsare
and software aboard the aircraft. ie points otn that. for an Expert Sys+tei to work ii tie capacrli itf air adsior to the pilot, ii tlus
hae all available data.

A Iost critical technology issue is the comtinunication wilt the prIol, fFis irrust take place cci as tie pilot is in life-threaciru circtrtir-
stances and may be disinclined to talk to his machine. the infirnation passed b the s)te ii nust be tructicorih, eern if the ispert
System is being ignored. This subject mill also he addressed bE other lecturers

The Know-ledge Acquisition process for the system is especialls complex. it is being gathered for s icns -ith capabilities nerer beloire
tested for a population of users n-ho are distinctly indisidualistic in how they operate. The Knowledge Base must be gathered it% a irnies
manner to be useful, but there is no way to decide when the process is complete or it all the tiles that are included work.

The last of Dr. Jones's technology issues deals wilh the probable need for concirrent or parallel processing io deal \chli the rer hea. s
computing load. A partitioned system such as this mar, be likened to a conlitintee of conprners I tring IO Conte 10r A d(cliiMrr w hen each
(if them has incomplete data and reasoning poer

Ieclure 2:
The second lecture of the series is by Mr. Michel Muenier of France. It is entitled )EfDA[ I: .\n [: pert S\,rtern or Analog Strem

Maintenance? Mr. Muenier discusses the need for an Expert Systeni-based ntaintenanc sicrerti iI deal ciii tida' ctomples elect ltine
,cstems. Electronics, especially analog electronics, require skilled technicians. familiatr c ith ritesetilirr to %acce liyl, diagro,e lanh c.

These people generally are not available at the time and place of need Automated capabilities are needed to deal uith equipment lailures
in a timely manner.

The Expert System methodology is particularly appropriate because of the separation cif the representation of kio ledge and its esplona-
lion. This prosides the flexibility to allow the knowledge base to be upgraded as the troubleshooting data is acquired.

fh5- main body of the paper is organized into four chapters.

lie first chapter deals cciih rhe kno, ledge, the current knoledge and the troubleshooting kcirlcdgc

the second chapter takes us throngh a 1)1 PA)I I- sessicor frot( lie as.qnirit of thi 'circtl and i alurlct nn dina through the I .r...bl-
shi ting process implanted in I)EI:AI I

The third chapter deal, cwiith the K uriwledge Represenition i terii ift trane, and rules Ihis pius ides a detailed di,ctissia..n oi tll
representation of knoledge ccithin D)Fl)AI F, The know ledge is siredsl i ramcs a oibject attributes, lacets, ani r lrics lie tles
ulii,c forward chaining and back w ard chaining and arte organi/ed in lran.cs as is tire KnoI-glee jla+c

lile Ia si chapier deals with the cariom man machine irle laces o the sssictin There arc iret It these the estrert ind the Knovledec
lae. general rtcoilaclr on tie particular circunit inder tei. and specitic trilormation ciii tire C- ril iier lc est lie general rnfrornation
is a qUird from data files when the circut is desgriated to be sested I re spcotc dla 1c aquired irnera ,ri tom the tceltrcian
while he is, troublehoomig the circuit

I)F-)AI I is a winking proiotrrlt' Iha will be esreided \,i hln the IMR( -\l I icril S,,csln- ctlop ilnt en itriment. ld hiich i, discnssed
It Mli Xuinrsr', 'ecrotd ictruc

Icture 3:
The third lecture is on mi c cc lldctrerlldent h.stires dealing \%lilt the N\it liat ( cinrol i-It) problemin Iis hs lI It \ Broenr

otf ( anada and is ried '\it I \pert 'sicio Aiall ( -Xrcri t Reonl utc i R-r Drrrn in I)sirst +hllstase" ii ie-tne. lii Bicuseen dlCICtrt-l

tice pi..hl-ei rac E -iatti ic ( r nrrill'
, 

oin il -eci\da bais.r iris itrcml rlln -e llnc-lin- to pc ceCe roientiial tolticci. iuplctd
wih tirt s-silrct co make prioper "c11's i ll crl .n "iels in.nts -\Ii iris imns lsit clrler tLndiHcOillifa liten a re net\ stress Itl

bet- pos c w1c- srric al i" dtci iicsts

Ir" -hIt phiche-ni Is 'hilratimicd hr a inrcri O cit ) I plruledr it. i hilll A is' dvii omnpoici hls, into ricaab'ic uhtakc Ibis is, Iron
lcccii i ile the ti ashinig it new erollers I her-trteli. u lii, icle "uin rilt dlarll ci klrord lsdg-liic-d s smI,1, .-hgolui nhnntrm r Lh1rues

tia ced to stc iI -I. htscblenl because tise CotnpunaturiI loal gt-ws x+ltcrcmiiI s \%iic tih imnl , i l cc llri;ifc tt it iltic

p aler rtc tratablev io ,nalre iechnrques, theneforre lii 11citl', c tern design cci htild irie

-r.-



the prsiisiipe %,tiern Is descrihedl it % si sietail Ii [hie paper Ie iiciri is Ilri deseloplld lot s atirspace- piohietus. I C - ire-Onl -one
proiblemts. arid deseloped to cii Ct [ihe mhore realistic psobteio eise ariprces a here die rc o Inia 'ii e eihseqieii ciillici.
Ithe subjeci tit cottsegetcis eliscussed.

lecture 4:
The lousili leciure is he lDr. Michael Bird aind is titled '\Xpplicto i itoe- Btased te-litlite to -Ss Iri i lt" an10 t "n-

roE:' This lecture ssiil discuss the rnrtlen~titaitoi sil he1 1 ritijed Ii lesCtot ( onioI Sesieni (L RI ', I In- I l( 5, isa liebsid ris tn
uses algorithmic technique, to fulfill the sarlois tiajectost% gneero trictioen and .1(1 Fsperi Sssrerri Is) iiiieesrate and 'elect froint ie
rarisius trajecsiir> soiution%,

The 1115 unll/es production stiles. ani InfCeenc EnineIIC and i sisrirn ol rir , ile' i cornrniicrtiiig %%till lie iraitet teneratioir
s sierns Ithe tralecre geertini nodules atre ierntei ajcors spteialisis siis each i% responsihle for a dilfeseni irpe oft ralecier
t he itrevrarior:( the specialisis srperaiins is perfIrrined hb an I 'se Sstittlel I s>CI I):ul lCd1 '%D. Bird

1
1he liatcrrl- eiin \takerII MA II[AI

the 11Th? schedules ire specialists. makes trade-offs heitleii then:, and hlends their orutpiti t stirle luill rrtetir silirin

T ire [D tis hissed Oll lie rise' of1r idtttr s1OILC tle srsteiit arida tIanre- ststeir Its' Isaitte sIsters I , lici tieface I"i ie, ir eee> le'drrlirs

I Btird discusses Ii dephliei approracih Io tire ciitrirci ri i IIs] Iird ssseit. rie rirterriinir Isiteei [ic I tAI aridI (Ii
ir, arid the t as ie detail required tit t ic trajectories at eachl stage itie de1rsir01i process A csIij 'krsil f'ed Ill Adrl s"tilt tie
urtirait lesel ithesent it [tice trajeettir rredicsrirs.

LFt'S russ1 st1irrIated for astur srIIII f airt 1-airtide combrtat irissrir. Iite imttlarre'r ilujded titer I1 the tralecisis pec st irliiad
Iless air aircerifi arnd frgi cirrtl sinutlariont risr a larid rmras sirtitlairtit of rthe Iinda Garp area. ircisidire rowsre ... errsi-srr rirres

FIret simurilationr iris sigrarrrrred par talls i F-DRIB -\ arid partially it: liSt'

lecture 5:
Tire fifrir Ietcure is irs tDr trtaT 111', rind is iled - iards rthe Itirrrrtiied (skrIll i Iris clecurelit csorrsiditis ire aiplliar is,I

Intelligni Kio, ledge-Based Srstetnr I M tk to sirrie task ill replacirsg tire silt: Mr cTIriar ircraft. Thre rrirlrrrirr tor such a stp

rlie rapidl., grrrs ru cirrrplesir rrf thlepilots riask ir, the crirtiat errs iorrrster C rsrrtt Is. rlie pilot is reqluied hecatiseo it iisdairr torilri ii:

caprifrlit arid iris ahilirs I,) jiritr tor rirtrr e sorlurtion, 1s i'0tiritles Probhlems, Fire stretha kt tltiirel\ reprlaces tie I'll," trill ht
tr es hib: these 5 rao'

.-\crdi is Dr. Ellis. trte prath Is' rise sumainned circpir trll bi~tn sIrs\%Is and' CtrIe-Itlll is 111 tIre rie tit all rrTIC lteIr assIsirrr Misich
Itil iterate arid trioside ior lire pilsits rise tire krsned-iase il muriltiple Esperis. s: lie risetIL. tireassistririr %kill llarise tshare O1ciIRieisa
aitreress. esrairiire airesrnat t stsluttions, sand kiill hr-sell-ie-irir rind self-emtendige. It %ill lie rrdrrptrable li ire reed, if tir dii idrirr
sire-etc Isle: arid till pis rie miellreCiri es1irrisiritsis rWrirrrt ire sI(ittissjir

Nieri run cart and isOll biretiet fruit tire rapprlicationr orf IKS k 111ts 1k islsee reriii and steal -Itsini missirri tslarire andt a signal pritcrs e
,1dd tirstitit catratril11it, s present rInetraesi sit tiri'nisi (itr 5s tihe pli Art intelligeni issr-miisriissriie, catsrhilirs i0 earl %istlt lrrrei
Im ii" Ill rilsio ibe 'uail-. lire kits trill ittitepeniI~u <ritE eriiil c11lrsliir siort ii lorreset"Itt AI'sri tslir arip LUs isslrit irese-s --

it: 1 Ittrll\- sli'e"illth Inert ii 'trte ' ti's iis
1 

5 ees irrs e pantts it- illtiire rerhltri

Iluciure 6r

-i setirr l 1:! eietrstn arid Nlirreitci' sre r I tire th Irltg 2 i'rmistrI \lr -Surer i itsts~lslr is all rirsati iris te-rsll "Ient-i "t

- -sldiiseithle 01's1plCt-str tie sssieiii eL-IICL t Ireis dr seC~-ui - ICc 0 i-arIr \speri tri-

Ilre firs-'ttr n iail ilner' -ted sr a se'it title' antl'ts tire- F-ss le-igeIC0 u te-s sris.tie ..ilrs-rr'r ....~ Ii I illli

errstilt -iirrsiisruieii It sire ti-la i [ht 'wst'ill Ilsres Iri t h r a - ,' ....../ i t'sreti ilitris
- 10 rs sts ir' ITI' .IA r "e tI 5t'1C is nr isl1Iri It \iis ' e- -r1111 -tt-ic s isse 1 d Itll t11 I'lutrte Il,- 5 it t t " tsti !-, - (

Nosiil'tit upo stll e 11, :111is c-stiltiier Irs1s sut itisrteit ilsstst isi I ,-i tss:en's-- issi 1r1,siisi' \ ,u tiri

rite- \Jst1-1srir11 I \111 isi.st IIIh 11w s1ne' iii Irl -t rIrrrsII uld l tsiitr'Ii ls'1-i

It I m ,,-i Mii SI he-r's le-etirethirnlte jiis-Iirrrriitt s't it'iiitrt'l'eSitiitir rslii liii1- m ks-" .I i Ill" Ili 0 is'siiitis,'r

lire' of ruw 2 ti sirs's Sssreiifls- -55\ is ri'ciire is na teteii ...s.r'i ghis' ihe Used
1 

sIn 'ttr-h-lrsi~rsrneiils iiti

is' rit s-1,t'- iii gal in sneru

let-lure 7:t
Ills e'srri lestris is- lit'a a lecture hrits. tird tied '-I, Ret, erorf tie Krrsrr Lie' I It L-.rree'rise Prrre's' Ill tis- Ics'11 t D[s 111-hu

sis.ss'l tlie %irrit-tri t tire I 'spest Srsiesris rs es'onihinarionr or un Itirsici'al palis flie knoirris e's It, ire' tutu tie lis ri-
Irh kit"Is-tis Itlre ld, Ite': tiets litirsrs. rand prrrer-sl ris e'l.MO rule's [lii tfererre I ticirisit, Ilsel r r li nte Ills' kIrrsr111 il

Bas- tr, oskImtg s ierrer pnrobls'm.

1), Mit re- si tie ars....s Kneriredge-I- rigierire appriracis si tartierlrinr'lar thsetha sIWCIie'naIC O ne irrrrr c e''sirs'it is kit's ese

...... rell. It nl prsnschts are espnrirrd %i herein' esperi F-nns ledge is e-tptttrsd irl ai a-ilrpiie lrrrrrat bsase lire' krrsi's liliq tun 1-i

re'pnreenting F-unstestes. sireli% 'usrst-ssrder irredrerie lorgic, semaintric tretrssrks, traint',. iIItl prrtr'rsr ru o iule's nt' is'ist ... rer is--
rtseir irtisire, sdrrrnrnee. aird eti'srdsrrrtage's.

itsii's sn is tire krersledee nacquisitioin prireess %%idt is uihdmr ded till(, tire sdert.ticirsrii tiriiCpsrlielii.t t11 55i), siis1i

ritplenrirrrrroll i as"ntd testinrg siages. ASi impiriat toic Ili sire kisns tcrge Enrginriing prorcess Iisreir Is..1 Ira: ire' required is makl,
ilec deselsrprnent itl I 'spert 5 siems prircical. I- ar ticular. tire earios' At prrograminug languages sieh as I 151'. PRI itOir I Wii'5
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ART, and KEE are discussed. System-building aids aird support faci lit ies are also explaiircd. Dr. Bird closes si ii a discussi on sri Ireit
salidation process in terms of the validationi required of' tiormal conmpruter progrartis.

Lecrture 8:
the eighth lecture ts titled "A Rule Based Systern for .'rrisal Sequencing and Scheduling lis Air Fratli (This nil" arid is presnted

hr Dr. Uwe Socickers. This lecture deals with the Air Traffic Control problem as doe' Dr Boster's first patrer.

IDr. X'oelckers' lecture opens with an introduction to the Air Traffic Control prohlens and particularly ir the task assigned so) the Xii
ITraffic control Officer lATCUDI. The task rif the ATCO has reumained a manual task eser a' anrutation has takenr oser mnuch ot lie
signa prcesng 1TeAC still must manually control the aircraft assigned to hint wit hiss Ire controlled ai rspace. AX complerelr airutated
system, with ACTI) monitoring onl), is considered unacceptahle esen if possible. A Knowledge-Based t-speri S isiete oft ers s he poss iIIrI%
of pros iding an acceptahle, extendahle system that can appropriately adsise the -XC FO.

lie goes on it) discuss the cunrrn efforts to apply Al techniiques to the Alt'prohlens. folloiwed hr a brit descripiors si rie or gainiar ir
lthe E spert Systent, which is situi lar tor ses eral of thre Espert S\trs described hr ilier lctiurers.

The lcitire is oes Ott to cases a strore derailed presentsations of the asrmal seqsiescitrg probilemt a, it cmisi s ridar eth I a di,, io irsri

proiblemts and limirttis

I be ntalin topic sif the lecture is the disculssisrirf stIle caurpuses-based urns al planing Systemr isithI its essils c fritt thre algitisunu
based (DXIP.5sr steni to the hy brid I'I.ANA IR Cl IXI AS ss ieti. Thle lecture includes a disciissioin iof thle arch sect sire, the Itstereisc
I lenient, and the kniowledge Base. The Kinowledge Base is subdisided into the static aird drisajnsnc ARl knowledge aird s11ruile base.
I hie platnning strategies are discussed in sonte detail.

lr. Xrckers contetids liar tile rujle-based Fit XNAI R stin establishes a proper planuisre seqiieiice accordinrg toi rules thlai are ased
hr ATM'Os

Lecture 9:
The ninth lecture is by Mrs. Nineitir and is one rI ir5 tittrial lectures. Is is titled ''I-oss to Usre PROI OC tar L specs Sr rieni Des elrp-

uns:t In his Ilecure M~r. Sluenier discusses the use of I'ROI OG as a language for Tispess System deselopusens and the necessary esiionnieni
aind additional lacilities fsr itidsrsial use.

PiRO)IOG has been fasctrerl for Espers Sr ssetr deselsipirris by soicr grouips but ha' been disappoiting tin athei effirts. I his consradiciiris
arises because several approraches are pissible when PROLOG is used as a deseloprieirt tool. Onie approach i tir rise T

5
R( I (06 di seci\

a- a spricificatisin language and use the direct feat uses of the language as a reasoning miechauisum. A'norther apprrac-h is ito use iRf)It 06
sthe implenientationi language. In this case, the knotsledge formtalism is defitted as required and imspleniented in PR( I 0Gk. Botsh aliriachec,

liar e deficieiic that Ms. NT ienier discusses.

Ithe remainder rrf thie paper discusses FXI ICAT 1511411, r" bids is ar ens-ironmens dleveloped by- Mr . SInutru and his issaice as I 1c,
nrinique Serge DASSAIJ[.T specitically as an industrial eironusens for the dcselopmrens of Espers SyNsseris.

ESTIAT integrates she adraniages ofthe PRDO i language'n \,ll the additronal featuires andI capatlilris reqirrerd i fulfill slire desii
scarn's needs These include adsaniced Espert Stsetis feat uses as well as sess icessuch as ri aplrics upirlr i. cdii rg capralrr s. andI K nu lrec-
llas archiig required in she deselopmeus of real producis.

lecture 10:
Thetenth and lasi lecture is by Is. Bursetiaridis titled ''Real Litre Espess Si sterns,: .-XSirsus Reprt l Iis lecture I)s Borwenidisi

and res iews the cuirsenti state sof the art wish respect it)rseal-s inec applicatirrns oiI F-sl Sy terns. ',any, of slie tirdarce arid f urns1-1
aptplications oif Lsperi Sesieris discussed during Iris lecture series fin uin ibis categiry si Hi is a %rhjeCt oir Tusr

1 
nnrciesi
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ABSTRACT

The increasing sophisticat ion of modciern digital iavionic s coulif I, c-ccv'cliv
overload the system management capabi lit ies of the tac tic al tireraft pi lit. I ndl edi,
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time in managing ccomplex electronics systems. Often the pilot must dectifi which systinits
to trust both miss ion success aind tpersonal survival to with in ly a rudimwentadry cocipri-hn-
scon of the system co mponents and their behavior. The Al fiteld of expert systemcs could
make a substantial cont rihut ion tuowardf imtproving bocth circ rift mission c i cctivc-es
and the pilot's sense of situit ion awaireness. To meet this echallengi, howexver, hi
research and development ccctmun it y must resolve a cnuwbier if sign fi-it 'elii-al issues
which could oitherwise limcit the capabilitx indl ccciitalilily of esxpert systemis f-ir -cping
with misecin-critic-al flight situations. Ihis pacpei tirci cii s ese t ivu 5nit - t
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An e xpert svstem is not likely to follow o rigid "rev ipt- tI I -,r isti t I g
sotI ut i on . Rather, it is often opportunistic, using incottiplet e dataj oot Itpl-aill
bu t a s ye t unp roven , solIu t ions and t hen accumulIa t i ng evi dence- in fI%,,, r ot (or igai.tnt
the strawman. The problem of efficiently focusing ank expert systtrt oith,- soot prrodo-
tive line of reasoning is a largely unattained research objective, wih the most -ft
five search s trategy generally being either problem- or- s enario-sp.> ifit . kgrl
Of the se-arch strategy pursued, however, one (,f the fundamental traiit, If in ,5 1 ,Ct
system is the ability to explain its-reasoning by summarizing tht- cv jdten- support iig,
a given conclus;ion.

Finally, although If-Then rules are the most commonly usedl kntrlttg- tpr
sentation form, other repre sent at ions may he sore appropriate t) .I given appi .t1ti.
A rulec-based system is very easy to augment with addi tionalI r lto. Ind i, we- I Iao'
to applications involving sequences of operations, but a large rule oct -nr I- (t It i-
cult to test for completeness (Are all the necessary rules t here I and cin re-sil It
relatively slow operation Of the expert system. For these reasons, !roses art sttit i,
nets (Fig. 3) are clearly preferable where their imposed semant ItS i rc altprttprittt lo
the problem.

EXPERT SYSTE.M TF.Cl-NOLOGY ISSUES

Development of an intelligent avionics suite poses thrtee largely unaddresocI
problem areas for the At research community. First, the expert system would 1-t giettri
at least partial responsibility for mission- or life-critical -decisions, and thus lsuot
be virtually infallible, even in unan-ti1ci1pated continge-ncy circumstances. Second. an
intelligent avionics system would be expected to function within rigid time constrainto
imposed by mission and aircraft operations, and applications such as flight control or
threat avoidance could require response in fractions of a second. And, finally, ain
intelligent avionics system's ultimate goal will be to maximize the pilot'., offt.nsive
and defensive fighting capability; however, the pilot's situation awareness and pm rfors-
ance level will be extremely difficult to assess. 'Thus, the expert system wtll be re-
qu ired to function with an incomrplete, and possibly erroneous, set of priorit tis Indl
performance you s.

SEMATCNETWORKS

A W Q
IF X THEN Y
IF A AND B TH-EN C F
IF LOR M THEN P x Z

______________ PRO__

Figure 1 nt eg er nttiN Fms

bestPRPE the neP pr1e r~stl etasaedi ,sx sctcnlg s

txpana ios i orer tfitl h bes Knowlutonti tep esjtttnm Fotsitrgthet vs

asa F(apese thre plmngac p virn oretlu red is translarhtr asuin-oxbsc tt ct noot it-

wAiic prea obtem's i deirused tin tte. Thminero tht is sethaoin. ti panig

taking place, the stalte tOf the system is changing, so that the arrived-,it plan may nt
longer be Applicable. Similar examples could be tdrawn f rom flight ctontrttl ctr targetittg
appl ic,It i ons.
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model-based fault diagnosis tests, optimal navigation filters and control algorithms,
optimal route planners, and model-based target recognition algorithms for exploiting EW
and targeting sensor outputs. In essence, to be effective, an avionics expert system
must have at its disposal the best possible conventional information extraction and
planning techniques.

Pilot Interface - The traditional avicnics concern addresses the mechanics of
the pilot interface -- the display technology and symbology to be used, the viability
of voice recognition in a high stress environment, etc. Effective pilot/avionics suite
communications is even more important for an intelligent avionics systim. however, be-cause of the need for two-way information exchange. The pilot is the ult imate sour-e
of mission priorities, and a vital source of status and situation awareness informd-
tion. As a consequence, pilot attention becomes an important resource for an expert
system to manage.

The expert system must be able to ensure that high priority messages (-.g
recommended evasive maneuvers) are understood by the pilot, and must be capable ol pro-
viding a broad range of system status and inference explanatory information on an as-
needed basis. It must be able to attach the appropriate priority and interpretation to
information volunteered by the pilot, but must also be able to achieve reasonable sys-
tem goals in the absence of pilot data inputs.

Mission success is a joint pilot/avionics system responsibility, with the pi-
lot having ultimate authority. In essence, an intelligent avionics system must exert a
lcvel of decisionmaking autonomy appropriate to the circumstances. One means of accom-
plishing this woald be to estimate pilot workload and then adapt data exchange and auton-
omy levels accordingly. Unfortunately, there are no reliable metrics for in situ assess-
ment of pilot workload or attention level. In the absence of such metrics, an intelligent
avionics system would have to resort to pilot-programmable communication prioritization,
which would be accomplished during ground-based mission planning.

Knowledge Acquisition - Formal operational training for tactical pilots stresses
reliance on simple fundamentals for mission execution. As an example, pilots are schooled
heavily in navigation using only a compass and chronometer, even though most will have
access to a variety of sophisticated aided-inertial navigation systems during their
careers. The result is a widely varied experience base among operational pilots, with
ad hoc rules and procedures based upon personal experience forming an important component
of each pilot's knowledge base. This user-to-user variability invalidates the concept
of a single "correct" knowledge base in lieu of a broader knowledge base which can be
tailored to the specific needs of individual pilots. The knowledge acquisition problem
is particularly acute in planning for future avionics systems because of the absence of
operational domain expertise with developmental avionics systems, some of which have
not even been flight tested.

Much attention has been focused on tools for acquisition and codification of
knowledge -- KEE and ART are representive of the current state-of-the-art. Nonetheless.
extraction of relevant knowledge from domain experts in an architecture-independent form
represents a formidable task. Procedural techniques, such as partitioning the knowledge
into "chunks" along functional or domain expertise lines, can facilitate the process;
however, there are no viable methodologies for assessing the completeness of the result-
ing data base, or whether or not the functionality is appropriate to the problem. Simi-
lar to the problem of software validation, assessing the quality of the knowledge base
is largely a trial-and-error process.

Distributed Expert_Systems - The new supercomputing architectures stress par-
allel computing, a trend which is also present in most advanced avionics architectures.
Because of the potentially substantial computational load associated with most non-
trivial expert system designs, and because of the need to modularize the system to facil-
itate development and testing, an avionics expert system is likely to require distributed
(parallel) processing.

In developing an expert system architecture for a distributed computing envi-
ronment, the principal issues of interest are:

" Distributabilify - Can the computation and inferencing be dis-
tributed to the available processors without. imposing unreason-
able time resource constraints or excessive control overhead.

* Concurrency - Can simultaneous hypothesis formulation and testing
be efficiently implemented, with minimal extraneous searching and
acceptable control overhead.

* Focus of control - Can the inferencing process be effectively
Uoc used on those lines of reasoning most likely to lead to a
viable solution.

* Real-time peration - Will the architecture support timely deci-
sisbas-edon incomplete data.
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0 Modularity - Will the proposed system modularization support el-
icient design, knowledge acquisition, software development, and

testing.

Current applications programs are focused on two basic architectural options
for meeting the stated requirements: blackboard architectures and communicating archi-
tectures (Fig. 5). Both employ modular expert systems (knowledge sources and expert
objects, respectively), each module reasoning only within a specified domain. The pri-
mary differences are in the global control philosophy.

Blackboard

KNOWLEDGES - BLACKBOARD

KS

SCHEDULER

Commun i cat in_Eipe ect s

CEO t4 MESSAGES CEO

LOCAL LOCAL
BLACKBOARD BLACKBOARD

EXPERT MESSAGES MESSAGES EXPERT
PROCEDURES CEO PROCEDURES

OR RULES LOCAL OR RULES

BLACKBOARD

EXPERT
PROCEDURES

OR RULES

Figure 5 Candidate Architectures for Distributed Expert Systems

A blackboard system uses a scheduler to select the appropriate sequence of
knowledge source invocations, but the scheduler can be both inflexible and slow. C.om-
municating architectures provide much more autonomy for the expert objects and, as a
consequence, can be much more opportunistic in pursuing promising lines of reasoning.
However, weak evidence can potentially lead to high message volumes and inconclusive
searches. Both architectures have achieved impressive seccesses (Refs. / through 8),
but both require considerable skill to effectively implement.

SUMMARY

The function of an intelligent avionics system should be to perform pilot-
delegated, mission-critical functions. Since the pilot must bear ultimate responsibility
for mission success and safety, the role of an expert system would be to recommend in-
telligent options for system management and mission plan.,ing, and to exercise the level
of autonomy conferred by the pilot in implementing those options. In performing this
role, the expert system could use a combination of heuristics (pilot goals and beliefs)
and mathematical procedures (signal processing algorithms, decision models and strategy
generators, etc.) in responding to unforeseen contingencies.

It seems readily apparent that intelligent avionics have the potential for
improving aircraft performance and mission-responsiveness, while decreasing pilot work-
load. Because avionics perform a real-time, mission-critical function, however, [ull
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exploitation of the promise of Al will require substantial advances in a number of ri -
tical technology areas. The DoD is currently pursuing a number of program initiatives
with the objective of demonstrating the applicab Lity of Al to the avionics problim.
These initiatives will contribute substantially to the state-of-the-art in Al appli-
cations; however, solutions to several of the pertinent technology issues ire I ik,'ly to
require contributions from the broader Al research community.
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a) Digitul circuts atdc'i ore cierithtv to tiiherrii,--'rli':.'-.'i i ~-,
has hers 'rood hy tre Industro bor irvyveair. ftr this lorc t-ILi.

b) Ahnotl'ty- circoiti awrict are very dill rult t., aecr-i'i-, -i- lilt, 't;1l I-'i -i

af operation. At the proerit ti-, troohlishooirtlg is or t 'toriOr gr 1li

technicians. This dependesco rirsi rot ss little siEtloted 0;, t, ii -; -.-
aithrioit proiio. such rer--ir i, -t ---- os-I tieref-o cas'' - he ct-re

is service. 'Icreoser, their rissron Coils, raCier -)irtchty tii tire tile 'i tr;-r 1 ' - rt i
Since they -r tiresia i-'nct'e ti) .' sea c-pitj",, is

hAtiomation, i.e. computer prroresstse, of ato cir-i.tr~iln~'t Isr--t cc,I

reqittre-ment.

flonveot issat jsa yecessto-g dres cot rffer a satinfaitory resyni eLto thIn 1, rr'rcc te .i - I,~rc
tilular, it corjes oip ay~atssit the dtfficritty of quantifytiig iI'r-stron to) be yr-csse I ort -ii . al ort
cot Ii solo of fon, It co.n di i n ns .. It i S reces.o-r y to h e ca p ah Ie o f reaon ogvg o f 1 it t fit ci aprl I-i

tile first time. Artlificiat Inteiiigence attempts to1 provide its ahilt of adopnLatt- rit -0 r. "or

t iram tirn s * -tie r aitse a ma jo)r we a kness o f coonves ir11)natI isto p rr c es I 0g .

hon
2 artificiai ioiteiiigenue techntqaen, those of expert syntevoi (ES.) sosli soir ti hr t'iio

li-a-tetp applicahie is on Industriatl enoir roveom .-X part icuiarily connenient feature -(1- .1. i s t iter-
dec h etween the represesitatin sard enpiuitatton of knowiedge. Anctlrer interest ing 0--art e-iI tI- if .
jo- tir thei r deciarat tee prograrsoing, Is their vase of nolificat Inn. Thiey apply loIdeel t, ire oor.
ledge is poor ly forialitced and therefore never cirl-leteiY asalyzed at the st ii -i f uyrpi1 -i. Iiya-
uiar, emperiLesce is haoded down onl y progressiveiy through the ana lysts of nyr e-n fo Il iron .

DED ALE is ISn 7. .S;. d e velonp ed by E Ie c traon Ique S erg e DAS S ALI.T , th1,e vhjctLove oi ailih1, ) I S itue i
diag-nostic phase of ao anwiog; circuit.

hEDAf. aliows the fast and inteiligent Identification if ir~iot fairts. Ito ah[itv is -Lr l i-
ted to a few circ:uits ;it Is able to troublenhoot fairly quickly any new rcirlIt altitol or I-itta
knowledge. The noneity of DilrALE coapared with other E.S. largely results from this rhtoct-to.

The procedure adopted by DEIIALI. in producing diagnoses is coimparalie aitit iam -if or 'ict laced
with the same situatin. Both apply very generai knowledge born oif emperiesce (expertise) tI a Sit ra(t-1i
titey discover, one by means of a Structural and fumctionai descriptrion of the defective circit and tie
other by meains of a c irct-ir diagram and iayostI drawing, A parts Istq aod t iforai ion resulIt Ing tr in et Ic-
tr Ical tests'4 The , y9s1e, , no imore t han thle exspert , 11ncaspabile ofI ident IfIyIng a fontII attI. ard ItoIt
i nfo rmatioan. A t rooble shoot er ia able to use ten t and s t iauia t ion erlisut to nI add Ititon ti tin1 flo e Soos.'
DRExiP. tint teref ore make use of the t roubleshooter'sa compet ence fo r complIe t Ing or -trlip reent I -tg Its
I nfoemat ion. Thin const raint , which umnifesin itself by dialogul og thrnrogtott tire royal r arh, 1' ha irenoy
conejoences. iEtimpli es an effort to unmit the coimber of Infornatism reartitsa And to mortt-r their
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pert inentce.

B)EDALE hats been designed int callaboratiton with the Scient itit, 1entre of ItO4 F'(1nIt [,.I n--

tinge bet ween techniciants took place In 198 Iln were, afficAlled~ by -j restr ig~ %g~.s- It 11yci .t it
beginning of 1985.

The stady resulted in the pr ct-deion of -n cnperitenal model wht i, 1-il.tt, I, Int e
ti. of 1985.

(IIAprERt I - 111 KPItlWLiKInf.

The coopo ter atdeiliztion and reptrensttatlo toif kiotowleilg -oeI
1 

I, Ii riottI!t I I

IclIrcut ; appea red to be thfe -nost Iroc ialI and coaplex t -s. -t I iFJAI.F doet-I.,:i a t t-c It Ipt ,
t Itle wh ich chacac t er izet Woftwa re of tow F.A. type -"o t~red wit nro vte I t-i ,, t j o. I It i-

reprenentation of lnfor,tI- ioncrs It jroeral few prtbies..

Thin knowlcdge relates to the tmc tatral .ol fiincli-ol *s1-ti 4 a c Itt I l .1 1.
ace based. It] III

Baic elsctr-tttlc ctctpt, geoeti0 t-tr ii Iri its., enobl.-tpt-rti,lt 0- I -iii t he -Itt i
zed and referenced. Their Itternal strinitre i-re idapted to) elect ivc -Inc lily o aitol It ot- - Ito i--,

stethod dapted for Organiing and I-Itritlling ttls itfaroati- I ctoen ) tililtiybhrie blerr-ihl I-2 I
relational aspec~t of a fact within 0 -ait,"ot. nisitt tttt- 0- - ticutI i-tt Inte -li.tt,: I- it- I -

cotteelcahie. Fatt ci rcnlt in the sohe- -t a &At -letly iOn : tI tirt" toi il-iMt

I . 1.1 Stro-tarai lte-iclttt

Tbs strctt-rai 1"cl-rlpttonitrte-nvts t rI,i,iAoe to 'tnlAl 1 1t itl-c..t t I -c,,It it-Ie

ting obtained hy niSool -tbseroatlnn of the cti--nit or itsi I tyio ir iwing.

It is fa a tr refioing a A"-to&. by one of opaim .- iiA ~ t (lca I -, ii-i, -- t i
or tecltologlel -- ncptr (satwr of citne Q.t, itoioteoto) IQt tint4 fi)r I-lt, lI t I '-[i I I it

at whtIch testn mtttits terfo-sef. TiSs Iletlyi-t ts,. Atht otpear IItlec I--,c Ii itt -

grapicl 4im, is a firt step we-In -Os m.t i-to Viat t l ma ptt-iet.

The following oocitons Ec-Ic tio-l iit cy~ots have bent .ople-i:

- ntrctnal ock a otractaraI block Is a phystl Iie tty ident Itten h, ii - I, tt11 I i-t I-,.

Ito teholieb tent pit-ot to yh an totr-iol Itt I-tic-I I 't- tL -ci

- atom thi is n.trncl trAl blck Wt which fote " otto rI, tIc-I It-e.. I i - -I 1 i

Interest fsr dCgo is CIosotly IIit In t1ie -nali-i i-- iti alt- - ,

ted in a cItoe tIf sonlf-tnccion.
An atom. cant possess cicrto etiorl-o-itt, li
foocIt ,, (refer to 41.1 .2).

- internal__ode lthis is s1 physica entUy ciining tthoi~lt - lintgs-,t- 1111c1liic,
strocinral blobk.

- link ithis loon atom, b-ang the s~peclail fteotlin of cletct-l-in- c o S

of nornal tyec-atio tf the slectrtolcat n-s )Ii tIr-tit to, ii etti ii ,iI-
emited In the etlas tf trotthlesltttttitg, slice it eablesI o ,,tr t--nt I I,,it t I be
identified nery rapidly. It Is fnr Ctlo -,ato bt It k,. ~I I itto-1t-. It !I-
tlngtulahed fr-in at-cnnaiti si3c, ta1h4c

- tesrjnint t physical lotcat ion at which on, oseroat oilai f i .rc -Io b actt-
tEanpie t enitrelnent oIf a] noltrige.
The temy~polnt ti generli, located In so) Intecott Icii It tie t-Icitt

itructrrl hittcks and Internal t-tdes nable tte AIrc-itif - hr des-cbe i t- vthe I t- ,I I uci.-
of miractaral entitles. The clrcoit represents the Itnt ir irol block at t'tc ilbeot lendi. wti-I I- .1t i
in that of the lowest lenel. The characisrist Inof ec t itt ar i

t

s inet to s-ttitt c-It- I-ore

wrte.The nice isf a blitcb lo r hieib ttte 0-iiial iII,-i h c tnn- i llitci ci

1 .1 .2 FamttonAl Description

The fanctional description of clvrcttlt reprodoces 11KIn lALF ins a t i -ol toot -nto it

the cIrc.it.
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operat ion does not Indicate tie cAuses of fat lure. Rules of alfoan ion can then rapidly guide diag tol i. by
IndicatIng these causes which say be later used by the rolea of experience.

it is AIso pos slhe La Us the rules of ,ai iI.-ct ion directly I -t,,e s ,ttco Cirtag n Ifout I.

are provided.

Esample : If the actual seasured frequency of an oscillator is a multtple of its noral frequency,

the oscillator is defective and presents the problem of being locked onto A har-soilc.

1.2.4 Rules of Selection

The rilen of selection (meta-rlen) participate in formulating a strategy for troai.lerhooting a

circuit. This knowledge is thus locsted at a less specific level of the expertise domain (exanple : t,)

privilege the validation of a hypothesis relating to a sufounctlon of a function confroed as defective).

The roles of selection allow faster progression in the process of diagnosis by giving preference

to hypotheses likely to prove atore fruitfui.

1.2.h lse ,af Konleige of the Inferential Type

The roles of operation and malfanction derive Tros interpretation of the laws of electronics. They
are co ly acqifred And little subject to aodiftcation other than their enriching.

The rules of experience correspond to tite synthesis of situations experienced by repairsen. They

are sore dittfeult to ac-sire and are iever exhotstive.

The riles of selection describe methods of diagnosis. They vary (ro- one expert to another and may
bea call-tarp. They aust tlterefitre always he challenged durit g development.

In iddition, liEllAL a-sei i -ioie f noito- tnic reutaoinl, i.e. rule nay be challenged fitiIo-
Ing Its tspf'.tation.

.5Spe, Ifit I rg.v

There is erL4t1n kotl Ige reloting tI ir:,itt trooblehotaing, the satiae and tse ,f which allo a
e i""Itool Isto-pr-i:esing dencriyt I ,t the lgrAith type.

a) nlyis it lIt ri, Ia I n te ro tiin Beteno fintnIn-

The stialols tf elec rIl Interuc ti Ins Iu 1bae , 00 the fo low Ing soisple Idea : one function In
gener1 toft ences Lhe oofecrAt Itt of itnotier fanc inan II tiere is a possible electrical path het-

Ie ties (It etn tosolhle i, ni;ae ither ases, nneh an ther,. o-eleetrie, iodutive and e
tisvI ef Ieto,, eac)

Tls anals it med ahave all hv the rioles i ef -l-t Ian I trer to ILit the asrea of search.

:apie a If s fan't ,n if tar circuit in not terfrsei, rien consider only those typotheses rela-

lap t t o' altin Ifect lag th, fatter.

h) dot lyslo .tf Priarialen

degree -if pribrtty espresuen the ditht lenerally ans(i ned to a structaral element, block or at-tn

c ocerning Its elertr-nt, performnrn:e. touth t Iured by experience with regard to a structural
l elent fies oot toke fiat 0cc-nE any special cireanstances hving produced it. Thin knowledge
,aa. tieflre he ased ai)tever tie tronhleshot lag in progress.

The avalyis of priorities aind tite nalslo of Interactions yrovide te Input data for tie riles

of selection.

c) Electrical Parsoeters

W1hen titey are nos. teatured directly, electrict araaetern nay be alculated or deduced. Knowledge
,of tier is essential fair deternising wiether ait not sn elitraltc functlon is normal.

Flectrical voltage Il an electrical parater ossociated with the ntde entity consilered as opera-

Ling nornall. % vtltal;e ieanirenent -mide on a physical point of a node in sufficient for deterni-
ning the nltac ,if this node. This sav also he determined by applling Kirchoff'n l.aw relating to

voltiges. DEhAlf, attenpta to apply this law syntenaticaliy to avoid maktg ,nnecess.ry
ne~uas ;ts.

The parameter af elertrical earrent Is a special case, since It I, a practically .n..eantlrable

quantity possessing rather the characteristics of a quantitative synthelis nf considerations rela-
ting tat the operation and Interaction of functions.

The noltion to this problen costitates part of fature WIfAI.F. development. At the present time,
hitfIA[. asnLen it in possible to einatare current and to apply Kirchoff's Law relating to currents.
% prigrao deterinesn the value of an cvatput cirrent for a given function and node Iryem the valtes
of ,otpt ,turrents for other fancttons And for tfle node cosilered.



CiIAPT.RI 2 A DEDIIALK -IFibhtirt

A session of circuit troubleshoottag by DEDALE Is exected as follows

rrciti AcQtjitri4OAT.ADESC?7t3 NFCRUI oBf isf.

tig Tohes dscriptio si . eneral clIr ciPoiiatitg, .thi pae, n di ie sue ti ri55Ce 'g teilfe
rd ae f, tiIa dat ofrte ircuit I he teste to .~lt fote 3 ire ti ,. is ne!i thlsen

.2 buldli I0N OF 5tiALi[U bihisDAT CONACERNIN [SrXI iFUN:i Ifli

Toese ira rei-Aittp toI the defectlove oatrre .rf the I r-irt to Clown byv tiie I , Ic ici -r i
r-n is,,o lows

-The l it at notyotI si ,sals hicir dttIer froc, those espeCctl I I the C.1se Jf Tor1 oil-e

The systm then urfr-o oo, InteractIon aalysis to deteriiie tieh0, riee rc t, .I

sospected according ti tire ioterircilton they laneoin tire rI fi ro liotpot'.

-If posibt, the types ai qaII-ttio faul t ohunreed on these orILpats (sl,,nol thocitl, -rice t

freroop low noltaCge, etc. ,) or at the l,'e of the 'e-n " its[ elft (entessi -~e -ii

cn, etc.) Thlese ta are sd by tire ruslfe, erese

At tire pr-en t11Ine, these data Ire entereed cI, the croil le by Lte operitre in replc to ') -es triso
aed by th e s ys tes. They could. be en te red d Ir ectly by ireas of an titterfoce beto t," he Ycse- or s test

p rocedure s. ThbIs is Ilso tire case tar all data to he supplited laiter (-aInly die, reolto it voi cage

seasrelaest ), * t aeqa'I ot Ira o n f alI eh wIlt he -atco-ated ta cte hfit-i re.

('tnen these peellitnary data fo r gotling ni ts diagnosIs (In, tIr abec ofsii ata thessic
forait es hltin dly by irunst igainI g all Poun tIins), the syse trstu cla c -Iiro (rosisr cg

yliase.

2 .3 Tgp31fd.SiiilrTlA

Toe tottiI~1 sol of roobieoaolog is tlre l pracedseil parc (2 lines of code )f )L D~to.

froobleshi otlg itsl i ,,s per forsied accrediog to u fo Iloa wi:r ccle.

2 .3.1 hppliiettrr lrf hlsof thopericoc

XI cue rie I e sycronce ore eniol re- in tire folrwaird cir.iinin-; o0de o1ti iI sirotilon of tci u r-
rest factlba. T irep decro"is ea poss.Ih')le ry po tirees (incI l g in parc icu1larin-deyti copllrrotio co

brc c e cu tuprsing r-etied aeve diih disii si fis e:ycieu,

Ths rporssrelat ing to tl irolis e-vnp be associated aitr, prroobl e -- res of naicinction, e.g .
hypotheses 5 capactor ((AS5, N8ip Ci hor t-cir ci t)

232 bp pItdcat Lirn of haos o- f Sdeeccton

Trie !st,.r then oecioate io, th oh-hjr ie tire rie Of selc-in f-r tire yorpooe I)

deternitng arong i t tire irypathes of prn I'cr!ls roinn to, he, entnilned that which ti svoe' will1

altenpt i ,r ulute dorn tuI cei t ire oI ec ofr walnil. ircpothe, tire riles select froa the
cireutt functions not tc1ec eailted. This molds .r ecesey rigfil -depth seirur (irtegy.

si liittos 'If the selected ryprt
t m

esis is base ro -t 'Irie f cr oinalatedt~ Itinleho-
chalntng eiioe. Thes riles ore ern-ceytat,, sif r,1o nonrCslctIn (irc-I is 1 qo sco li selec I"-
ttng the, ietlrnri of nalliati-rn) and Irnoe th ril vsof aye ririo oIn, tie roles f sa"I"ino ,-osli

tire bbcan nonde.

Thrus If the., setetedirypyotirests lef ne11stc if "I', "I n '" rI n, o firor tIo b.; rIns f1ireer1
of esperlnce. s tir stte I ix t tte-ryt tro 1 irs d1 litnl t1rr 1ai etnb so leosc i

les -tre, tf tis toatp1 ii, n rrt Ira to hi-w thiot the I intirn Is eorret. If tire il 'ylrtl sproe
d _ earun a P, ricto ,tiottjtoo tet~ ,tr spte -te itr nyp-olt irec-t ion, or teny-

The nal Ida t Ion res-It I s con- rned 
1fI.it'c tI-snu recogulcd It -eroct ur Inrnorrc nIsidair o

tenipt faltmir, I I-e.- daubL I "W.rrlIr.- tI bhet-r rif tire fonctl-ti)., It, s osed in sirls1, eoct cyle (rI
o f expeelence) as are yo f-trc cloafiraed nir detcte by tile rl tic atinci i-n, etg. faullt (col lecinr_
ba s e~ju.rt.cton_npeo trrI t Th).
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2.3.4 Processing of the Validation Result

The progran reinitiates the troubleshooting cycle. The data acqoired during the prevloos cycle are
then used hy the riles of experience.

The various stages of reasoning used by the riles (hypotheses concerning the fuonctions and possi-
ble causes, validation or Lnvalidstion of a function, normal or ahnoroal operation of a function, v~pe of
fault) are recorded in a current fact base continuously opdated by the rules (additions or removals) while
1nformation acquired as a result of neasurements (voltages) and considered as definitive are store In the
f raae s.

2.4 ENID OF DIACNOSIS

rhis occurs :

- either at the start of a cycle when a rule of experience indicates that a defective ato or link
has been found by a role of ;nalfonction during the previous cycle, the fault then bing
ide, t ifted,

- or at the moment of selection when all the functions of the circuit have already been subjected
to the validation phase, in which case the system has failed to identify the fault and con at
the most propose the changlug of non-validated atoms.

2.5 TRACE AND INTERFACE

A graphical interface (under 191 GDDI system) displays all or part (coon) of the circit to be
tested.

Reneath tie graphicil field tn which the circit dliagran appears, there are two alphanunericul
fields for system requests and User replies.

When a testypont neasurement is requested In the first of these fields, this testpoint flashes
in the diagram, enabling it ti be easy recognied.

The execution of reasoning nay be followed graphically by ;eons of a colour code cootrollel by the
r,itles, identifying at each cycle, the hypotheses generated by the riles of experience and then the attenpt
to validate operation or -alfinction of the selected function.

Each tine information Is etered via the keyboard, the trace node nay be selected (or thoindoed)
at will for showing execution of the rules (see 3.2). in any cae, a complete trace of questions, an.-er
aod role activatlons is available in files at the end of the session.
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CHAttER I - TIlE KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

In DEDA E knowledge is represented in the forin of frames and riles.

3.1 FRA4ES

3.1.1 Description

Frames are used here for describing the factual knowledge of a clrcit (another possibility would

consist in formulating them in object-oriented language).

The conventional representation in frames is given in the formn of qaads

4 object, attribute, facet, value >.

From the semantic point of view, it is possible to distinguish

- the models which are special franes representing concepts, nassemblIog here the knovledge on .io

electronic circuit in general (valid for au troubleshooting)

- the instances which are precise objects saterializing a concept, here the knowledge relative to
the partticular circuit under test.

The attribute plays a special role : the ISA link connecting a model to a sore general model ir
connecting an instance to a oodel. This hierarchical link antomatically inplios heritage of toe vales o

the attributes of a model by its descendants. Thus a graph is obtaioed, the lenses if dliii are oott.

3.1.2 Attributes

Here are enamples of attributes together with the itighest-level object where they are defined.

Object any (represents say attri ute) ; priority (a priori vulnerability cefficient)

Structure reference(s) with respect to a locil reference frae ; form ; dinenslins;

structural_type ; test points ; technology

Block composition (in blocks or tons)

internal node composition (i internal _nodeo or linos)

Circuit defective inputs ; defectiveoutyits

Testpoint position(s) (with respect to a local reference fratne) ; voltage (potenial tlffereoce
(pd) with respect to a groond reference tent_point) ; pd(T) (potential dtiferenie wi

respect to test point T) ; ACvoltage : AC_pd(T)

Node composition (in internalnodes) ; testpooint

Function :ob functions ; fsnctionaltype (e.g. rhe na-, of the Fosctlon ofl Ists pItyroecro)

Active_block temperature. coopensation

Re istor, Inductor, etc. : tolerance

Diode t maximue current ; saxt'usreversevoltage, etc.

It should be noted that the attributes, in the same way a the objecto, say coonist of a name or

nate with associated paraweters (Prolog predicate).

Many of these attributes, attsched, as shown above, to their c oceptial entitles, are Il fact iscd
only at the level of instances and receive their values at the tine of data acquisition - the circot.
Others (voltage, pd(T)) are hsed in the cosrse of troubleshooting under their procedurl attachment aspect

(facet ifneeded).

3.1.3 Facets

Contrary to domain-specific attributes, facets are more less .ni sitl in the [roe repreeota-

tion.

- Value Facets

Facets intended for receiving the value or values of an attribute (these values generally bing
objects, Prolog atoms, numbers or character strings) : VAL and DEFAULT (implicit Informatih n t,

be taken into account If there Is nothing in VAL).

- Filter Facets

Filter facets, which are constraints on allowed values of an attribute a well as fllterlng tr

the methods of searching for these values

.. 4.

a .



(,svpac y. t-ser-t.i, dia,,feiweei (I 10)>.

I It myn he 'iescrilaeit 
t

p t-iil e i-jest -qVriable srits1 [lienl Call slte whln rise lh~e-

is16En ae-I e.g. <cliilt ,detect isntit,*nl~is sis tl, dii),i

t a tobe f el.

* t'n e.ecihes tilpli~i bm A 1 Al re valises 'iii ng this, iperty :V P(V) . It is
the si Can sate 1i Astoance 

5
OLi,, sy ir-sne -. Lae is i-eted nily If tin 1 -n s t ile yr-

perty e.g. <objlct , yri-iriry, *i~~sI, ilsie-:ee(V)> ts indi-sie [lim the Pri,.rirn in i nt'

*Fleshty, [lie ilsoc i aya tire 0te 61t rAies Ai -OIn (,,c encissinecl.iehi

*TYPEi-a ., s- [- ile [. Il-vigtresso.cr

* haole-ealied wihen rte -al1s if thel aLtteiots is singi~fe, abfcl 1i- 1,e it rile list rype 1s 11
(e ndse, test_ post _lIist,, TYPE, si ngie-aiid>
<node, testjsoist_list , VPAL, iTI, Th, T7 .

Vis siglenaied il~scir If A- Attrihiuie liplIns resir~itinis u- ir se-ing fr a nsl-i

sisl "1on tile f irst iisisol ) As wei IIAs f ir -sbi A nie (err-cA ii s-i ir
ouie ) coor) This Ei tie type by fArt lie -t -,,dIn i ihl

wk-lt)aisiine the Act ili te i laO- senersIi nls-s, irin-t.-1 t1- lidl -<i; tI'I
5

ielI i II

e -d noe, Ctsrjolnr, Tfl'i, u It in-v. i>
.snde, testjioint list, VNL, (TI, I', U3)>

cisfn hari-tee iti eachc-is

PtfCsllihacts As A filter 15 the setr~i f-r A vail'-l-., C it'arribhte. I ticsv i I Or c-
tiEn ( repre sentln g eni il, In-st, he Mitsi'i hc il i- rn-sred i-el, et ii- V n
ref IesK if Fieerd fnisnd Iiiilier in tile, I ;,h ii(-'iy. This fse is fir i-tie ens i i.

-Reflex Facets

Ref lex facets inst titeL the act Eve part niIf te n-i.' hit ii-. stkve ir e iidotr I -nsIi 1,;,,
the Et at In it can,i of bti cl aie In leced A shi Ic re-s-n I gl 'Eto til isrs

i-f' NEKI)ifI this re' les, the naissif ssil insni -sct I, jnit ited wiei-c r~n
calve if alt arteihotet (when rser- is n~tingidc s-l Y)
e.g. r <toestjtn, pdT) lbndebligi

if nor request (selfpi(t),V)>

'elf inldicates thle initial Object i)f Interest (in tihis c-se a plit.icilar lest _piit) V is tile
n aIte sought (here th~e p)- OfP the testpolnt -cnsti ie-i wit i reniectt 1,) tsstjoIn0 tf), 1

4 
-Cd

i-la it Ifo esalpl e i f lo yrs'rs i- t Cii-te yntent IAI diL rn-eitwee tw
tetpoins. ' req9ues' a, f I-ei jt I1 itry l'in tI inLn iseif In -qie si innn ircac I ig Esieie

tll Obtain a naluse l'if an At eiho 1te ir , ij ecs

I ii'ADi~h f)E the nalue of this refiext is asy act Itnon itt At ted ni- ,dh gao i 'ne ~e
iA)tan attribste :e.g. <eetotit,pid(t), Iv' _AiilEh, psi <i ' i( sel f)Vi-L,-V , put ticig

rai. is tI t y lsnc t I'm f iII l an ibjenct aLt r iht.f Isct witl, a gine' naln .

i--i-lst tiRlig ;contains aol actiton Inititated O1ln ni-tacin3 A noise ri-jetted by tile lftect-
(e.g. a value nit Irelisging to the dornalo).

e.g. : Irobject, any, VAiiF.-ili~ write ('tile naise' * V, 'is errilies-is. -.1 Oc iistlier nilis
of', ATT, 'of', sell)>.

ri-PLAsAMiMlC-nLi-ta in a5ct toe (in gleneral a lesg)initiated lli - chl e orIs;A, uit
inn fr,- th bnyers'tnr fmI isistog a q ue st In, se by tole sneri,

-Utility Facets

contains;An actinO (In general a mesna-
1
e) act looted by [ilie 'request' funt I-.

if <g-roved, refsreitse, VAL, t
thenowrite ('mlsns're the nalse

of the fir eoltage no' Self)
and flashb (sel, f)
if not w rite ('measuire tile V4aIls

of th ,- psi betwe c s' elfI 'od' t
and flas h (self)
and flash (t) >
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* PROIPT EVAL : cont tins an action (in general a neosage) acticated hern ealoatiog a teatton-
ship (binary perALr) betweel an ,nkiown value of in attribute an. a rive, value of te sSame
type (such an evaluattin nten accoru as preltise of an rference rol, e and coastitotes tire
interface of the riles/frnes type) Ex. : TI ; pd(T2) ; < ; 3.

Scost allows information acquinit ion cost data to be placed here (value of an at rihute) b
means of an I 'F -NEKIiii procedure (e.g. acesibitity of a testypoint or a oeasureoent). This
facet is for fatare eutensions.

3.2 RULES

3.2.1 Descriptitn

These are rules of the type : if prenises then conclsios, reflecting the inferential knowleige
on troubleshooting at tie level of the rules of electronic operation or ralfinction, riles of experience or
"meta-rale" of strategy.

rhese ralns are MrLtten in external fors as Prolog terns, aoit a certain -lher of keyaors (rlie,
If, then, and, or, no, among, etc.) defined as prefix or infix Prriog opcrators wlth crncetvable priorities
for reflecting tile syntax Adopted. The variables are Prolog variables. This defines an external syntax, e-
olly modifiable during the design phase -ahil re ai-ing within tile Prolog franemork. Thereby it allows -I-
rect acqulriitn of the rates by tile Prolog interpreter for the purpose ,f translttion lnt tointernal rile
usable by the inference engine.

Unification is used to the fullest extent, the conditions (yremlses) and actions (conclusions)
telig evaluated either in tire systea of fromes or In tire base of current facts or as general Pr-lo goa l s.

3.2.2 Foraard chalniog

Forarl chaining is perforlmed by satiratton on tile current fact base, I.e. by enchaining passes
tirrough ill riles ntil the fact bse is no losger ndified by sach a pass (optirtalatn ensuring that, do-
ring a pass, only those res for wlrich one pre,ine at least ba been modifled during the previot pas,

are activated). This :heck carr be easily enrended to saturation on tire knowledge base constitued frn tie
frames. In on open aorl, all additional check is performed that or cootrniction occurts to tire fact

base.

Other cont ri nodes are posIhl e, sucb as tle I nterrupt ion o f forard cirai olf, oIn a part Iol r -c-
tivated rule (preneace of a STOP as conclstoo of this rule).

A\ check nay be eneciLted by certain rules of the packet (operating as meta-loes). It is In this
nanner that tie action of ,us activated role say he to inhirit teoporarily (during renaloder of the forward

ciralning) or even to definitively rellove i certrin number of rulens from the packet.

Durnlg foreard chaining, It is possible to inhibit at will qnnrtIons to tile operato or rrte gene-
rally th e pracedaral accalaret ty Nikilr.

lsxa,iplc of a role of exyerieoce used -ih b forwart cra tnt o:

rule reference eoltarre fault
if fault (powersupply,*N)
and *N;blokconnected;*B
and exec (presnce (*,*7) & Psor trn (f,,,ene,,*tnc))

and non-valtilation (*)

then hypotirests (*Funr,*Z,forward._kbianed).

It indicates : if there is a power suppl> proble n on a lode and If a block ctnerted to thin rrde
coxpines a Zeser diode not yet validated, then ad-pt the hypothesis that this Zener diod Is forward bia-
sed (fault, validation, hypothesis are predicates of tile current fact base, block connected is a frame at-
tribute, presence and function are Prolog predicates).

3.2.3 backward chaining

3.2.3.1 lerbniso

In the case of back,ard chaining, a role is initiated when a goal (Initial Prolog goal initiated

from tire calling 'program or sub-goal fr-, a precnise of another rile) "unifies" with an Initiator of this
role. Is general, any conclislon of a rule, other than tile call tor execute a specfitc progra, (exec
(Orolog-goal))), i.e. any conclusion of tt. <fact> type (and non <fact> t an apen world' or
<act ion frame> - hnbject>; <attri brte>; <vale> ca operate as I nit iator of thin rile t tire "entersal" rule

Is thus converted during conipilatton Into as any "internal " rules (Prolog clorses) as It possesses such

conchlsions. The rule, initiated in this srsnner, evalnates its prmses (possibly processed as other
slb-goals) and then, Ia the event of success, actiaates Its concirslms (alidat ig in particular that r-
viag served as initiator). Implicitly this backward chatnjr is performed hy tile Prolog interpreter, I.e.

the strategy of c onice aniong siner i rule. having lottntres being rtnIfPed with t r sae suh-gna!, Is tm
initiate these rites in the orer in hich they are otired In the arkipn, space.

ihen this snb-goa tyssese o free variables, no back-track point is created at Its level.

On the other hand, ,iies tils sub-goal possesses free sart ihles, a back-track point in creoted, I.e. tile
posihitity of several oslidatlni of this sub-goal corrsponding tr dtfferent variable tostantiattors to

left mpen.
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Extample of a rule of operation used with backward cihaining

rule diode fooc
if *Anooe;pd(Ogatbode).*U

and *Cathode;curreot;*l
and (I aong exec (betweeo(0.S

5
,0.8)&*i-0)

or fee ( lO~)
5 ~)

then nornal operat ion (diodeG(*inode.*Cathodel ),
5
1fl.

It indicates :if the potential difference between the anode and cathode of a dinde lies between
0.5 V and 0 .8 V and if the cathode current is clearly non-zero or if thin potential difference Is less than
0.5 V aid the cathode current is close to zero, then diode operation is noroo.

A sob-goal initiating thin role in for example :nnrlnul-nperatin (dinieflN,12().13)
(normial operation being a predicate of the fact base ;pd and current being framc attributes, between,
le, -,~being Pining predicates or operators).

3.Z. 3.2 Strategies

- A strategy at the level of the order to) enuInate tile preisises of an initiaoted coin nay ')e
end saged.

The fralag hy-detaitit strategy (evaunation is the written Order) in often not the 'not yertsent

inna ginen contest. -,or endlea, there an no poryose inna conjonCton Of prenises, to initiating in-deytch

se ar ch1 (with possile quest ions ta the laser when the answers bane on) tract icalI use eiscahere) for the f ir~t
C-i) if the nth is clearly imposoile.

first rnii enoattion ot the are tines can tis be lade, thereby renirtn in so ti validatotan or
Innaildacino ~ I' ofnnatteetr netines of tne whole role. Osly in the case of indecisin In a riocc

ciapiete enaIaiooti-n required with in particolar initiatin of tile procedural attachrieoss 1T NEiiDFil In thle
fracs stared dorinig tile first nass. Daring this reexaninution, it is also possile to "sonlvc onore

tabklog Into accont tile clot ifa iii ring the 1i nc-at ion contained in the tE StillE atachments, (se of
te CO1ST focet).

- kooth er stestegy c.- Ns 'toi -at thle lenei of the order in whii tile roles ihIety tol lead tol a !'I-

ceo niah-g-a -are en d (a .,1-ln oil-In lit latorn aol fy w11th tis slb-ziloal).

ilere ag-in , it is o~ften preferohie to) onoit tile crier gioen by Prolog, which In that in which t;.e

co llo; oreloded ;thlIn is dine fIr) the ypone of separat log tile dec bat lon
1
' noni-ign (.1-c1 -troll

t . ecoins by the eopert) and tfie coot rot of their ase (which the dosta-processng cng-lcoe ilioulId he iS, Ic
slecfy ladependently) an deli an fo C ie yaas of achIvng o J 0011 letrahl it 3 ' nod ondularifc, 'rcle,
yr )doced . pei1-a1r1i, pi)ssibl ho seeorol persons).

3.3.3.3 Trace

in thic cae f bachoard c'l'iflit; i t race (dynonico)n tile -- l co iiie lolecllrlied ti fi I-) i i ro-

- tile ior 1.10 of naci role in oa -'a

- tie sliccss ir falare of this cila : in the Latter cane, the yrcloe on which this lol I --

coirred in first ienoned.

Thin ic-ace in inlntdaclrdin'g ttiedepth lend tof tlitcahg siab-gol. ina-i 11 iii
ofroles eftCtin ely enaw i ,eco ted it hachwari Iii1tiog ftr an initiaed goa in pr-,lied. Thi isloni.

eitauple. in the basic DEDiALF. cycle in Order to select (for forward haili 1)sthe ri lnif colqcrience 101 l,
atias one p eaio ni f ying ni si a condo m pradoced -y a riale eseltt do n. f tile re lin i as 1-i, i

sing.

3.0.4 ifereseatattosl of Stales

in addition to their internal trod -latian intl Proing cloasen, the rales lh-e a franc r, 1 rencnt a

tios. This" uke., I eas..y to0 taib o7f mi.es by ne ans of noine of thei r prapers ins (act rlh~iten), whicil Is I
dispnsable * for e"alple ahei w riLt ngv th e or, rasegy and coot rIIoet-te olglihr l i

therefore posss preoIne and conclusions itrihtes pinodocing the Ilot 01Its pirenos01 00i 10

Tilos it in possibie, when nooipiling apacket o f role s P1I (with hofr o , fow ard chainin)t odtrli

the possible effects of a given ru"le on another paches P2 of ra Ins otli flrwar Aino) heh alit,-
wiog chinng opti bleat Ion forward rla nsting of P2 1101iE t tl " ie rI. l of Pi osin tie ednoieg -
nerated by the eteniatin of Pl.
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Is addit ion to the initerfaces needed between rte expert and the cotlde'ine (PitVith i!t 1
for cotnsttuing and updat ing this hase, two other tppes of counonicat ion are ir-i Iel, related t

- general tinforita tion on the circuit -inder test (expert domain),

- specific Information on the circuit tsnler test (iorair dbinaloi).

A set of syntaxes defined by IIEOALP. ailows the cNtotiafo ofl inonrlnbsie'.n e,t -i
tlies or froa rlie console. A set of tiessages and graphicil t sols oables thle user t -eomSoi t eol i-

D)EDALF P.

4.1 GENERAL INPowtrlili ON1 TIE C[itCUil

DEflAtE merely records rte data provided by an expert so checks their syatan. 'he lit1 ire Ohti.i
fri. tan flies. The first file Contains the structural description of rlite circuit -1 tie, se, id IIe
contains the functilonal description. Semantic cnherence at rie leveliof block, node Ao luict I ti ine I,
required in order to Link or not strtictural and functonal entities.

4.2 SPECIFIC lNpOWIfLATLS ON Tilt. CIRCUIr UNIDER TEST

During diagnosis, DEDALF. may require additional ino~ainfor lteeitigotlng -r coItcllog Is--
lilatlee neastirements or abservations of electrical parameters, temsperatares, physic il iypearaoce if-t.op-
sent s.

Esaiaple of a message t what is the potentilal differenice betweeo Elite anode ao.I cathodie of H1id,- :)

The expected reply 'say ' checked (and posnibly rfefd by ytiiALK. .- (,,iI, c-su, the tescIs
repeated (generally with a taessage nf espismrixn).

COthCiII IN10

The present state of progress enables ftPiAL.E to hr c-tssldred ax a Prototype, ho.t one already ps-
sensing performance eharacterlst les such ax It, can be operated by final users :trooblesiooters. This In
mainly doe to the qual ity of rlie Ill1 Interpreter isel (WIj Phin;) t"l and tieo power if tlite coonntter (TIs
3090/200) on which the systemn is run.

It is nenertheleox oecenuiry to indast riallee rthe sosten s oio i sioulIi rentIt to cm icr nlo o

of lUALE and entension if rthe proposed trct loon.

This will be achieved by uin~-g the EYCI('114) e pv rt nysre oIpse 1001 r tntw-tt ;V, 5

non produced for its on needs andf uhici In niow comnercil 11 avai lable. -Ill :kl 114; Is basel - -- oo

olon of the Prolng iangoage to1 an object-oriented Iae te, ,bj-Et pir-cite t-aud-rl re;ires-ita t -o -t

all types of knowiedge :factial, dedoerlee (roles) and tet-hoolege SnoW -ir 1,0 ljtlttes fdl

tuention has to) be nadeoif rlie possibIllty of definitig, iltipl-cale fiilns f lini ring lotW the applf
cable roles and the objects they "toy apply to, and of neollt;h w,o .. '.ine stts'aI later Io
back tracking.

The contrIbution of ElAItIT (\114) is at the lecel of

- maintenance, since rlie nojor parr if 5.ltna il It iienctort't be at the le-l fi ti
self an a constituent eLetnettA of the overall I yteo il sl ie the I, t ci-nlt:lr- 1-
lisms will considlerably fanproe readabitLy,

- fonctions, since the secitnsn ofee (-Inclito tr cia h it.1. ncoortl i nc -
nion) will allow the Inpiementat itsof more~ opitiiotiated at I ire cfi, iit otrtto-

Another current evolutot iIn rlie iPAIsystem de ilo ith qltl at ia niolellInc .- I c -s
Since no nonerical model if behavioor is taI lible for coicent x Ot sle )f the I -tr - , e !i o- ,-
tinning, the chosen solution is to enpressaiodeo in trr, ot solo, la

1
a' ti nr it tile pit e

Inolved 14].

In concinsion, I- most he emphanied that tie cost if troduict to-coni orerioc epe,,t -tie he-
mains high but acceptable an a resualt if using bigb-periora-oe t-ils sach as 'tIA < II' to

2
- Is ist I to,

for appyicartions amenable to the techiniques of esper t spIre ll -ui niios andi al -it' 1-toie ' oi I

expert systems of thin type are being produced or develiped witHi iS) for at vsarcaed a I tl i-t s
airborne radars and satellites.
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AN EPirSYSTEM FOR AIRA~FTrCONFLICT ISOLDTIOU IN DUI AIBSPALZS

by
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and
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A hybrid knowledge-based system is described which provides advice to Air Traffic Controllers on the
optimal tactics for resolving predicted aircraft conflicts. The overall functional architecture is
described which has both computational algorithms (in classical software) and rule bases containing the
knowledge and experience of controllers in the air traffic environment.

The system is designed to replicate the way in which a Controller might react to a predicted conflict(s).
It responds to conflict predictions with resolution advice, which depends on both formal rules (e.g.,
MANOPS) and on heuristics obtained from Controllers based on their experience in the air space.

The hybrid nature of the system is based on a design approach involving a decomposition of the overall
sequence of logical decisions required to resolve the predicted conflict into a "Global Inferencing
Algorithm" (GIA). The GIA approach simplified the design, partitioned in a natural way the knowledge base,
enhanced the performance, and permitted a systematic validation of each step of the resolution by
comparison to a Controller's decision in similar circumstances.

This paper describes first a GIA for resolving conflicts in a sparse airspaces (i.e., one in which a
resolution is effected without inducing further conflicts) and then extends this to a dense air space
(i.e., one in which a resolution tactic could induce subsequent conflicts). The question of convergence
(and/or the lack of it) of a completely autonomous system is discussed but not resolved.

The prototype of the sparse airspace system was programmed using an inductive systems builder called TiMM
on an IBM/XT. It contains 750 rules and responds to presence of a detected conflict in approximately ten
seconds.

0.0 A Perspective on Air Traffic Control

Air traffic controllers provide the essential strategic and tactical control point in a complex
system designed to ensure the safe orderly movement of aircraft. The job requires considerable
intelligence to perceive the essential aspects of impending dangerous situations, and considerable
experience to make satisfactory decisions to avoid conflicts in flight paths, under situations which at
times can be very stressful. The spectre of disaster always haunts the controllers as the potential for
errors is contemplated. Air traffic control requires decisions involving human lives at one extreme, and
considerable capital costs and/or operating costs at the other; all this with incomplete data, in an
imperfect control loop, and in a time constrained situation.

Aircraft flying in controlled spaces are assumed to have filed flight plans, and normally to be under
the surveillance of ground based radar or at least periodically to file position reports. The pilot's and
the controller's actions are constrained by many factors which could be considered as being based on both
static and dynamic data. Static data is slowly varying and includes such items as government prescribed
rules for separation, the physical capabilities of aircraft, the location of emergency fields, features of
the terrain, etc. Dynamic data includes such things as the current weather, emergency landing priorities,
the number of aircraft in the controlled space, etc.

Errors in judgement calls can occur from many uncontrollable factors Sr the process, such as

imperfect understanding of, or adherence to Instructions by the pilot, lack of exact Information on
location, poor and/or noisy communications channels, unexpected weather, etc. Thus, the controller must
work with an intrinsic uncertainty both in input data and with exact compliance to the control decisions.

A conflict occurs whenever a given airspace is occupied by two or more aircraft, and is defined as
the violation of any one of a set of separation criteria specified in th appropriate Air Traffic Manual
of Operations (NANOPS). Conflict resolution consists of developing ant implementing a set of maneuvers
specifying flightplan modifications for one (preferably) or more of the aircraft involved in the conflict.
This set of maneuvers is derived by applying some combination c: the possible resolution tactics to the
particular conflict being considered.

In general, conflict avoidance is an n-body problem, involving the separation of moving objects in a
three-dimensional space. This class of problems exhibits an exponential growth in computational complexity
as the number of bodies increases. Thus, classical programs based on algorithm have failed for all but
very simple problems. Since this problem is routinely solved in practice, a heuristic approach based on
the experience of Controllers seemed appropriate.

1.0 Introduction

Air traffic control has many operational procedures and other attributes which must be learned from
experience. This single feature has influenced many research groups world-wide to attempt to incorporate
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some aspects of artificial intelligence into the automation process.

In this paper, we will review the conflict resolution problem and demonstrate some results with
respect to automating this task by capturing the rules and procedures used by controllers to arrive at a
decision. As part of this demonstration we will show how the process of executing such a task can be
decomposed and allocated to regular software as well as to rule-based procedures. The result is a hybrid
software system containing both conventional software procedures and modules containing the rules
representing the procedures followed by an experienced controller.

To accomplish this demonstration, we first discuss the resolution in an airspace that we refer to as
sparse. In this simplified air space, the conflict resolution can take place without inducing other
conflicts. This assumption allows the design process to go on without undue difficulty and provides the
tutorial background for understanding the more complex space in which the resolution of one conflict can
induce others.

The resolution of conflicts in a space containin5 N aircraft can become computatlonally complex very
quickly. Indeed, the reason that algorithmic attempts to solve this problem have failed is a function of
both the exponential complexity of the computational load that these routines demand and the difficulty of
defining and Implementing the inferencing process required. This is, perhaps, the main motivation for
using an expert system approach; for controllers routinely solve this problem based on experience without
having the benefit of a mathematical algorithm. Controllers normally adopt the procedure that is simplest
to execute. A good resolution is the simplest to implement tactically. This implies also that only one
aircraft should be involved whenever possible.

While an expert system will always attempt to emulate the final decisions of a Controller, it is
often possible to consider alternatives that would be compurationally intense without the aid of
computers. Thus an expert system backed by reasonable computing power can consider alternatives and
procedures that might be eliminated in normal operations. There is no evidence that the addition of this
form of automation has increased the quality of decisions, and this is not the major issue. The issue is,
finally, can an automated system handle traffic on arbltrdry flight paths in dense spaces with speed and
reliability.

Many attempts have been made to model the air traffic problem by analytic mans. It appears that

these attempts have been in three areas: either algorithmsi inferencing models or expert knowledge. The
most promising in our opinion is based on experience, co bined in an overall inferencing procedure that
is dependent both on rules and on procedures. Thus, our approach is to start with 'What' must be done and
let the 'How' emerge either as a knowledge base or as an algorithm. This approach seems to drive the
requirements for particular functions and emulates what a Controller does in practice. The question of
implementing the "Hows" will be discussed and illustrated.

In Section 2.0, a simplified model of the ATC problem is proposed so that we can agree on the basic
jargon for further discussion. The description is incomplete, but sufficient for our work.

In Section 3.0, a global set of interconnected modules is developed which solves the resolution
problem in a sparse airspace. This is called a global inferencing algorithm (GIA). Som of the modules
are classical software and some contain rules obtained from controllers. A system was programmed from this
model and results are presented.

In Section 4.0, the system is extended to cover the case where a resolution procedure can induce
further conflicts which in turn have to be resolved.

2.0 Iodelimg the ATC Problem

The requirements definition formed the initial parts of the systems design. Such a definition
consists of feasibility, attributes, performance, maintenance and growth, and validation sections.

The feasibility of an expert system implementation for conflict resolution was based on the
evaluation of a number of specific attributes. For example, the conflict avoidance task is well bounded in
terms of the knowledge required and results obtained, and makes extensive use of symbolic reasoning in
terms of the spatial and temporal relationships between moving aircraft, the task itself is routinely
taught to new controllers, and is, therefore, decomposable into sub-tasks for this purpose. The range of
problems that can be solved and the quality of decisions increases with experience. Used as an advisor,
the system would alleviate much of the pressure felt while handling busy airspaces. An expert system would
also allow controllers to apply a high level of capability to conflict situations and to prepare alternate
solutions for consideration. Expert solutions presented by the system wojld also provide on-the-job skill
improvement for novice controllers.

These factors provide sufficient evidence to warrant an expert systems approach to the conflict
avoidance problem, an assertion which will be validated by the designand performance of the prototype
system. The prototype was, therefore, designed to demonstrate both feasibility and proof of concept.

The prototype's attributes can be distinguished as being either physical or logical. Physically, the

prototype runs on an IBM PC/XT. Logically, it used a commercial system builder (called TIMM) to create and
maintain the knowledge bases. The user interface, which prompts the user for data and presents formatted
results, was written in a high level language (Fortran), so that a user need not be familiar with the

expert system builder to run the prototype.

To demonstrate feasibility the prototype implemented a subset ot all conflict types, tactics, and
domain data elements. These provided a sufficient foundation for proving feasibility, and for
demonstrating the concepts relevant to conflict avoidance. The architecture handles single conflicts, sod
does not consider future conflicts that might be caused by resolving present ones. Growth of the prototype
is possible, because it is capable of being expanded to include more confli( types, resolution tactics,



data on which to base decisions, and rules through which decisions will be made. In addition, as will he

shown, it is the first step in the extension to dense spaces.

Validation was performed by devising test problems that exercised all of the system's capabilities

and each of the conflicts and tactics recognized. The solutions given by the expert system were compared

with those given by a domain expert in conflict resolution.

This system emphasized expert system technology for the selection and development of conflict
avoidance tactics. For this reason, it assumed that conflict detection is handled by standard procedures

callable at any time. It also did not attempt to solve classical software problems, although they were
identified and characterized. This included automatic acquisition of data from present air traftic
systems, and calculating details of the maneuvers required by each tactic.

3.0 A Global Infereneing Algorithm for Sparse Airspaces

In this section, a global inferencing algorithm is presented for conflict resolution in a sparse
airspace. The purpose is to both illustrate how this procedure is done and to orepare for the extension to

a dense airspace. The procedure is first to interpret and then to replicate the detailed steps taken by
the airtraffic controller in resolving a conflict. The knowledge engineer most follow the controller's

thought processes and attempt to represent them in a form that is codeable by current technology. The
process requires extensive cooperation, as both the controller and the knowledge engineer must make
accommodations to each others skills and technology.

System Level Issues

Conflict resolution for our purposes is viewed as a potential reconfiguration of the aircrafts'

original flightplans. This view is taken because it is possible that the resolution of a conflict might
permanently modify the remainder of the flightplans of the aircraft involved. Also, more efficient and

more general resolutions can be achieved if flight plan reconfigurations are allowed.

Before a global inferencing algorithm can be created, the logical sequence of functions must he
postulated. The first step in finding these functions is to view the Conflict Avoidance Expert System at

it's highest level of abstraction as a black box, as shown in Figure I. It accepts sone specification of

an airspace as it's input, and provides a recommendation for avoiding the conflict as it's output. It also
requires rules, heuristics, and classical software procedures to guide the system's operation, which muost

be acquired from air traffic controllers and aviation authorities during system design.

The input data includes at least the sane information available to an air traffic controller: for
example, sone statement of aircraft flightplans (analogous to the flight strips currently in use), and

data about the airspace, which could be extracted from present-day air traffic computer systems. The

output data specifying conflict resolutions must be made available far enough in advance of the conflict
in order to be used, so the conflict detection must be done well before the conflict, and the Conflict

Resolution system's response time must be reasonably short. The overall time budget allocated to each
function is a system level consideration. All of this data can be formalized and tabulated in a data

dictionary and as a set of performance specifications.

Global Inferencig Algorithm

Initially at least, three logical functions seem necessary for resolving conflicts, as shown in
Figure 2. First, the conflict must be detected and characterized. Second, an acceptable set of tactics

that may be used to solve the conflict must be selected. Finally, the details of each ta-tic's

implementation must be determined for the particular conflict and airspace state.

The three functions shown in Figure 2 must answer the following questions:

Conflict Classification

What kind of conflict is it?

Determine Tactics

What tactics might be used to resolve this conflict?
Which of these will actually work?

Which tactic is the best?

Determine Implementation

How will these tactics be implemented?

Answers to the first question classifies the conflict, It ensures that the system will understand the
type of conflict it is dealing with, and that resolution tactics to be applied to this conflict may h,

enumerated. Data required to answer this question will include only information about the two aircraft

involved.

Answers to the second question select tactics on the basis of data about the conflict Itself and the

aircraft involved. This is analogous to the way an air traffic controller first focuses attention on the

conflict, only widening the scope of attention when it is determined shat might be done. The result of
this step is a set of potential tactics, (i.e., those tactics that have the potential to resolve the
conflict, depending on the state of the airspace).
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Answers to the third question broadens the scope of the system's attention to in, ,dt tre atrpdv

and other aircraft in it, so that each potential tactic mat result in a safe conf It reoslot ion r, to

discarded. This evaluation results in a reduced set of possible tactics (i.e., tactis with whi, It is

possible to resolve the conflict).

Each of the possible tactics is now examined to determine which one is best . Ihis prlit il

mist take into account each aircraft's efficiency of operation and any operational -nrral=its topes-I hv

air traffic procedures.

The final question is "How would these tactics be implewented?-, and i answred by 1.-csr'log the

exact maneuver specifications for each possible tactic.

Each of these functions is treated in more detail in the following:

Conflict Classification

While detailed definitions for all possible conflict situations are contalined in do,,ts soh i.

MANOPS, Controllers typically organize related conflict situations Int,, groups, and solve eaci group, r

-type- of conflict, in a similar manner. However. conflict detection software Is based in otr. I ,nt Ii r

definitions. Therefore, the system must classify detected conflicts (i.e., determine their typ. as a

controller would, in a way that the rest of the system will be able to use).

Each conflict type will have a set of resolution tactics ass-,-ted with it. h,,r,-t t,-,

organization of the conf lint types and their resolut ion tact ics is Ist, r iepedcit s ino- -- h ,-ta i ,
conflict mat be solvable using any of the associated tactics, regardless -ir i-w ithi-r Iat t I-it

the conflict's resolution.

The conflict classification function in the prototype consists of a single ric, hasc. nillg I <

rules that will recognize 10 types of conflicts, It requires basic data abou tihec ,ll -0 I, i diig ic
flight level, airspeed, heading, and attitude of beth aircraft at thr Iioo it ..i .,o. It , . h:

may be derived from data available to controllers, such as tligbtstrlp inl,-int is, ii. 11- I,- ,,

presently carries three of these conflict types through to Priorittiatlon: Hecd-in. I.rtirng, -,'i

Crossing Tracks.

Tactic Selection

The purpose of this function is to determine those tacti s thot lion, thc y-reiii i,. i,- ',

specified conflict. This selection process is based -sly , knowledge abo.t thIi i tool .

data about the conflict type and the aircraft involved). Data abort the alrsp, irocI tr trh,-t r, r i
are not used.

The knowledge base can be partitioned for efficient searches by using , Iion-op ri> I. I. mi
which resolution tactics should be explored for a given conflict typo. A cooitlo t typi- -ss--s -, i

the table, which specifies which toctics should be explored. i nithet o this lok-op tab],- I

Figure 4.

The resolution tactics that are applied hv the prititypr r Ciaiig.- flight Level -p. Cag,. ' giii
Level Down, Increase liroundopeed, and Change Track to Port. those tI,- t ,... pp1.-I _t - hb- ar ,l t ,

appropriate. The tactic selection expertise consists of a rle has,- of Ill rols, snI has S.,

partitioned according to both conflict types and resolution tacII cs. Tin will r it .,II ! a. l ta ,

Selection rule base being partitioned Intii a nmber of rile sets, with ion set I r - vit .r-e , t ih: a i i -i

conflict type and resolution tactic, as shown in Figure 5.

Tactic Evaluation

When given a set of tactic that cn Id ,-iettallv oIl, tir .. , li -.. titI . i -,,r r r

eust elimlnate those tactics that an not be aed t s,, Ice thre ,he tlif it r,, irh pr t ' ,

-onfI guration. The result is a set of possible r tIcs (i.t., t1ii. I i t i-s r,r whi Ii i in pcolh,

determine a comple te c onf Ict res-ilutiin prrccdre ).

This evaloation involve. cn.sidering all other fac-tors that might rr it I I al,., I at , 't thi
tactic. This would include the location it other aircraft, possible IuterIt'reies I.rosod b p 1rir-ic"

manesoer., airspace restrictions, maximum cruising altitodes, etc. I
n 

order -i det.-rml,. -.- t r-

data, classical software routines most be Invoked b antecdents within ike r.ilc hase.

The Tactic Ealuation role base, onsisting of 12 rules, Is partlti-ied In tie saw' way as th Ia, t .

Selection rule base, so that only rules pertaining tni the lodluidual problem will1 be ,aslied.

Tactic Prioritlsatio

This function will accept a set of possible tactics and sort them in order ol preierene ho nssignilog

a priority to each tactic. These priorities specify their relative preference, rather than their *bs-liatr
preference. It uses a rule base of h rules, partitioned in the same way that the tuI- prv Iis tin-t is
a re.

The calculation of these priorities is based on each tactic's base priority (which states It's
initial uttlit 7 unconstrained by any conflict factors), operational pr'ferences of the airspace (e.g., the
effects of N()TA ls). and efficiency criteria of aircraft Involved (e.g , fuel consuraption).
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if all possible tactics based on the original constraints induce further conflicts, the system
relaxes the constraints and searches for new solutions. If some exist, these are presented to the
Controller. If not the Controller is asked for help.

Consider now the extension to the autonomous controller:

If the Controller is not included in the Help loop, then the system most define the response by
further processing. An inferencing algorithm for this is shown in Figure 9. The first procedure orders the
original short ast to deteradne the Least critical induced conflict. The partitioning algorithm is
assumed here to create the minimal perturbation on the aircraft flightplans In the airspace. Under this
assumption, the present conflict is resolved ignoring the induced conflict(s); following which, the
induced conflict is then resolved by following the original procedure. It is assumed that the definition
of 'critical' is such that induced conflicts can be resolved within the response time of the system.

The procedure executed in the first step of Figure 9 could eventually terminate with a null set
indicating that, within the defined partition of critical and noncritical conflicts, no solution can be
found. It is assumed at this point that the situation has become critical and strategic considerations
must be abandoned for short term tactical procedures to insure sifilty.

The procedure at this juncture is to abandon the minimum perturbation criteria and partition on the
bases of safe passage. The algorithm In this case is recursive and Is best shown as pseudo code. The
approach shown in the pseudo code in Table 2 is as follows:

The list of preferred tactics is examined one by one.

For each one, the airspace state is computed based on the projected execution of the tactic.
The number of induced conflicts Is then computed. The critical assumption made in what follows is that if
the number of Induced conflicts increases the solution is abandoned.

The procedure continues until all alternatives are exhausted and then calls for help.

The convergence of this algorithm has not been tested against real data.

5.0 Suiry and Comeluims

The procedure as presented was shown as a linear sequence of activities. In ftc, there is
considerable parallelism In the algorithm. The parallel form, using structure diagrams (from the Ada
language II I), can be used to find the parallelism. Parts of the algorithm can execute, even though the
resu)lts may not be ued. Thus, for example, in Figure 8, the second phase can be started as soo, as th,
selection process for the short list is completed. It is obvious also that the third phase can be started
as soon as the c-onflicts have been identified. A fully interconnected structure diagram to- exhibit all the
parallelism is straight forward to develop. The results offers encouragement that the computations exhibit
soffli'ent parallelism so that resolution tactics could be obtained In a relatively short period of time
Is few minutes) for reasnable cost (few PCs)

the assumption of resolving cooflic's with a minimal perturhat1n of tie -i rspoce is irguahle. Fcr
exampie, other starting assumptions could lead to different decision criteria and the order of processing.
In particular, the assumption might change dppendlng on the current density of aircraft in the space, or
be permanentlv altered In a tight tactical air space such as around an aerodrome. For our purposes, it
la-i t,, a nly',Iv definable resolution procedure.

The convergence of the algorithm Is a matter of concern whenever autonomous conflict resolution Is
discussed. The algorithm as presented has not been tested against live airspace situations. Thus, the
onvergence Is a matter of conjecture and not liable to mathematical proof. However, the resolution
algorithm seem to follow the procedures used by Controllers, and intuitively should converge. In
addition, sufficient parallelism exist so that reasonable computing power should yield advice in real-
time. The question always remains however, as to a pathological situation existing in which the resolution
procedure starts to converge. In the end, as shown, it seems probable that an appeal to a Coutroller must
be built Into the system.

The question of the accumulatton of sufficient knowledge to fill the required knowledge bases Is
relevant. Again this question cannot be answered definitively, hoever, experience suggests that
Controllers can supply such information and that rational decision can b made as suggested.

The Implementation of this algorithm and hence the answers to many of the timing and convergence
questions depends on the equivalent parallel representation of the algorithm. The implementation could
then be carried out using a multiple processor system such as Intel's ailtibus or Motorola's VHE bus, with
an appropriate choice of processors, following the procedures outlined in (12j.

Further work that is in progress Includes the obvio's requirement to test for convergence of the

algorithm against real and simulate conflict situations. In the fur4pre, the parallel version of the
algorithm can be constructed and a suitable architecture devised for implementation to create maximum
response in a dense space. Finally, the partition of the data base and the optimum relations for each need
further study.
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Table 1: Definition of the Data Sets

C: The list nf predlted coflict
LI: The Short Li t

T
heo at,, r' olot ln t - t Ic pr, 'crr-d , the-

Controller, the selectin ,t whIh wA bocd In a sct If

triteria.
L2: The short llt with induced -onflict, rem,,--l.
Li: The set of resolution tactics acceptable under relaxed

constrainto. Note that Li d,,es nt Include 'h, set 1L1,
since LI Is known to lndce conflicts.

L4: The set of resltion tacticy acceptable umd relaxed
constraints with all induced conflicts removed.

A: Advice to the Controller Including conflict data plus a
prloritled lit of resolotion maneuvers.

HELP: Conflict data, plus spec'firs ont what has already been
tried.
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Function: Resolve Conflict

;* Assume N - number of tactics to be examined
L - number of induced conflicts

* The algorithm in Figures 8 and 9 is executed using the global procedure names shown

BEGIN
IF SparseSpaceo) - OK THEN
BEGIN

Prioritizeand compute(;

END

ELSE
BEGIN

IF(Relax and Deleteo - Null)OR (Detect and Remove = NULL) THEN
BEGIN

IF (System - Autonomous) THEN IELP);

ELSE

BEGIN
IF (Partition-andDetect() - NULL) THEN

BEGIN

CLASSIFYO;
Prioritize andComputeo;
Advise_ControllerO;

END
ELSE

BEGIN

FOR i - I TO N DO
BEGIN

;* Compute the airspace state after the execution of the ith tactic

Compute Airspace [iJ
;* compute the number of induced conflicts

Detect Conflicts (L]

F - True

Count = 0
; This determines if the number of conflicts is growing

Number - Resolve Conflict

IF Number NE 0 THEN
BEGIN

IF Number > - L THEN
BEGIN

F False
I L

END

Count - Count + Number

IF Count > L THEN
BEGIN

F = False

I-L
END

END

END
;a The following two IFs either call for help or determine that a resolution has been found

IF i - N AND F - False THEN

NOT Resolving, Call for HELP
IF L < N MND F - TRUE

Resolved.
END

END

END

ELSE

BEGIN
CLASSIFY();
Prioritize_and_Compute();

AdviseControllero;

END

END

END

Table 2: Pseudo Code for Autocosus Resolution

-L;.
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Conflict Conflict
Type(s) Partitioning

Rule Base Control

Resolution Tactic Results
Tactic(s) Partitioning

RULE BASE FOR A
CONFLICT TYPE/ Partitioned
RESOLUTION Rule Base
TACTIC PAIR

Eigure 4 Rule Base Structure

Tactic Look-Up Table Subset Conflict Typa

MOvertaking.

Table Entries I- -0 -0B

X - not applicable - t-
a A B

A - applies to A only
B - applies to B only 5
o - applies to A or B ' U0\ _.- -oo-o

40Head-On
Tactics:

Change Flight Level Up 0 0 0 T
A.B

Down 0 0 0

Change Airspeed Increase B X 0 - .

Decrease A X 0
S- - Level Crossing Track

Change Track Port 0 0 B

Starboard 0 0 A A

Holding Pattern Port 0 0 0
Starboard 0 0 0 B 9 +

Conflict Avoidance Tactics

Change Flight Level Change Airspeed

up * 1 oro

Down - - --. Decreas.

SIDE VIEW

Change Track Holding Pattern

to Port to Port

to Storboor . -,.
Holto StArb to Starboard

TOPIIEW

Eigur LcI looK -up be1



Test * 4 JConflict Type Head-On

Aircraft A Aircraft B
ID Cessna CSA Galaxy Track Above not occ
Airspeed 170 400 Track Below not occ
Flight Level 150 150 Track Ahead not cC
Attitude level level Track to Port of A - ocNext Maneuver nothing nothing Track to Starboard of A DCC

Priority avg. avgI
Pre-Conflict Angle 180 Weather Conditions._ OK

Post-Conflict Angle 1 80 Restricted Airspace to port

Figure 6 Sample Validation Test

Tactics Selection Evaluation Prioritization

I Change Flight Level Up - A P pass pass oso
2 Change Flight Level Up - B .. p.as pass 0900

3 Change Flight Level Down - A x x X X
4 Change Flight Level Down - B x x x X
5 Change Airspeed, Increase - B x x X x
6 Change Track to Port - A I/ faii x X
7 Change Track to Port-B pass pass o eo

Comments:

1) Unconstrained case - results depend only on aircraft characteristics
2) Tactic 6 failed selection because it's navigational ability is low, and is

unable to navigate this turn
3) The priority of tactic I is reduced becavse aircraft A (the Cessna) is

above it's optiunn altitude

4) The priority of tactic 2 is reduced because the maneuverability of the
C5A Oalaxy is "low

5) The priority of tactic 7 Tis reduced because the maneuverability of the
C5A Galaxy is "low

Egure 7 Results of Sample Test
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SU)94ARY

A concept that embeds knowledge-based techniques in a trajectory qe..-rat ion and
control system is defined. The system concept is called the Unified Tra je(-t ,ry Control
System (UTCS). The objective of this system is to aid the pilot when operating in the
intense threat environment projected for the 1990's.

The UTCS has an architecture of independent trajectory generation elements wfse
opera' ions are integrated by a knowledge-based system. This Artificial Intelligence
(Al) technique utilizes production rules, an inference engine, and a system of frames
for communicating with the trajectory generation elements. Separate trajectory genera-
tion elements are utilized for terrain following/terrain avoidance, threat avoidance,
weapon delivery, obstacle avoidance, and mission planning. The role of the knowledge-
based system within the UTCS is defined and the various components of the system are
described including the structure of production rules, the inference engine mechaniza-
tion, the types of problem-solving knowledge needed in the rule base, and the frame
system architecture. The various uncertainties in the UTCS are described and the need
for a method to account for these uncertainties as part of the knowledge-based tech-
niques is identified. A simulation of the system developed using the LISP and FORTRAN
computer languacqs on a VAX 8600 computer is described.

BACKGROUND

The missions of the 1990's will place requirements on pilots and crews not seen in
the past. Our aircraft operators will be facing ground-based and airborne defensive
systems that are sophisticated, extremely lethal, and operating cooperatively to in-
crease their effectiveness. This threat environment will be dense, mobile, and unpre-
dictable, thereby increasing the number of unexpected events occurring during the mis-
sicns. These events will include encountering unexpected threats, detecting unknown
obstacles when flying at low altitudes, incurring damage to the aircraft and systems
caused by the threats, and changing mission directives to accommodate the dynamics cf
the battle.

The pilot has always had to handle unexpected and unplanned events during the
sission. The difference in the future is these events will be happening at a faster
rate because of the higher threat density. This compresses the amount of time the
pll't has t, make decisions. These decisions will he more difficult because of the
large number of threats plus the pressure to complete each mission in a fast paced war.
The decision making problem faced by the pilot and crew is characterized as follows: 1)
time compression - events happening rapidly and demanding quick decisions and control,
2; lots J surprises - events that were not anticipated during mission planning and
must be handled in real-time, and 3) conflicting goals - situations where goals as-
sociated with the mission, survivability, and human factors conflict with each other.

ine way to increase the pilot's and crew's effectiveness in these projected mili-
tary environments is to provide real-time, comprehensive, and accurate information to
the cockpit - information depicting the situation outside and inside his aircraft.
Sensors, communication systems, diagnostic systems, and cockpit interface devices are
being developed tc provide information the pilot can use for assessing his situation.
However, providing more information to the pilot or crew is not the complete solution
for pilt decision aiding. The pilot will often not have sufficient time to adequately
analyze the informat ion and select effective actions. And, t) complicate the problem,
quick and accurate decisions will he required during critical situations involving rapid
ocr urtenes of dangerous events and requiring complex trade -offs. What is needed are
computers that process the situation assessment information and derive data that aids
the pilot in making decisions.

I NTRODUCT TON

A concept for pilot decision aiding is described in this paper. The concept has an
on -board computer system computing one or more desirable aircraft trajectories for the
pilot and controlling the aircraft to the trajectory selected by the pilot. The concept
Is called the Unified Trajectory Control System IUTS). To he effective as a pilot
decis~on aid, 1TCS will need a number of capabilities:

* The trajectories will need to be computed to anticipate the approaching situa-
t io n, where mission planning knowledge will be used, and to respond in real-
time to unexpected events occurring in the actual situation. (To anticipate
the approaching situation, mission planning knowledge will be used.)
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" These trajectories must be computed with the fidelity needed for flight con-
trol and have the reliability necessary for flight safety.

" The trajectories need to avoid known threats, evade detected threats either
before or after weapon launch, avoid unexpected obstacles during low-level
flight, account for aircraft performance degraded by equipment failure or
battle damage, and, when necessary, deviate from the mission plan in such a
way that still accomplishes mission objectives as best as possible. For
threat evasion, the UTCS needs to evaluate the use of aircraft maneuvers,
terrain masking, countermeasures, weapons, or a combination of these for
countering the threat.

* Preferences about the trajectory inserted by the pilot into the system need to
be accommodated in the trajectory calculations.

" The various uncertainties and inaccuracies in the infcrmation utilized in the
system must be accounted for in the UTCS calculations.

" In making trade-offs between conflicting goals, the UTCS's decision making
logic must be compatible with the pilot's.

The complexities of the problem being solved by UTCS rule out a straightforward
application of conventional trajectory optimization techniques. These techniques are
numeric in nature, i.e., the problems being solved are modeled with variables having
numbers as values and the problems are solved with equations and logic that operate
primarily on numeric valued variables. The algorithms used in these techniques are
derived principally from analytical methods including non-linear optimal control,
singular perturbation theory, and dynamic programming. The current versions of these
numeric-based algorithms have been applied to trajectory optimization problems involving
a few performance criteria. However, when there are more than a few criteria, or
trajectory goals, and when human expertise needs to be built into the system to handle
conflicts between criteria, a single, analytically-based ti-ajectory optimization algo-
rithm is extremely difficult to develop.

The integration of knowledge-based, Artificial Intelligence techniques with a
number of numeric-based trajectory optimization algorithms is the approach used in the
UTCS concept. Artificial Intelligence concepts have been applied to a variety of chal-
lenging problems in recent years. From these applications has evolved a set of tech-
niques for symbolically representing human expertise or knowledge. Symbolic repre-
sentations have an advantage over purely analytical methods for representing human
expertise. They are useful for heuristics or "rules of thumb" used to simplify the
numerical calculation of solutions to problems.

Many Artificial Intelligence systems rely primarily on symbolic representations and
processing. This is in contrast to UTCS which uses both symbolic and numeric proces-
sing. Symbolic representations do not have the fidelity needed for many of the trajec-
tory computations. This is why numeric-based algorithms are utilized in UTCS. The UTCS
concept uses a number of numerical trajectory generation algorithms with each algorithm
computing trajectories for a few trajectory performance criteria. UTCS integrates these
algorithms with the symbolically oriented Artificial Intelligence techniques.

The Artificial Intelligence techniques used in the UTCS concept have been success-
fully used in other AI applications. They are combined with reasonable, mature, trajec-
tory optimization algorithms. This combination offers the potential of yielding a
system that is realizable in the near future.

This paper describes the UTCS concept that has been developed during an Ail Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory sponsored program ( I]*. The description includes tie fol-
lowingt a functional description of the concept, the numeric-based trajectory optimiza-
tion algorithms, the Artificial Intelligence techniques employed in the concept, the
type of knowledge needed for the system, and the progress made in simulating the con-cept. The paper concludes by describing what additional efforts are needed for further

developing the concept.

UTCS FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

The UTCS has the two basic functions of a trajectory control system - trajectory
generation and trajectory tracking. The trajectory generation function calculates the
trajectory that is desirable for the aircraft to fly [21. The trajectory tracking
function computes commands for the flight control system and guidance cues for the pilot
to follow the desired trajectory.

For trajectory generation, the UTCS approach employs a number of trajectory genera-
tion modules where each module computes a particular type of trajectory. Because each
trajectory generation module has a specialty, the modules are referred to as trajectory
specialists. The specific trajectory specialists are discussed below, but examples are
terrain following/terrain avoidance, obstacle avoidance, and weapon delivery. Employing
trajectory specialists allows the trajectory generation problem to be distributed among
the specialists. Each specialist has its domain of experlise, a few trajectory optimi-
zation criteria, and its own optimization technique for cimputing optimum trajectories.

Numbers in brackets designate references at end of paper.
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With this approach, the total set of trajectory goals (criteria) are distributed among
the various specialists. These specialists jointly contribute to the total solution of
the trajectory problem.

In the UTCS architecture, the task of integrating the specialists' operations is
handled by a separate module, the Trajectory Decision Maker (TDM). This module
schedules the specialists' processing, makes trade-offs between conflicting trajectory
criteria, and blends the individual trajectory specialists' outputs together into full
trajectory solutions for the aircraft. Knowledge-based techniques are used for the TDM.

Figure I illustrates the UTCS functional architecture showing the trajectory
specialists and the Trajectory Decision Maker. Shown in the figure is a direct inter-
face between the specialists and the sensors, weapons, and data bases that the special-
ists need to accomplish their particular task. Since the TDM is involved in the higher
level decision making aspect of the problem, it does not need the same level of nfora-
tion detail from the sensors, weapons, and data bases as the specialists. Therefore, an
interface to the TDM is not shown on the architecture diagram.

Figure 1 also shows the trajectory tracking function of the UTCS, which is com-
prised of the Predictive Path Control and inner loop control laws. The TDM feeds the
desired trajectory to Predictive Path Control for the tracking operation. Predictive
Path Control is an advanced control technique that has been developed as part of the
UTCS program. A feature of this control technique is accurate trajectory tracking of
the dynamics in the commanded trajectories. This is accomplished in this technique by
continually predicting the best set of controls for the immediate trajectory future [2].

-A-

UTCS FUNCTIONAL PARTITIONING

FIGURE 1

Another element of the UTCS concept shown in Figure 1 is Aircraft Model Learning.
The other UTCS elements - the trajectory specialists, the TDM and the Predictive Path
Control - require accurate information about the current a'rcraft aerodynamic, pro-
pulsion, and control capabilities. This is the role of Aircraft Model Learning. This
UTCS element will update models and any other types of representations of aircraft
capabilities that are utilized in the other UTCS elements. 'he updating is especially
critical when on-board subsystems degrade in performance or fail and when there is
damage to the aircraft. The module will utilize data from sensors, predicted aircraft
trajectories, and subsystems BIT (Built-In Test) and diagnostic systems. A combination
of system identification and performance estimation techniques will be used in Aircraft
Model Learning for processing this data.

Knowledge-based techniques will be used in all elements of UTCS, not just in the
Trajectory Decision Maker, to provide the flexibility needed for the aircraft to operate
in the hostile environment described above. However, the initial development of the
UTCS concept emphasized applying knowledge-based techniques to the TDM and its integra-
tion with the trajectory specialists. Consequently, the remainder of this paper is
devoted to describing the TDM, the trajectory specialists, and their combined operation.
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TRAJECTORY SPECIALISTS

Low altitude flight in the presence of threats is most demanding in terms of the
rate of unexpected events and, consequently, the needs of a trajectory control system
for pilot aiding. This type of mission segment was used to develop the UTCS concept.
The trajectory specialists selected for this mission are shown in Figure 1. Their
functions are as follows:

1. Terrain for low altitude trajectories optimized with respect to the terrain.
2. Threat for trajectories and countermeasure usage that maximize survivab;lity

against threats affecting the aircraft's current operation.
3. Obstacle for trajectories avoiding unexpected obstacles.
4. Combat for delivering weapons against targets or threats.
5. Mission for in-flight planning of new mission trajectories. This involves

computation of long term trajectories that meet mission objectives while
maximizing survivability against anticipated threats.

6. Recovery for recapturing the current planned mission when deviations from the
mission plan occur.

7. Predictive Path Control (PPC) for predicting the aircraft trajectory that w111
result when the TDM supplies a desired trajectory to the trajectory tracking
function. The PPC was described earlier as a part of the trajectory tracking
function, but it is also employed as a specialist in the UTCS concept. The
predicted trajectory the PPC computes when in the specialist role accounts for
the control actions of the PPC [when operating as a controller), the effects
of the inner loop control laws, the aircraft aerodynamics, and the pr(pulsicn
system.

8. Pilot for incorporating the pilot's trajectory preferences and constraints.
This specialist keeps track of the trajectory preferences the pi lot makes as
the flight progresses and supplies these pilot desires to the TiM. Thin
specialist is not a model of the pilot and is not an attempt to erulate I-c
cognitive process, but is a mechanism that feeds pilot preferences -r derdri
about the trajectory into the trajectory decision making process. Thesi pre-
ferences are expressed by the pilot through the control display inte ta-e

The UTCS function is generating the desired near-term trajectory lir the a r i!t.
A near-term trajectory originates frim the aircraft current state and s ,ef i i
reasonable length of time in the future. Consequently, all trajectory spe,'lisi!,
except the mission specialist, compute near-term trajectories and are -ncer'el : !
satisfying the trajectory goals for the local situation eflecting the dlirciat. H-
ever, UTCS must also consider how the near-term trajectory afteots the Iitur- pr '
the mission. This is the role the mssion specialist plays.

Predictive Path Control has a unique role as a specialist. When the TIM ,
PPC a potential desired trajectory computed by the ther specialists, the 1iC !s t,
to the TDM the effects the control system and aircraft dynamics will have >n !e ri I
tory. This allows the TDM to evaluate the effects of contrtl actions bef -r-;
to a desired trajectory, This capabl]ity is important for the T. S t- tto
safety standards.

Many of the trajectory generation al1c,rithms that can be used in the tale t,
specialists have already been developed. Terrain rol(,win/te rain av-,n-e al,'''
[5] can be used for the Terrain specialist and weapor del very algor i! hns i,: !t
Combat specialist. Route planning algorithms have leen recently develcpeci I, ,-, !I
Planning [2). Of all the specialists, the lea t developed speoiaiist is fhreat.
specialist computes the near-term trajec'try and reco mended ol nimeasure oa,.

avoid known threats while evading detecteo threats.

TRAJECTORY DECISION MAKING AND TRAJECTORY SPECIALISTS' OPERATIONS

The trajectory specialists (i-rpute their own individual ra]ecttr es, w Il.. t h,
manages the specialists' computations to establish -implrte tra [Oct,, - that S!_

satisfy all trajectory goals. In managing the special its, the '1DM pelfi-s a nint-r I
operations. The TDM decides which specialists shiuld cont rbtue ti the rsi red t t e-
tory, based on events occurring both external and in*ernal 1ii the ai-cialt. It I-,., -.
the individual outputs of the trajectory specialists li composite candidate tIre-,
tories that attempt to satisfy all factors affecting the aircraft trajecrtory. 'Ihe i X
analyzes these candidates to establish if any satisfy all the tralectiry tact,-. it
conflicts between factors need to be resilved, and if t'a]ectry inpovemets are re-
quired. To resolve conflicts or improve the candidates, the TDM ieschedules the
specialists with different weightings on the specialist' optim ization ciiterla and, I
different constraints on the specialists' solutions. Whenever the specialists generate
their individual trajectory solutions, new composite can, idates are created and the IPM
analyzes the results to determine the next actions in the process of deterimininq a
desired trajectory. This process of searching for desired trajectory solut runs Is aii
iterative process involving one or more specialists at each step and managed by the IiM.

When the TDM has determined one or more candidate trajectories that best sat isty
all trajectory goals, the desired trajectory that will be input to the trajectory
tracking function must be selected from these candidatts. The method of selection will
depend on how the UTCS is integrated with the pilot's operations in the cockpit. In one
method, UTCS provides the most promising candidate trajectories to the pilit, via dis-
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crit ical, high workload s Ituat In, has tte T seler-t tie e"t ,-,i, i at, il' lit

matically feeding it to the trael-ot y t ,-k ing hint oil wth a Ii aI n 9 f l',
involvement. It is anticipated that the seleiit- teti-,, wI'. i is I ht the S -F
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gence techniques. Ti address these -n eris, tw, t eat -,, wer t.t j ,ie t

specialists' concept.

One feature is having the special ists le eat . at1'. 1,, 1 t ., i , t
representat ions of tralectir es when the T:M is -.- .nI p -rl -a,- t , . ,

dates. This allows the TDM to qun-kly ,-il e r, i it-,,. Wt-, I t! e
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- Ir st rategy.

Fir i t, lte tn I i, I resr lut i ir si tategly -ist Ie charngeatle tr liilt r-i t -M -i irela
'i-no. fr example, the peiat li-n (If derdinq which tra mr-y -perlalists t o er-p 1s-

ileds a .onfltict resiolut ii strateqy difetent than for Ihe operat i-rn AI e.aluatjii the
des 1 rab I I ty )f each -antd idat e t ra elto3ry. Tn he abl Ie to change the cont ic - eso]tit i-rs
strategy impl ieo that the THEN part 'If a rule should be able to specify the strate-y
teTi s used by the inferenc'e engine.

Secnd, the methods I or k-otl I i(-t resolut tion must include the processing needed t
irake dec:is ions in the presence of incerta int y. The types of uncertaint ies and nac-
curd- tes present in the UTCS that wil influence the traject ory decisions are deso- ired
in a later sect ion. These uncertatnt ies and inaccuracies need to be ar-ontc-I 1 to
the process of select Ing the rules to lie f ired.

When T, mul at ing the TDM inference engine during the UT( S pj oject, a techn ique Oase
kun the certainty factor propagation method developed as part of the MYCIN tedi al
d iaglos is research work (4,7 1 was used tot account for uncertainty. In this technique,
each fact in the fact list has a certainty factor which is a number depicting its
certainty. The inference engine uses the certainty factors attached to facts fir -- i-ur
putring a certainty value for each rule whose IF conditions match the fact list and frame
data. The inference engine computes this rule certainty based on the certainty factors
of the facts in the rule IF condition and the rule confidence value. These rule -er-
tainty values can be used in conflict resolt ion methods 'for determining which rule to
fire, Two conflict resolution methods based on rule certainty values were used in tIre
TDM simulation. One method fired the rule with maximum certainty, while the other
methid prevented from firing any rule below a certainty threshold. The last step of the

certainty factor technique occurs when a rule is fired. 'he certainty factor of each
fact in the THEN part of the rule is computed based on the rule certainty and the
previous value of the fact.

Third, the conflict resolution strategy needs to be mechanized as a hierarchy of
conflict resolution methods. In the strategy, each method is assigned a priority. The
inference engine applies the methods in order of priority with each method narrowing the
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set of potential rules for firing until one is fired.

TDM KNOWLEDGE BASE

The TDM rule base will have the knowledge needed for managing the traeitory
specialists and using the specialists' outputs to develop desirable trajectorie.. The
rule base will have heuristics for the following: deciding how to respond to unexpected
events, what specialists to schedule, when to schedule them and what inputs to provide

to them, evaluating the specialists' outputs, priorities on conflicting trajectory
goals, trade-offs between trajectory goals as a function of the external and internal
environment, and changes to make to the specialists' inputs to improve a candidate
trajectory's desirability. The expertise needed for developing this TDM knowledge base
will need to be derived from a combination of pilots, military mission analysts, and
engineers with intimate knowledge of the trajectory specialists' algorithms.

The UTCS project was an exploratory development program, so resources were not
available to develop a complete knowledge base. However, a prototype rule base was
developed and simulated. To assist in developing this rule base, a basic approach fcr
solving the TDM problem was established. Figure 3 defines the steps in this appract,.
These steps are described next.

I r------_

I -I

TNOC-DAN

PROBLEM SOLVfNG APPROACit

FIGURE 3

Determine Important Factors. This first step starts the problem solut ion, occurr ing
whenever a new trajectory computat ion is needed. The (ITCS as a real-time, on-board
system will he making trajectory computations as the airi-aft flight progresses, birth
periodically and whenever unexpected events occur. Many of the trajectory computations
will be updates to the previously selected desired trajectory. However, when unantici-
pated changes occur in the current situation, the tralectory computations likely will
result in recommendat ions for or selection of a new desired trajectory. This step in
the problem solving approach determines what factors are n portant in the current tra-
jectory computation. Examples of important factors are new events, sich as a newly
detected threat or temporary loss of a control element, and past trajectory decisions,
such as a decision to attack an air threat or type of bsta(le avoidance maneuver.

Define Search Strategy. Based on the important factors, the TDM establishes a strategy
for determining candidate trajectories during the computational cycle. There are at
least three strategies: i) breadth-first, which is used when unexpected events occur
dictating a search for new desired trajectories that ma\ differ significantly from the
current trajectory, 21 depth-first, which is used when tJcere have been rnrr changes in
the situation, i.e., updated threat information or minrt aircraft deviat ions from the



desired trajectory, requiring only refinements to the current desired trajectory, and i,
trajectory extension, which is used when there hove not been any significant changes t,
the situation and the desired traectory needs only to be extended because of aircraft
progress along the path.

Define Initial Candidate Trajectories. The TDM establishes which specialists to empl,,y
for generating an initial set of candidate trajectories. A candidate can he a trajec-
tory from a single specialist or a composite trajectory formed by trajectories trot
different specialists. Characteristics of the current situation, new events that have
occurred, decisions made in past computation cycles, and the search strategy determicine
what specialists' combinations have the potential of generating candidate trajectories
that best meet all trajectory goals. To generate different candidate trajectories, the
iDM can adjust the specialists' inputs, which are the weightings on their perforiane
criteria, trajectory constraints, and size of the trajectory search space.

Generate Candidate Trajectories Using the Specialists. The TDM activates the spe,1 il-
isis or sequence of specialists to compute the candidate trajectories. Eoch spec ,al orI
computes the trajectory that is optimum relative to its domain (if expertise.

Critique_ Candidate 'raect!ories _UsientheSpecialists. The T[M has ea'h specia1ct
evaluate the performance of all candidate trajectories relat ie to theml ~ain f ex-
pertise. The array ,f oritiques provided by the specialists are use-i by the 1 M in th
next step to evaluate the performance of each candidate relative t, all tra e, ry
qoa Is.

Evaluate and Compare Candidates. The performance of the candidate traje- ce- "
the trajectory goals is evaluated and, when necessary, the performa,-e -I
<andidates are compared. These evaluations and cotmparisons can have r typ.- f
trajectory search act ions: 1) modifications to existino candidate tra- t
imprcve their overall performance by changing constraints to the special ist'- I * i :. a-
tion problet s, 2) generation of entirely new candidates by using spec list r , r, l
nat ions of specialists that were not previously used, 3) refinement , f , a'sc,, I
reso lotion candidates that are considered des i rah le by a ret urn to the spec-- i a ,st ! I a
-fetailed trajectory calculation, and 41 acceptance of one or more candidates as Icsci-
able trajec tories. If any one of the first three actions occurs alter an evaluaT c ,
the specialist, are activated to compute the candidates and the evaluat i)n ,,pa:e stc I,
is performed again. The iteration thr-ih the evaIuat ionlcompare step ,-cit in ies ccc- i
one or more traject ories are found desirable. When candidates -ancot Ic tc und 'cc
satisfy all trajectory goals, prioi ities on the goals and/ r goal thresh ldc, are I,
tied ont il a successful candidate (or candidates) is developed.

THE FRAME SYSTEM

As , I lust rated in Figure 2, tme UTCS cncept oses a system oh I rat-es as the c, c-
icunicat ion medium between the TDM and the trajectory specialists. A raome is defined as
a data structure describing a class of objects and consists of a collection of slots
that describe the various aspects of the object. The value -f a slot car he an- he
frame, a frame feature which gives rise to a hierarchy of frames f4 1.

Frames are used for a number of puIrposes in iTCS as shown in the frame hcia drchy c-h
Figure 4. The four sets of frames shown in the figure represent the following:

Current Situation represents the aircraft state and the mission situation, such as
threat status and mission critical points.

Search Space represents items such as the volume of the trajectory search space and the
search strategy.

Trajectory is a hierarchy of frames representing the trajectories. At the top of this
hierarchy are the composites, the TDM candidate trajectories. Composites are a cimlbmna-
tion of hypotheses which are the trajectories generated by the individual specialists.
The hypotheses are divided into segments by the specialists as a means for representing
the different aspects of the trajectories. Other frames issociated with trajectories
represent critiques, refinements, trajectory alternatives, and comparisons between com-
posites.

Specialist contains the procedures for inputting data ano receiving data from the dif-
ferent specialists.

The frame mechanism has two features - generic frames and attached procedures -
that have been useful in UTCS. Generic frames have been erployed extensively for storing
the specialists' trajectories where frames for composites, hypotheses, and segments are
instantiated whenever a specialist is activated. Attached procedures, often called
demons, have been an efficient way for the TDM inference engine to invoke a specialist.
Whenever a rule firing calls for a particular specialist to be processed, a value of a
particular slot in the specialist's frame is set. This initiates a procedure that
activates the specialist. The inference engine is not involved in setting up the
specialist's inputs or receiving the specialist's inputs.
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TRAJECTORY DECISI(N PAKER FRAME SYSTEM

FlIltERV 4

In summary, the combination Cf a frane syst d and production rule syste. :s well
suited to the UTCS. The use of tnenII t rancs and a hi erarch)y frae structure is

efficient for representIng trajectrrIes. Activating the specialists as attached pro-
cedures in the frame slots eliminates the need for those detailed procedures being mech-
anized in the product ion rule system . -'oring the trajectnry data in frames instead of
as facts in the fact list dast ical ly reduces the size of the fact list and, cor-
respondingly, the execution tine of the product ion rule syster.

TRAJECTORY SPECIALIST PROCESSING

In the UTCS conept, each special ist has its own algorithm ato, perhaps, Prcduct io
Rule System for computing a tralect(,ry that is optimum or desirable for its domain.
However, in interfacing with the frane system, all the specialists will have a number of
common elements. Fiqure 5 illustrates a cieneral structure for each specialist's proces-
sing. The frame system provides a symbolic representation of specialists' inputs which
are converted into a numerical representat ion if the inputs using a decoder function.
The set of inputs is then transformed into an appropriate form for the specialist
trajectory processing.

Each specialist will have two modes: trajectory generation and trajectory cri-
tique. The critique mode provides data to the TDM which it uses to evaluate the other
specialists' trajectories in terms of this specialist's domain and objectives. For

trajectory generation, the specialist toipites the trajectory optimum relative to its
domain, using models, data bases, knC)wledge bases, and optimization techniques ap-
propriate to the processing task. After being generated, th trajectory's performance
is critiqued relative to the specialist's objectives and criteria. This is the same
critique process that is performed when the TDM requests the critique of an input
trajectcry. After the critiquing is cottiplete, a trajectory encoder is used to transform
the trajectory and its critiques into the symbolic representation which is output to the
frame syst, m.

The TDM provides the same types of inputs to each spec-alist. These inputs include
the following: 1) a 3-D trajectory search space, includingt a starting aircraft state
and optionally a terminal state, 21 a priority ranking of the optimization criteria
used by the specialist, 3) a generate/critique request, 4) a representation resolution
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request (coarse, intermediate, or fine),
and, optionally, 5) a reference tra]ec-
tory with tolerance band. If this lat-
ter option is selected by the TOM, the
specialist constrains its trajectory
optimization search to within the
tolerance band around the reference,

The general structure for the

specialists shown in Figure 5 has been TOMINPUTS
designed to accommodate existing trajec-
tory generation algorithms, such as
terrain following/terrain avoidance [51,
maneuvering weapon delivery 16), and
Tactical Flight Management global tra- SYMBOLIC
jectory generation (2]. These algo-
rithms will be used in the trajectory DECODER
generation block of the general
structure. Existing trajectory genera- NUMER
tion algorithms will typically be com-
puting trajectories with only one reso-
lution; therefore, for the UTCS applica-
tion, these algortihms will need to be INPUTS
expanded to compute trajectories with
coarse, intermediate, and fine resolu-
tions.

DECISION MAKING IN PRESENCE OF UN- CRITIOUE

CERTAINTY

As indicated earlier in this paper,
the TOM needs to account for the dif-
ferent levels of uncertainty and inac-
curacy inherent in the data and rules TRAJECTORY
that the UTCS uses to make trajectory
decisions. Uncertainties and inaccura- OPTIMIZTIN

cies exist in various forms in this
system.

Inaccuracies are expected in data SEGMENTS
provided by sensors. For the UTCS, this
includes data describing ground threats, DETERMINATON
air threats, obstacles, and aircraft and
control dynamics. These inaccuracies
are of different types: detection inac-
curacies. classification imperfections, CRrTQUE
and parameter errors.

The UTCS also exchanges information NUMERIC

with other on-board systems, not in- ENCODER
volving sensing, and there will be un-
certainties in some of the information SYMBOLIC
provided by these systems. For example,
key mission events (coordination points,
time constraints, and targets) will have OUTPUT
varying degrees of importance. This TO
variation in importance is a form of TOM
uncertainty. Another example is pilot
trajectory preferences that are input
into the system via the cockpit con-
trollers. There will be variations in GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM FOR EACH SEGMENT
the strength of pilot preferences, an-
other form of uncertainty. FIGURE 5

In addition to uncertainties in sensor data and information, there will be uncer-
tainties in the knowledge base. The set of rules making up the knowledge base will have
varying levels of credibility. In the MYCIN certainty factor method, a confidence
factor is assigned to each rule by the human expert creating the rule to quantify its
credibility.

A method for accounting for these types of uncertainties is required in the UTCS
concept. The method most applicable to UTCS needs to be extracted from the research
that has been and is being conducted in the area of inexact reasoning (71, (81, (91.
During the UTCS project, a MYCIN-type certainty factor method was used in simulating the
TOM inference engine, as described above. Working with this method, a concept for
handling the types of uncertainties present in UTCS was formulated.

In the UTCS concept, some of the facts contained in the fact list symbolically
describe such things as the elements of the current external situation, key parts of the
mission plan, the pilot's trajectory preferences, and health of the aircraft and its
systems. These are macroscopic descriptions appropriate to the decision making aspects
of the TDM. In the certainty factors method, a certainty factor is associated with each
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fact iT, the fact list. Therefore, certainty factors can be ri,,d tz irr. erize tile
reliability of the information contained in the facts, i.e., ,I-tart , i- .
teriz the reliability of the current situation informat ir, the rt r at ty 111
mission points, the definiteness of the pilot's preferences, and the t el a i ' 1 y t
on-board system health assessments. With those factors describing the eet airt lo,
the current and future situations, the inference engine propagates the factor, thr -:h
the rules and, combines these factors with the rule confidence value, and rakes de-
sions from the resulting rules' certainty values. These decis:jcri are sot hings a'
which trajectory specialists to invoke, what sensor information cach spe.'ial ist uses
generating its trajectory outputs, and how to weigh each specialist's outputs in t'is
of its reliability when making trade-ofts between tra]ectory goals.

In developing the concept for handling uncertainty, the interplay blwe
and the trajectory specialists was addressed. One approach to establishing the :r 1- f
the TDM and the specialists is to have each specialist account fr the unirtaint z-- -
the sensor data and information it uses when computing its trajectcr:es. With ! t <
approach, the specialists would provide their trajectories to the TDM along with indicva-
tions of trajectory certainty. The disadvantage with this apprach is the TI+ wouid r:e
unable to vary the level of assumed sensor performance or to srlect what seno,,r data !
use when creating trajectory candidates with the specialists. For example, the i'M :toy
want the terrain specialist to generate trajectories assuming, first, normal pertlr'aoc
from the terrain sensors and, then, worst case performance from the sensors. Similarly,
the TDM may want the threat specialist to generate trajectories for rely theats knowe
with high probability and also to generate other trajectories with the threat data lase
including known as well as suspected threats. For this reasen, the recirrmended appr'a'
for dividing the responsibility between the TM and specialists is t, first estatlis
what sensor data and sensor performance levels the TDM will need t, ontrol t( ie
trajectory candidates especially when considering trade-offs between ta]:ect-r (: a.s.
Second, expand the interface between the TIrM and speclalists r' the 1I1,M o iat: sp- it" t'
each specialist, when it is activated, the sensor data ti -r, and the level f sens-
performance to assume when computing its trajectory.

UTCS SIMULATION

A simulation of the UTCS concept was performed during the 'TCS Prrrt d ,n a VAN
8600 computer. A short flight segment of a low altitude missli was petf.rtred. I te
major parts of the concept were simulated - the T1rM, tir, "f the tra)cr zy
(threat, terrain, mission, recovery, air-to-air combat), and the PC'. The 'mulatrin
included models of a high fidelity fighter aircraft and associated inner-l -p fl'qht
control system. The simulation used DMA (Defense Mapping Agency) terrain elevat in data
from the Fulda Gap area and including a number if rtirriln threats. le, ]et talt '
models were used for the ground threats. Detect ion ,f an rnic-e i cat a'

an air threat were the events simulated.

Two Higher Order Languages (HtI,s) were used fcr the cipiilat ion , '
-

ment : VAX LISP (the Digital Fquipmen
t  

-onprp-at irrn "r,r i I 1S'P laquae a, in' ti ,IIA
The trajectory specialists, the aircraft and cost,, rt rdels, arld t tie -itcr, art'''
in FORTRAN because they have involved primarily numerical alcl! Th , to,- , 'i
rule system and frame system were programred in VAX LISP fr ease ',t ireveirp[l I h.
symbolic processing part of the concept.

Because the UTCS Program was an expli nat cry development priga, I y a pi1 rype
set of rules for the TDM was developed and ;mplement'd. A to>tal rf 140 rules set"
implemented to illustrate all operations of the TOM it. the UTCS concept. A sionit
cantly larger knowledge base will be needed in a fully operational systecn. Alsrr,
because of the exploratory nature of the project, the trajectory specialists were nt
developed. Instead, their behavior was emulated using a dynamic prrgralrna alg olithrn
and software code previously developed on the Air Force Tactical Flioi Managecent
Program [11.

CONCLUSION

The UTCS concept has been defined and a top-level simulation of its characteristics
has been performed. The concept is a trajectory and attitude control systet for pilot
decision aiding designed for operation in an environment of unplanned events, changin I
missions, and damaged aircraft expected in the intense threat environment of the lri0's.
A functional architecture of independent trajectory specialists integrated with a know-
ledge-based trajectory decision maker is the cornerstone of the concept. The issues
involved in the integration of the numerical processing and symbolic processing that is
inherent in this architecture and any knowledge-based trajectory control system have
been addressed.

This concept was developed as part of an exploratory development program. Further
development of the concept will need to include the following developments: the TDM
knowledge base, the threat and mission trajectory specialists, techniques for handling
uncertainty, the aircraft model learning module, a cockpit integration concept, and a
computer architecture for parallel implementation of the specialists and TDM.
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"I must Create a System, or be enslav'd by another Mans"

William Blake, "Jerusaem".

SUMMARY

Trends in air-warfare make the development of autonomous unmanned aireraft
necessary. Advances in Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems (IKBS) and in comiputing
technology will make it possible. This paper examines the case for unmanned aircraft
and their prolable evolution from manned platforms with discrete intelligent aids 

th~rou:

more sophisticated, highly interactive IKPS to eventual autonomy. Some indications are
offered of the developments that will be called for in the IKBS t.,'-elves and it
computine hardware and some of the problem areas that are already known, such as valida-
tion and knowledge elicitation are considered in some detail.

I WHY CONSIDER AN UNMANNED COCKPIT?

There are two main driving forces that lead us to consi ,r future air syn,--s flt-
forms which co not carry a human pilot but whiclh peror- many of ,he functions cf toa,.'
piloced aircraft (helicopters as well as fixe- winq). Fiistly, th(cre Is t , cntn-in-
escalation in the complexity and workload involtd in tine d rilitary a--craft
mission, and, secondly, there is the awareness of thi norros stridcc that are lri
made in computer power and data storage, and which ill un(,ubtedly 1intiinue. Af: . tt
there are still many who remain sceptical about the p'nt'niI of sophisticated ,l] t]
aircraft. For them it should be instructive to look Lack to the rectnt past , in
it is for all wh- would be rash enough to attempt LO pr n'dict the futur, andi ccnriier c.,o
far we have come in the last 20 years or so. Retros-ec li'e ccntemplati n, incdcit'l ,
reinforces the wisdom of Will Durant's dictum, "Thos wh o d, nt know ,, i r
condemned to repeat it".

Liti '. more than 20 years ago ener'v to rriter -u],! h ,, , r attack, I-c ,''-' ,
at high altitade, carrying a crew of 2 'r fre-uent ly mote, with attrit ion rat, ''-at .,crr
recarded as acceptable. As far as computing was concetnrid, thc first, int ,c t
calculators were just appearing on the market and , etoday's c. tandards, th, were
horrendously expensive. In seekin' to predict the p-iot-!s !f t~i,- n,.xt two 1-,;,- it
will be as well not to be toc ccnservative.

Nowadays, as is widely appreciated, the military flying mice-n ;a- 1n-cne ,r-.
core demanding. Penetration at very low level is normal ractic., the denslty of thr .al,
both ground based and airborne, is exceedingly hIaqh ,nd the amount of information concern-
ing the mission, intelligence and threats that the p1-It is xpocted to lrctss is
enormoas. Continuing pressures to reduce crLw nu-b-i, corrpound the ptl,-rs u% ft; hi
increas ing the detiands on the rema ini no cew, n niw ,st or, an, in" the horta,:,1 f
time for reaching a decision and implementino it in l ow leoI flight iaes --attrs t [
more difficult. Similar considerations apply o battlefie elicopters as to fixe, wir,:
fast-let aircraft. Few would now dispute that the task -f the l.,man pilot in mi litary
aircraft has become so demanding that the provisl(i yf i'ntc:11ient assstanc wil b h
essential in the near future. If we are t, learn ti Insons f )istly it must ', s n
as inevitable for the trend to continue and ultimatt]'I th- pI' w II Ib -1, lantcd 1,r
some of those missions which today requir marned aircraft .

In the information processing field the achievo ments in 'ott 'nteclat -d circuit!
are too well known to require qreat olaboratl.n. Such Ire th- c-'mmercal rrusslros t,
achieve still greater component densities, storag- pid cit n, , t
there can be no real doubt that substantial forther ins in -ll th, areas will to madI
before the end of the century. In the? immediate fi tle curient Vt-I proiramm - wi
yield submicron integrated circuit technoloqis with 1i u ii tes-o in speed ant
component density. As long as silicon continue!,, b, the favourcd matirial V,SI dvol-
opments will also continuo to reduce the cost of any gi'.'-n data iIrcessini capabil t-y.
come discontinuity in this trend is probiably inttal lo ax altrnat iv<c, ii'her 1pi''d,
materials such as GaAs roach the market place hut in t rv t Ii,, Io, will bt-I'nio- ch-p, 'r
Whilst it is right to be optimistic, it is also n o ssaix ,, I l,' ci att- thai thlie (,
improvement may be slowing down as has been pointd cuiit by Kuck it al (t. ra'la f("
improvements in comput ing hardware will only come tf, rough i inificant chanates in the
basic technology employed but for this wi may lo k to ti'- aivent of tchni-tue. such as
parallel rocessine [11 (2] (31 [4]. Initially, usefl oains will e made, b coni iurino
conventional systims in a parallel fashion bul, in Ih, lemon, term th full ott-nt l -f
parallel processing will be realised throuih th -s, c o ilitr tha! Im themis-,lvt -



naturally to parallelism. Foremost amongst these at the prese-nt t In-' a tpt ,-l
processing and optical data storage [5] [6] (7] (81. However, It It I t I :, 1 -! . . ,:,
hardware that the real advances need to be made, although they i n, n
estimated, but in the associated software and here it is not mer, ly " T ,, .' : .
programming problems that can currently be foreseen but the huga , no,
that lie ahead that will prove the most awesome. Fortunately, -t art, a t, 11 n .
scarcely tapped resource of Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems I it'.)
to be a formidable weapon in providing a worthy replacement for r-, ' in -.
Once again, althoug

5 
the challenge is daunting it would be fata. t,- .- .

difficulties, we should take heart from the achievements of th, pa ' t

At this point it is worth pausing to consider why the prut'r, i r a 7.
cockpit is still readily accepted with little question. After all it In ,..
were to propose a sensor system of poor optical quality, connvt-, - .,'
bandwidth to a processor with erratic performance that was n-.
alone subjected to the highly formalised functional specifiati.n L ar' :'3.
sine qua non in modern systems circles he would, I sugoest, b ,n
seriously. Yet that, with considerable simplification, is a I
visual system, admittedly redeemed somewhat by extremely sensitive ph,,t I- 

" 
I,

by ill-understood but sophisticated focal 'plane' processin, fr a I, is, i :
account of human visual processing see, for example, rt f 'ti. Th,, L.sic i,, I,.
human data processing and human reaction times ar, by al.ctrnIc sl- ,I
why is the man regarded as indispensible? Indeed why is it that 'ma' , 7-T
consent, still superior to any inanimate system? N'he res,-n Ia '. i -t-
comings, man remains the most effective parallel pru c ssr av:ilaI-_. %: .7 3 1 -
system can yet compete with the human operator nithwl ca n' ra n t
yet approach the human ability to correlate. infe rmati n !r - y ::: i
In the fiel" of signal acquisition and procssino ,.
system could currently match the extlaorlinary h i'a:

the well known "cocktail party effect". Cobino! t t in, s,- ati' it- a, t. .
established abilities of the human operat i t, Ira' ;I,'- I 3, -
to apply this in the form of heuristics to 'l c I '-.t -,
problems. Man is also adaptable and versat lo t'' I ,. i t 1
yet match.

Granted these virtues, is it sensil, to cnt 'r Ia., <x 'I-'-7 '' , .
the cockpit? Even accepting that he is current iP-.- x - r 1. .
would it not be better to confine ur att. ntio t i 1,.v1,!1 :i. .
gent aids that miuht enable hit- to undertakt : ts it i it
possible in the increasingly complex and n, stilo en.i i nI
still remain the human phys:ological llitdt ,-,n.- t,.i a, I i 1 1 - I n 1 n 1,
drawback and there is the further pin t-"at 1 ,i itat It' r' . " t _ ', -
the necessity for many current constraunts _'n .Iicr f t -i r.
include the well known high ',' manoeusre ,r - ,;'- i ni_ n,: " n, , ' I " i, IT

against the consequences of chemical and n,;clear wtip n- In1 !I .o i. ' .'
is not an asset, he is a liability. Pimvin t . manr. fr "!i- iC"i I  , , .! - ,
removes the need for the cockpit itself and savs in, ull

" 
an, :. .

;eat, displays and controls and eliminates the nee for a -T,;, " aat -, " t i:
the avionics significant savings would accrue froT t , n 'to1 - , 1 n 1
dlancy introduced to ensure levels of safety that w,rt eily n -I f, I
aircraft. Environmental condItIoning woul. ne, l,n ; r b, i> it I n .-
for the avionics, with consequent reduced imanD' on .ngi, 'It I r, it. .
front-end space should become available for Impor'ant sensors. At -."v , I I
savings in volume, weight, power dissipation and COlint r'i in-i t.
to offset the additional demands Tade by the new in'.lli,:cnt aat_,-,

2 WHY IS IKBS THE KEY?

Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems are the pract lal -mb-'mnt f rl iiiit
intelligence, which after years of being regarded as an acae!'ic "i' silte , ' rl' :- !
be of practical importance, has emerged as almost a pieriiisitt i(r In" -st" theft
purports to be up-to-date. What has happened to bring thlis about is a ri it. in aI; i
instead of trying to create "intelligence" ab imletl from basic crnnt!; inY,;it!-, n't
algorithms the philosophy is now to take existing human knowledge and ct-I "!;is Int
specially designed computer environments. Instead of start in' fri.m scaib w, a it
endeavouring to start from where we are now. This is the rcason fori tie init'nsu i :-
wide interest in so-called Expert Systems and their more sophist icatod rielat s , i

At this point a word on nomenclature is appropriat; in the UK it i,; ien-,a]l,"
accepted that Expert Systems represent the simple end of the intellIgent -vstoI's
providing, for the most part deterministic answers, calling upon embedde iuran n-' , w
and often requiring a lot ol ;er interaction. IKHS is the term reserved for r ,r-,
ambitious systems involving complex multi-reasoning systems and r)ften invelvini 'ii'h
closer, direct interaction with the real world. This classification is illustiat-,,in
Figure 1.



FIGURE 1 INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS TERMINOLOCY

Increasing Sophistication

Expert Systems IKIS Inteficeal
Intelligence

Often deterministic Advanced, multiple reasoning Intelligence
Require uoer interaction Maintain multiple hypotheses developed front
Generally small Adaptive fundamental
Simple reasoning Near Real-time abstract
Advisory Large knowledge base concepts

Possibly self learning Academic
Possibly self extending approaches

In principle, therefore, IKBS offer the opportunity to substitute an automated
system for the human operator in the military aircraft cockpit. Clearly, this will
initially be in the form of an intelligent assistant in a piloted aircraft (10 [f1u
[121 [131 but as confidence is gained and capability is extended the assistant will take
over more and more so that eventually the pilot himself can be replaced. Whilst the IKBS
techniques are still in their infancy they offer the valuable benefit of incorporating
human knowledge and experience, in its most up-to-date form, into the automated systems.
A powerful advantage of IKBS is their ability to maintain a consistent high level of
performance without fear or fatigue and largely irrespective of the prevailing conditions.
Furthermore, their embedded expertise may, if appropriate, be culled from more than one
expert provided that the results can be suitably melded into a coherent body of knowledge.
The problems of using multiple experts to generate the knowledge base are considered
further later in the paper. In domains where expertise is scarce, possibly confined to a
small number of people, IYBS offer the opportunity to capture the relevant knowledge,
thereby ensuring that it is not lost and, if appropriate, that it can be more widely
disseminated. Although this feature is generally thought of in the context of specialised
terrestrial activities, it is in principle applicable to airborne skills (eg in ASW
interpretation). It might also be valuable in training pilots to use new equipment,
including of course IKBS themselves.

Granted that IKBS will make their way into the cockpit, initially in the role of
intelligent assistants to the human pilot (10 (111 t2 [131, it is appropriate to
consider what differentiates an intelligent aid from conventional automation. There are
a number of key features, not all of which need necessarily feature in every system:

(I) Contextual Awareness

Conventional automated systems generally have closely defined limits
of application. Indeed, formal functional definition procedures lay great
store by precise, limiting demarcation of the domain in which the system is
to operate and in defining in detail its interaction with other subsystems.
By contrast IRBS boundaries may be fuzzy because the concepts they involve
are not strictly defined. Their interactions may change dramatically with
relatively slight changes in the circumstances. Very often an IKBS will be
far broader in its scope than a deterministic system and it will be "aware"
of far more of the context in which a decision is to be made and its decision
will reflect that context, just as the decision of a human operator does.
The decision not to attack a target of opportunity because it is of insuf-
ficient importance bearing in mind the state of the battle, would be just
one such example.

lII) Alternative Solutions

A well-established virtue of IBS is their ability to present alter-
native solutions and recommended actions with confidence factors and, if
desired, an account of the reasoning behind the course of action recommended.
Alternative solutions may be presented in terms of various postulated develop-
ments in scenario, for example "If SAM site suspected at A is confirmed divert
to ........ " If JPT continues to rise ........

(iiil Self Learning/Self Extending

An IKBS should not be thought of as immutable, after all a human pilot
continually learns by experience. Thus a sophisticated IKBS will involve
feedback from the world with which it is interacting and will have the ability
to change its reasoning accordingly. In the broader context of mission
planning the IKBS may be expected to report on its experience during the
mission, including such information as a high level interpretation of threat
data. Suitably combined with that from other aircraft this would modify the
database of the IKBS for subsequent missions.

liv) Adaptability

In many cases IKS incorporate a user model and :here is no reason why
this should take a single form. It should certainly reflect the experience,
ability and characteristics of the pilot so that, for example, it would not
trouble a highly experienced pilot with unnecessary detail but would provide
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this for one less experienced. It might also compensate for indivicual
characteristics, a particular pilot's over-enthusiasm for active jamminm
might be an example. Personal characteristics, including preferences,
could easily be fed into the IKBS with pre-mission briefin material (a.
extremely simple precursor to this is the driver preference data on seat
and mirror positions now stored in more expensive cars). Aaan the IKhS
should adapt to the increasing experience of the pilot, even in the course
of the mission and once more the analogy with the behaviour of a human
companion is relevant.

(v) Explanation

One characteristic of expert systems that is widely acclaimed is
the ability to provide explanations in varying degrees of detail of the
reasoning underlying their decisions or recommendations. Whilst thus may
well be of value in non-real-time terrestrial applications, particularly
those in which there is a high degree of user interaction (the many well-
known medical diagnosis programs are typical examples), it is a technique
that is likely to be of only limited value in military aircraft. Certainly,
there is rarely time for the pilot to recognise that he has a need for an
explanation and for him to request it and digest it before action needs to
be taken. Thus the system must be designed to provide the right degree of
explanation and justification, but no more, and to present it in a readily
assimilable form. Furthermore, it must adapt its explanation to the
circumstances, curtailing it when time is too short or when too much other
information must be conveyed simultaneously. A truly adaptive ITBS will
adjust the extent and depth of explanation to suit the experience and
requirements of the pilot and, moreover, will continuously readjust them
as the mission progresses.

It is evident that an IKBS should be far more adaptable and compliant than normal
software systems. As progress is made towards fully autonomous unmanned aircraft it is
anticipated that the IKBS provided as intelligent assistants will evolve toward a more
autonomous role. Much of this evolution may occur in a straightforward way, without th,
need to completely re-think the systems concepts. Faith in the potential of fully
autonomous systems will be generated as confidence in IKBS techniques is built up duri i
the phase in which they fulfil the role of intelligent assistants. It follows that scit.
care must be taken over the introduction of the initial, discrete IKPS in an advisrt,
aiding capacity, since it would be quite easy to undermine confidence, rather than ceat,
it, either through the use of systems that purported to be intelligent but which turnes4
out to be dim-witted or, conversely, by premature attempts at over-ambitious systcm:
which failed to live tip to their aims. Once again the lessons of the past, not least
those learnt from the introduction of computing equipment into military aircraft, must b<j
firmly in mind.

3 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF IKBS

Having agreed that progress towards the unmanned cockpit will le evolutionary an
that it will follow on from the development of discrete intellicent aids of gradually
increasing scope, it is appropriate to consider what applications in the military cockpit
are most likely to benefit from the use of KBS. It is convenient to consider the pote-
tial applications of IKBS in military aircraft under a number of headins:

3.i Planning

Planning is a major activity both prior to a mission and whilst it is in
It is a splendid example of an intelligent reasoning process that calls upon many sourc
of data, often otherwise unrelated, and which almost invarLably requires knowledqe of t e
context. The time constraints for pro-mission planning are, of course, ienerally sot. iwhat
less severe than those for planning in the course of the mission, otherwise the tw,
aspects are broadly similar.

Mission planning must take account of a wide range of fEctors. Whilst thi basic
objective is often well defined and of the "Destroy fixed target at pioint X" form, over
such a definitive objective may be subject to caveats (eg "at all costs" or "without
placing the aircraft at risk" or "assuming that it has not been successfully attackr( by
other aircraft beforehand"). The objective will often be suiject to change in the c-urs-
of the mission and for many missions, CAP or attack of battlefield armour by either heli-
copters or fixed wing aircraft, for example, it will not be precisely defined at the
outset. In these cases there are many implied constraints on the mission that. the Pilot
has knowledge of, possibly subconsciously, that must be emu-ited by an IKBS if it is to
approach similar levels of performance. (Of course, it may be that not all the pilots
preconceptions are beneficial ...... ) Once the basic objectives of the mission and the
related constraints are decided a choice of route must be made and this aspect of mission
planning has already received considerable attention from the IKBS community 114] t151.
Numerous factors impinge upon the planning of a suitable route. Account must be taken of
the terrain and of known or suspected enemy threats. If the data is uncertain the
reasoning process must assign a probability to its validity and take account of this in
optimising the route. Since it is only to be expected that the enemy will dispose his
defensive missiles and armament in greatest concentration along just those routes that
seem most attractive topographically, the choice of optimum route is unlikely to be self-
evident. It may also be influenced by the presence of other friendly aircraft in the



ii,-, *Jncini . Mision plannine must also take account of such factors as weather, the
avat=, bil t,, f >v,-rsirtnary airfields, aircraft parameters, the likely role of enemy
fthters, ch:v tal contact nation and any other aircraft taking part in tle attack.

Msior l lannirq is known to be a time consuming process, even when conducted
uif,k !h.h s: t srart,. for battlefield helicopters it is frequently necessary to re-
plan at short o' t i'e It the" c-urs of a mission in order to take account of changes in
the statr,- f the battle ocr to cope with urgent or emergent threats. In this case all the
above factors must still be taken into consideration but the decision must he arrived at
with great rapidity. The choice between a direct route through densely defended terrain
and a lengthier, less threatened route whicl takes longer and requires more fuel, may not
be easy to gauge correctly in an instant in the heat of battle, especially when the data
is incomplete, out of date, uncertain or conflicting. In such applications 1"BS already
clearly have an important role to play, especially since the aircraft now being developed
,will have fewer crew than their- . sr" rs. It may also be foreseen that from these
relatively straightforward ro.te planning aids, which take account of only a limited nun-
ber of the factors considered above, will evolve more complete mission management systels
capable of assuming much of the mission planning responsibility. A major factor to be
considered in their development is the manner in which intelligence data, on enemy threat
locations, for example, is updated, since the manual insertion of large quantities of data
by the pilot in the course of the mission is unlikely to be acceptable. This question is
not straightforward since it 'nvolves more than )ust the mechanics of data entry - itself
no trivial matter - but extends to consideration of the extent to which the pilot believes
the information - in the most obvi,,is case, because of his position he may know that a
particular piece if data is out of date, but more subtle examples may also arise. It
would be counter-lrodu;ct ive to insist on the pilot vetting each and every incoming piece
of information. Many ,luestions f this sirt will arise as IKS planning aids evolve an,
will only be answered in the light of experience.

Planning is a topic of major interest to the IKBS communit' a t large and it is
likely that military. airborne applications will benefit extensively from progress in the
civil field, from such applications as the development of automated factories, autonomous
land vehicles and others. Few civil applications, however, are as demanding as their
military counterparts, especially as regards the need for near real-time operation.

Whilst the present iiscussicn has centred on mission planning in aircraft, since
this is a clear element in th march towards the unmanned cockpit, it should not be for-
gotten that other aspects of air-warfar,, depend upon planning activity, often at high
level. Obvious exanples are <he ;isposition of aircraft, either for offensive or defen-
sive operations and, on the battlefield!, the tactical disposition of helicopters. It is
to be hoped that much commnal Ity wtil exist between ideas developed to solve planning
zcsblems in these ar-as anI thcso in the airborne environment.

3.2 Sienal tr-ocssino ani Data Fusion

(lne of the utrikino teatures f the ictovelc;-oent of military aircraft since the
Second World War has be, th i iamaric incroase n ohe number and variety of sensor
systes that hItve as i .

0
t i ,i -en, althouoh, in passing, it is interesting to

no.te that pir it- , ii. a: w,-untoi recivers were carried by many aircraft in the later
stages cf 1ll. M,-si p'rto t ctromaunot c spectrum can now be detected by
military aircraft, with i-to, g v,.ring rotio, radar, infrared and visible frequencies,
although tn the lat, *,i s to. -nsi is usually the human eye. Added to the data
.trov t s,n : s a -ass of information relayed from other aircraft
and! fron the r ni c, i,, i functions of the human pilot, and for which
he is at present nlt a ,y capab,, is the nteqration of all this data. He must, for
example, de eipher i n !ieatins fror, his threat warning sensors, generally at a time
when they arc o tndcatinc a large number of lossible threats, and correlate the informa-
tinn with intellienc ita r 1cvj on the griund prior to the flioht and, subsequently,
in the course of the missioen. In some cases this may need to be further correlated with
topographical data and with radar returns in order to build up a complete picture. 0n
occas ior. the decisi, t, ,i u, an act tve ralar sen or, for example, ray depend on the
initial sensor data correlation.

Underlying this massive task of data fusion is the fundamental and related issue
of signal processinq. Where the informati'n is pictorial, in seeking target information
in the output of a FLIP, for example, the human visual system still reigns supreme des-
pite, as nosed earlier, its optical imperfections and its inherently low bandwidth. The
human ability to perform visual target detection and recognition better than a machine
almost certainly owes much to the application of he uristics deri-ed from experience and
this is therefore an obvious and nataral application for IKBS. However, since many of
the heuristics involved are probably not forulated consciously but are held at a deeper
level in the brain, the problem of knowledge elicitation is likely to be unusually
formidable. Thus, in signal processing, there is currently a fairly clear division
between Information conveyed by the normal human sensory modalities, primarily vision
and hearing, in which the human signal processing is clearly superior and which IBS
must strive, with difficulty, to emulate, and those sensors which detect electromagnetic
signals far removed from normal human ranges and present their outputs in formats which,
although visual or aural, are not a familiar part of normal husan experience. There is
no way in which a human being would consider de-interleaving the mass of complex signals
handled by an ESM receiver, even if he possessed the necessary sensors. Thus for such
data the electronic system is already accepted as indispensable [16]. It Is worth



noting, however, that the interface between the electronic system and the human operator
is still far from satisfactory. Despite the inherently good performance of the human
visual system in processing pictorial information we have yet to devise an interface with
an ESM system, which although complex produces far less information than a normal visua
field, which handles the latter data as effectively. Perhaps this problem will only
disappear with the advent of far more intelligent processing.

Whilst signal processing has been a large and active research area since lo:ng befory
the advent of 1KBS, stimulated by such applications as automatic image processing for
robotics among many others, data fusion as an issue has come to the fore with the devilo-
ment of IKBS - possibly because it is, intrinsically, an intelligent actiity. Civilian
applications do exist, in such vital areas as the control system for complex industrial
installations such as power stations and also in process control, but once again the
extreme demands of military systems, especially in the real-time environment of the
military cockpit are likely to provide the greatest challenge.

Indeed a major step forward in the development of IKBS architectures, the deve -
ment of the "blackboard" configuration arose through the HASP/SIAP programme in th iSA

which was applied to the interpretation of sonar data 117) and this remains amongst t.,
best known of IKBS signal processing/data fusion applications. (Strictly speaking the
blackboard architecture was not invented for HASP/SIAP, it had evolved earlier f r th,
HEARSAY speech recognition/synthesis programme, nonetheless the challenge of the milititr
signal processing/data fusion application provided the simulus for further dev 'oprr'cnt
[181.)

3.3 Intelligent System Monitoring

Fundamentally, system monitoring requires little intelligence. Despite !ht
crew of present aircraft are expected to spend much of the-ir time maitalnli ! a wat-h. , n
the aircraft systems and dealing with indicated malfunctions, again often in a well
prescribed routine fashion. In the event of there being too many pIy scii1t ions t
remember, they may be provided with flip-cards for reference. System monitoring rcqiui'-,
intelligence when the appropriate action to be taken is deendent upon the circust-nc-
or where the sensor data is ambiguous or imprecise and heuristic knowldgce is called u n
in the interpretation. A particular equipment may be known to exhibit Crtain fat
characteristics in given circumstances or diversionary landing sites it l .t entail lis-
advantages (lack of facilities, proximity to enemy forces, tc). Thus, whilst sme
faults are simple, say a generator failure, others may give rise to a multitude ,f t-ri 1,:
indications that are difficult to decipher. A serious cngiin' failire, due t, ralftinct -n
or to enemy action, might well trigger warning indications relating to hy1 raulics, fuel
and electrical systems. The rapid assessment of such a plethera of wainings calis fli in
intelligent system. Certainly the use of reference material, be it flip-cards or an
interactive "Expert System" is impractical at a time wh en the pilot noods to take uryrt
action and needs to devote all his effort to controlling tlie aircraft. This illustrati.n
also provides an example of the value of contextual awareness; the eossibilltv of an
otherwise improbable malfunction due to damage from enemy weapons would clearly be
afforded a much higher probability when the aircraft was flying over enemy-held tt r it .

However, since failure analysis is often either deterministic or involves fairly
straightforward probability reasoning, the system may often tend to divide naturally into
two sections, the first performing the analysis in a fairly well-defined determinlsti c
way whilst the second (embodying the intelligence) decides upon th actions tor, t--i rin3
to the pilot.

Failure analysis systems are important to the development if IFISS and thcref, re
its evolution towards the goal of achieving autonomous unmanned operation, since tli,:'
include many of the straightforward and, more important, the larjely Self-contained
systems. Simple failure analysis systems with a modicum of Intl 11 i-ence are pract i ably
now and through consistent accurate diagnosis and recommendation should help signiriyat
to lay the foundation for the confidence in IKBS that will be crucial to their acceptanc

Almost any failure analysis system will be called upon to process data with a
range of priorities and leading to conclusions and required at l ions of varyino uru ncT .
It must be able to recognise the important conclusions, especially when, as is often t h'
case, several system failures are being dealt with simultaneo(usly. Morever, it must
present its conclusions and actions in order of priority. The ability of 11<13 to main-
tain a number of alternative hypotheses throughout the reascnini process is one feature
that makes them a natural choice for failure analysis applications. This is also of
considerable value in recognising that two or more failures being treated as independent
may, in fact, have a common origin. IKBS continuously accepting updated informat ion from
the sensors in near real-time should show considerable advaitages over basic "snap shot"
indicators.

In the longer term more sophisticated IKBS failure analysis systems will not only
assess the priorities of the failures with which they are dealing but will have sufficient
awareness of the situation of the aircraft and its mission, possibly because they form
part of a much more extensive mission management system, to calibrate the irportance of
the failure information in terms of other mission priorities. Some failure indications
that would otherwise be presented might be withheld during critical parts of the attack
phase, for example. Of course, eventually the IKBS will be able to decide whether it
should initiate. action itself or inform the pilot.



System monitoring 'ies not simply mean failurc analysis ani t.Iert, i e .an I -s
(eg fuel management) that automatLic systems will take ,ver from the IiI' . lce-i ti is
is already happening. In the field of flight control Ifii have tie te,tnt ial t- txtftin
current manoeuvre demand techniques to include consideraticn .f 'he eintext in whioh ch
manoeuvre is to take place. The rapid consumption of fatiiue 1 ft L.me.s of little
consequence if the alternative is ti l ,se the arecraft e-the! -, tl- r,.sIt or attack ,or
system failure and a hb.man pitt wiul! n"it hesilta in --ci. ,, -, . .' l.' 1 ' ; ,
likewise. It should also r' good at ch oosing the oiptimium wa' f 5ev t i (It.,-
manoeuvre, again througha li-teness f the context.

3.4 Intelligent Aids

There are a number of simple discrete aids, in r ,,ratlnq a im"'st iurt o,
intelligence, that are like.ly to be among the eurIliest exam|;,, r t Ib !" apear In the
cockpit and which can conventent]% bev -sile ed as a qiui , Iht'h J| loat .n t,11
display formatting and disp'ay surfac v .ilIcat ,n is ne -- h empx, le, iis m y -I t i l n e
from fairly straightforward, cteretityp-. :ispluy cnfiqurat r,n t i, mora, 'i iOUstarrang-
ments which take account of the likelihood f the in, ri[ti n biin: netited it an' ur n
point in the mission and of the txtent at format in whilih it h I p .,iled.
the scalinq of a map displa, m 1A , sltml 1' t'i i 'It -11 th, , re nt
if the aircrew, It being unlikely that a pi, flying at hith alLt u'l , Ih - abh.
ake use of very detailed topooraphical infir-a t ',n, for cr'x,: le. Es'nt 3"1y, tF '. c

amounts to automatic, intell i nt declitte Ilri l; c't at li it m' :t be Inte ,I ii nt ' ' ri c
,ilots will have little sympathy withi i system that rr-ves Infirmat i-n 'ust as T,ei i r,

attempting to use it. N. ither wil there i m ich sup port for a sister, that is s it'
to frequent changes in pursuit of an "opt imum" , ant! ,'!early much care w, I n .-,il , ii-i
the design of such systems. )ne feature wt'i' i 'may he' d s ra' . i t I-ira itt I''n ,
following a change , i f where thi nf-rmat in ha "ont oi hw It may I", Ie iI Vi 'I-.

Initially, automatic display Ionf igurat in will b, app I i ti' t ,, r, rs ,-,n nec s sar
the case of failure in the display syste" r in the case of an emtrot.nci n h( airriat.
Control of display formats throuth direct vocal input will p-robl'l'- -' 2c' t lhtt ,I
applications of speech recoqniticn technoloct in the' cockpit.

Under the general heading r,f rtsoit'co al locat iin a tlmier ,f I'totts it ,ap l i -r iii.
for IKBS may emerge, including intell it nt alis in sevelal :Ive'rse frelis. ' ,mr-nlat ci.
management is becoming more onerous with ever increasl' emn asi5 u , n , ',' [ 'trt i ,n
and a system that makes the Lost use ,f communication channels in terms f r cpa ! .
constraints, intelligilil ty, etc could clearly embc'dv a ce tacri am',,'nt I n ! I
and relieve the pilot of an appreciable clotent Of hIls wi rkt loaJ.

Resource allocation in the anti-submarine warfare (AilW) field inclu - -
siderattons as the decision to deploy sonobuoys in given confilcorat ins and ypes I:-
terms of the prevailing conditions, including the needs of the mission and, in tih -'ast
Df an ASW helicopter such parameters as its fuel remaininq. The ixtent if the intt I-
l igence embodied in such systems depends largely upon the doiree of awareness f
situation built into the IKBS.

Considerations of resource allocation also enter into the ECM and L-M fiel is whon
the decision to use jammers or chaff arise and, in the broader context , in t he il rt,
of £S5 resources. Agaio, contextual awareness is important and role of Ii 1S , ill 2,-,-n
ipon the extent to which this is incerporated or to which the specialisI as Is at ilt
to interact with more extensive systems with greater awareness.

There are clearly a very large number of potential applicat ions fi, IIP in
cockpits of fixed wing fast-jet aircraft and in helicopters in all their . vt so r
Most of these will bo undertaken sndivid'iallv as IKBS becomes an evtr mior ;ract ic a
reality and they will provide invaluable experience upon which tie' I nq- a, a,
to develop fully autonomous unmanned aircraft can catittalise. Further tx.p t ilenco w k
come from the numerous IKBS being develo'cd gorldwile for cmmercial and 'i-ll - ain,:
from other military applications, most directly from other autonm-is vCe icl- Ipr:, ''iv, ,
(the DARPA autonomous itn!:-ainted land vehicle programm beino a notabl., ixa:7Il.,.

4 THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF IKS

4.1 Present State of IKB

This is not the place to embark upon review of achc ,nl' , c it ii tc
necessary since there are a number of accounts that ar, geneilly availafhe l iI
Already there are substantial achievements in t he f idel, hoit , as perha , 1 ,
expected, they are mostly at the "Expert Syst''ms" end (if the "pectrum. It is i1 h ial '
still true to say that there has yet to be seen a system that el'n a ma cnr i t y ,
observers would agree to call "intelligent". Most do not purport to be so, their pi-
ponents would merely claim that they are useful, often as good as th'ir human cuitel-
parts, occasionally better, and that they achieve that perfoimaice by the inc rporation
of human expertise. It is not unusual for an expert system to yield a dotermtnist to
answer but, having employed heuristic techniques, to produce it far '1uicker than a
conventional program. Perhaps it is worth remarking, however, on the paiadox that
becomes apparent when an intelligent system is described. .nvariably, consideraLle
effort is devoted to producing an account that mak's 'lea very essential detail f the
system and once it is s, described it seems, nt utimititally, o'lltal ly se I. ".dc' and
therefore, not intelligent. There is some truth in the suoonestion that nomothing which



can be iiso ibi -omplely earnot be intel iqunt . For most RBS worthy of rho naiv-e,
course, complore description is in reality not practicable, when details of the
reasonini processes are borne in mind, however, descriptions given in terms of their

base of sore liiO rul es") sound as if they arc complete and perhaps this is where the
uifficulty often lies.

alhilst this may soem a digression it must to remembered that the gal of intro-
Liucinq infullicient aids into the cockpit will only be achieved with the willino co-
oLperation of the pilots who will use thorn., and it mzay hoe assumedl that thoy will altiod;'
nave enctountered demonstratitons of " itel Iicence " that to ft them IV uVIn n InocoI

Although there are a number of operational expert ststems in the ooooero-al w'-
,e maepoor examples of intelligence. Wresil ms t' 'neatieio

require extensive user input. This is completely unaccoptal le for airbornec app!icte r
in all but the very simplest cases. Mere sophisi.cated systems, true IKFS, (io exist u
they are almost all at the research stage. it is irterstinr to not(i htmr" ) n
more advanced IRIS are aimed at military ap~plications. 'The eat yt hoer. n', ripoits
o f IRIS operat inn in am. airborne one ironert -

Most simple systers employ relative>"- 'un4-- jun : u
is almost a hallmark of a true tRD-ll that its teas niing system is fir totc fextmit

At the vecry least it will incorporate both forward ard backward coatninq ,Ltt~,r~
probable arrangement is the so-called' "lilaekboara. 18) referred to '- Oittiort- Ii
its simplest form this consists of a ce ntral elerent ('toe l'lackuoa'' s1 ith cotnnect i,
to, surrouno inc7 surrogate entities, knowlodue,4 soe's toetat ing ti .art icutar isoert tf
'he *r~en 'dem.ons' for tackl ito cotta in finr'ens, 'now' "I -e e:ases, etc '0 'ii l '

iedea is that the current state cof the ;roblem is raintaine.. on t..a 1 ltbartian
thet peripherals food their O utp uts to this when cale 1(0 n or10 wr slthha" :1us
luot contribut ion to make to the solut ion o)f the i rob>l ot... 9'" -i n , c
P., eiis that they may have for part icol ar rIe-. d ta beor furtoher I r or, so car.'
mooc . %ar icos hIackboard conE 'glrat i <os have b-Pi r> , i ncitn pis Ie ire 1
board system-s, hout theeY ohia r, comm--n t's U. fIel! ty c :,!-
soILut ion in an oDpe tron ISti IlC o not prev I -out-' ir-1 u~ Ir a, 1-n
I ncorpor at iot . of d at a flo)ws frot'r t he real worldi In ''tee etitvf
readcly extensible 'As witt, most 1k'',th,, te'! 'l s I t1A, -1t nth 1 ri

-',mpuer. c , roc es sn Ircia;j acI t y aOn- r t Iti t t Ia,7

F rom i e lIiaii'r 5 c'Os it't it 
t 
1i 'I p '' i IL. 'A

JIst ingu iso "il1itat" 1KBS frum 'r; inr'" cm"''rc IIIai.;1i'I Ls! '.t 1,: L!
' we factors arc, f ir st l'-, t he net ifor '-'i roil- I o I, e I~eratI Fan " .1 -r-:':

ob optxt ac" 0' th.v , teprs to''t a t'-tt ccdi' 1,0~ -rLe ,'is solution must to, -nly satitsfy lt S trieinal need. it us il '0

storaue to "it the noeed Ns1hrs-id tr ir, ''-e soive, aroSt ,l
o'r place ;nlut strain -r tit- rnirrinr' .0ito systemz lol tt a'-'' t:,,ci
ments 'tour be compat Ible wi ti t he aic i af' syteil ' rl sfwai intirfat's nutso
'esignee to I-c fully i itpa' ibde wit' tic ai re ra ' t ma~v,7

1 
naI at a a..~ -ijutI'

rs "Ia ton' 's IJr.,LIi, extnt h ep ctIc i, t if 'nt roa st t !o! p -'
v'! i-vI,,, rc r t I-tirc ora' tIot, i n -om ;1ix ' ' V

Evnin coent ona. 'I 'n, lis e to'ltit ein, n1 . c, stnar tea ti 't pe rot I on to1 I
-1haI L ln-,; in llKl th, diffiielttes ire t1lti1 ~j.I s, t-t eh a "'otter -

ensorin' tt ''a'a Inptuts anti outpits 'ton 1'' sufc tl ai. antc well oruianto: rt or
i ,,piocessnt is fast in ujh In 1K-s, t h' rt is th, signifit ant additionat ant f~i..r

to-tal prt bier thar continuous tea tinin- vut t ; me var ,'i n-. s. i tttun s i s a t 1'j, !' C1
'roi yt t tr,t civi rb attent ion in tie I Ktt' worl 1 t Pccalltti n that I KB' ray '( s" 11
xt n i I n anti hi qhIv ad ap ' e,1 Lts t h is i f fi1cult y i n pe roslteti %c.Athou- there
,i i u7bert 11.- 1''.ILkii tiat, orc 1twor

t
il tids t, tte prr-t pn :,f intl .t

a r iF111 ' , 1 i , 1 w jn )t ,rE ton toot o the se was dosigoci orth
ot-m n, eded I iltar att , mo ,r ap1p I Ic a t i o ns. ios r Ite Ro 'yalI Atiro ro

etILi n r' rL t ((hAl) at latnlr-rouoh In t h iUK has fool'i d e'iml~r ideCto',tanlu limlitt-I t,

j a kI t k l It' i ca I l' n oti';'i tt, Peot sllch t'i't'ts, I t is called; XISE.

A, Poolkit- for Peal "Ii t Iftid

Mui s dies i(netl to sop( rt the prot~otype development oi military at rhorno, IKiS
a;. 'i a t 'os and It has two essent ial inoredients, a powerful set of sftware roots for

!ttotyptC system development and a compact, solid state targjet machine capable of Icing
I -wn in aircraft for system evaluation. The choice o-f hardware for the experimental

.ystem and for the prorotwpinn machines was strongly influenced by the need to facilitate
it s use by a large number rtf teams tackling a wide range of aIRl 1 tat ions. Thus the
it elopment system is based upon the S121 workstation upon wirch the basic prototypi ng is
.;-rtaken with the comp iled code be inn subseguent ly downiloided to rthe target- machine
.htt'li emplcys a t'ii series processor.

.MUSE is desiuned to be flexible and it includes a range of representation languaues
'hat may be used in combination for maximum efficienc,". The flexibility extends to the
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reasoning system which involves separate reasoning modules, communicating by shared
access to particular databases. The number of and relations between these modules and
databases is not fixed. It is anticipated that the system will mostly be used in a
generalised blackboard format (section 4.1) and the approach employes the 'object
oriented' concepts that are well developed. Each knowledge source is an 'object' in
the system parlance (as are a number of other quantities), and contains a local rule
structure (with its own private database to act as fast working memory) in addition toits
own database, which is accessible to outside objects. This seemingly complex structure
allows for considerable flexibility in system construction and operation whilst main-
taining high speed. A more detailed description has been given by Reynolds (20].

In the MUSE hardware moving parts have been excluded in the interest of rugged-
ness and reliability. Non-volatile memory is used to hold the IKBS code and it also
records events during trials for subsequent analysis. Facilities are provi ed for
accepting aircraft and sensor data and for suitable outputs to displays and aircraft
systems. The entire system, which employs only standard commercial components, fits into
a single box of modest proportions.

MUSE has already been applied in the laboratory to a simple cockpit warning system
and it is hoped to have it flying in an RAE helicopter in late 1987.

4.4 Future Role of Parallelism

The scale of IKBS considered in this paper with its ultimate goal of replacing the
man in the military aircraft cockpit is far greater than any existing IKBS and it is
already clear that its implementation will make enormous demands upon computing technology
both a regards processing power and data storage. As already remarked this implies the
need for parallel processing and for optical data storage and processing. Crude parallel
processing is already with us, some data handling problems being readily amenable to
straightforward parallel techniques (problems which involve many repetitions of the same
calculation and which benefit from SIMD architectures are the simplest examples; somewhat
more complex are MIMD configurations, which require the problem to be conveniently
divisible amongst piocessors). IKBS reasoning programmes, however, follow ill-defined
paths that may change dramatically in form and extent as a result of quite small varia-
tions in the input parameters. They are thus not readily amenable to predetermined sub-
division in order to allocate portions of the problem to different processors. With IKBS
the efficient use of parallel processors will necessitate a wholly new outlook and this
is bound to include the adaptive use of processing power. Whilst this is quite straight-
forward on a modest scale, when considered on a large scale (say 1000 processors) it
represents a conceptual challenge of mind-boggling proportions. It may well be that,
initially, parallel processing will be applied to blackboard-like architectures, perhaps
with one processor to each knowledge source or, more economically, with a number of
processors ready to undertake processing for individual knowledge sources as their needs
arise.

A somewhat separate application of parallel processing is in the domain of self
learning, self adjusting configurations such as neural networks and work is under way in
this field [21]. Although this is still at an early stage it is a powerful concept that
is bound to find widespread application in the IKBS field.

4.5 Validation

Those concerned with aircraft programmes are already acutely conscious of the
problem of validation. Quite severe problems are already encountered in the validation
of large suites of conventional software and it is therefore only to be expected that
when it comes to IKBS, reasoning with uncertain data and possibly including self learning
or self extending capabilities, the problems will become still more difficult. Many
lessons have been learnt in the development of conventional programming and obviously

these should be applied as far as possible to IKBS. It should for example, often be
possible to attempt functional definitions at the outset of development, although this is
more feasible for the simpler, more nearly deterministic systems. With more advanced
KBS, whose very nature and the basis for whose importance is their aenerality and
adaptability, only the broadest of definitions will be possible when the work is
undertaken (221.

As far as possible internal consistency must be maintained in the course of system
development and there are well established procedures for the control of conventional
software development which can be adapted to apply to some limited extent to TKBS
programs. However, once again the very characteristics of IKi3S which make them
attractive for the solution of problems requiring intelligent reasoning, namely their
vast choice of possible solution paths and their ability to adap' their own reasoning and

modify both their reasoning processes and their databases, are by their very nature
antipathetic to validation. Thus, whilst it is obviously sensible to take all reasonable

steps to validate an IKBS, it must be recognised that comprehensive validation will be
unattainable either through the application of formal procedures or by the application of
test cases since it is unlikely to be practicable to administer a sufficiently wide range
of appropriate trials.

Against this gloomy background it is important to retair a sense of proportion. It
is all too easy to call for standards of reliability, accuracy and validity from a
computer system that are far higher than those demanded of a human operator. Yet the
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IKBS may be doing no more than taking over part of the function of the human pilot. if,
for the moment we regard the military pilot as a "system" it is worth pausing to consider
the extent to which he has been "validated" at the completion of his training. For such
an ill-defined system the validation may be considered rather limited. Apart from the
theoretical training it consists of the administration of a relatively small number of
"test cases" none of which apply to the situation in which the peak performance is
required (ie in the stress and confusion of war rather than peace-time training) and some
of which are conducted not in flight but in a simulator. It could never be claimed that
the envelope of human piloting activity had been more than sampled to a limited extent.
Furthermore the measures of performance applied are relatively few and to a large extent
subjective. To cap it all it may be remarked that the assessment 'systems' are themselves
neither calibrated nor validated. In defence of the human operator it may reasonably b2
countered that, for all that, the 'system' appears to work and achieve its objectives
quite well. The credit for this must be attributed to the high degree of adaptability
exhibited by human beings, in other words man is able to compensate for his own
shortcomings. Such thinking may provide a valuable clue to the way in which progress
towards the validation of IKBS may be made.

Thus, the first important step is the realisation and acceptance that the anything
that would remotely approach an acceptable standard of formal validation, in the conven-
tionally understood sense, is, for IKBS, impossible. Secondly, it should be recognised
that if current standards of human performance are regarded as acceptable, there is no
reason why higher standards should be required of intelligent systems (although, of
course, they are highly desirable), provided that the IKBS achieve those similar levels
of performance overall and not merely in some artificially limited domain. Since the
human pilot achieves his acceptable overall performance through an ability to adapt and
to cope with his own shortcomings why should not IKBS, which are also highly adaptive,
emulate the self-assessment and self correction of the human being? (Hence conventional
formal validation would be replaced or at least supplemented by self-validation. In order
to achieve this IKBS will need to apply criteria of "reasonableness" to evolving solu-
tions, indeed it is possible to visualise the development of concepts that are not domain-
specific but which can be used to provide an indication that solutions are developing
within appropriate and acceptable bounds. Such a module, once developed, might be quite
widely applicable to a broad range of intelligent systems - conventional numerical tests
could be included where appropriate and would form a natural subset of the symbolic
processing procedures. By this means IKBS could, in principle, be validated to give
performance of at least similar standard to that attained by human operators.

4.6 Knowledge Acquisition.

It is already a matter of common experience in the development of ordinary expert
systems that knowledge acquisition can represent a major problem. Indeed, validation, in
the sense of confirmation that the knowledge actually built into the system truly repre-
sents that culled from the human expert, is also a problem in knowledge acquisition.
However, for the present, it is reasonable to trust that that will be solved as far as is
possible by careful procedural checks. The less tractable issues arise from the widely
different approaches adopted by equally competent experts, from the need to ensure that
all the relevant knowledge of the experts is explored [231 and in relating the knowledge
to the level of expertise that the IKBS assumes in the pilots with whom it is to interact.

Incompatibility between experts is a widely recognised problem in IKES and airborne
applications are in no way exempt, as is implicit in the time-honoured dictum, "If you
want 3 opinions try asking 2 pilots". At first the temptation is to attempt to "average"
in some fashion, the different approaches. Assuming that the approaches are genuinely
irreconcilable, this procedure is, by definition, doomed to failure. Furthermore, the
idea of applying 'cut and splice' techniques, adopting one expert's approach for part of
the problem and later changing to another's, clearly holds dangers of discontinuities,
possibly quite subtle in nature, that should spell caution in other than quite special
circumstances. Thus, once irreconcilable differences have been established a decision to
adopt the approach of a single expert rather than an amalgam of several is likely to be
preferable. This could be viewed as an elitist rather than a committee-based approach.
It does, of course, imply the need for exceptional care in the choice of expert.

Often, however, the choice may lie between expert approaches that are of equal
standing but which differ strongly in character. One could think of flying styles that
might be summed up as, say, 'vigorous' or 'methodical', for example, equivalent but very
different. Clearly, just as one style is the hallmark of a particular expert so it will
suit pilots who feel an affinity for that type of approach. Conversely, the other extreme
they might find irritating. Yet by relying upon one or other expert in building the
knowledge base such characteristics would inevitably become built into the system -
eventually a sophisticated IKBS might be said to incorporat some elements of a
personality. It would be counterproductive to inflict upon a pilot an IKBS with a
'p-rsonality' that was alien to him and the remedy might be to provide alternatives -
either contained within a single IKBS or as options selected when the system is briefed
before the start of a mission.

If an IKBS is to be accepted as a genuinely intelligent aid it must command the
respect normally accorded to an intelligent companion. In particular it should appreciate
any change in the experience or expertise of the pilot and modify its interaction
accordingly. To enable it to do this means must be provided for it to monitor the pilot's
characteristics in some way. Whilst this represents something of a challenge it is likely



to be essential if IKBS are to be regarded as anything but rather dim-witted, after all
no-one would have much time for a human companion who took no note of increases in
experience, or perhaps, of the fact that a similar event has a iady Occ;rt- earl 1,'r In

the mission.

Ensuring that all the relevant knowledge and especially that all apzrcpr:ate
heuristics are culled from the expert and incorporated in the IKBS, is a se-mingly
obvious consideration and yet it is a potentially serious error that could be both c n'rn n

and unappreciated.Quite often an expert is unaware of the hiuristics he erplivye ar.
indeed it is not unusual for an expert to have an incomplete or erroneous dea of the us:;
he tackles a task. Such factors are well known pitfalls in knowledge acquisition. )On
virtue of usine more than one expert, at least initially, is that it ia r,.tal 1ocme-
pleteness in the knowledge base derived from other experts.

In a large and complex domain the use of several different experts r civ
individual aspects of the problem is inevitable and this will clearly be the . r an>
ambitious intelligent cockpit system, with separate experts coverina control, SM, :-
tion, weapons, etc. Not only does this require especial care when defining interfac: it
also entails the need for special vigilance to ensure that nothing at the edes of
domain is inadvertently omitted.

5 SUMMARY - THE ROAD TOWARDS UNMANNED AIRCRAFT

In the course of this paper we have examined the thinking that leads towars
unmanned aircraft and by looking at the breathtaking pace of progress in IKBS, comp 'n:
and electronic data handling have confirmed that the technology required to ace
intelligent autonomous unmanned aircraft is likely to be achievable.

Fortunately, an evolutionary course is both possible and desirable. Indeced, i -
gress towards unmanned aircraft involves discrete steps that are of such modest ' rc[ 'or -
tions as to form a quasi-continuum. No great breakthroughs are called for but, no"n, 1,-
less, the sum total of the discrete steps cohstitutes a formidable challenge. Thus t! ,
path lies through initially discrete, relatively simple systems with relatively t:''

pretensions to intelligence but which build confidence and provide experirnce in IKLS,
more ambitious systems which interact strongly amongst themselves and with the trad0t 3il

deterministic aircraft systems to provide the more complete contextual awareness that i-
one of the hallmarks of a sophisticated intelligent system. As further conifdence is
gained greater autonomy will be granted to the IKBS and fewer decisions will be refcrl 4
to the pilot. The way to complete autonomy and unmanned aircraft is then clear.
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ABSTRACT

Our paper deals with the probleni of diagnostic know ledge acquisition. cOn present a fi out-cud to c diagirvst isv -t--
under development, that provides aides to the expert in the process of diagnosis rules design. 11hiS front-ri 0-c'
structural and functionral modeling. It seems to be general enough to oe applied to other applirations that we
characterize.

1. Introduction

Our application concer-s the ruaintenranr-e of an aircraft Na' igatici Seysteri INI. This ss steer is div dcc two0
physical units, called LRI's (Line Replaceable Uinit), \%hen the pilot has noticed .orrrething wicing durin..g , fligit. tic
grouiid technician nest find and change the failed LRI s to get the aircraft bark in an operational state.
kidin tenanve is quic~k if he is able to find failures by niak ing si reple tests b% iii sel. The dun, of the e pert ts~ster.

is to assist the technician in his joh in order to asoid the use of a specralized processor whttii tests the pladie
syrteruaticafly but imrrio1bilises the plane for a long period.

I.1. Previous work

A first version of the expert systen was created [2). Its knowledge-base was rniae ,p A

ill know-ledge about the LIls, such as the replacement cost and tele probabili ties of veow ri laikir->.
121 kirowledge abouit fhe tests iticluding the cost of opera tilrg arrd diagnosis ru les in the Itorn,

ff01 conjunction of teets reuitff a=: ,oncfusion

The onclfusion part either srisper ts or disi ards posible i-oiepoiient failures.

rfile general vrrategr riseif iconsists it, v lurosiig thre operarrcii Itt-vt co replaceirnt) that rirruirlozes the dii
prihasilisti ii ro-t oft a rer-trig sceire.

1.2. Criticisms

This -.stiiT was tritiiizied by the ruiiterrarric e serts o~n thre follow ing points
Il) eo ristiii troll nerw cern test, amid repairs flicey vere ,vrrrdidered tvrgethier as operairns I the optiriairr

f21 applir at ..... ..I itir- singlre failure- tlihers.

I3l frithc (,ires enr-nrie red by the cxpert iii priiv ding the elewient- of thite diagnosis tests and itrgrosi rs

1.3. Current work

firs FL \(, 2 systei iunder rievlopient is rcairt fi arisw r thecser, ri tiisrrs

In, tis paper we for us irn the problen oi f btilding tile ciapon rules. ilirs repaired i or-sdenable i-I t, i vie
the expert iti ocnipiling know ledge spread tirnougirout thle wiring diagram aiid nraurteniue dorUniTIV'ms. Thecrefre
onlys a srrial I part if the N N, was repreiserited ill tire pre v oiis ss ein.

lvi address this problerc we choose to tree the vsrt fruint tis hurts-n, pnro itirig Inn, instead with tire war to
describe the ec-eerts ol tile NS arid related View leilg- thnroighi tile use of au tKnivdge Viqiiisiton Ni teiii
(Fig- 1). This KI, atlirws a strnioturd) aundtIurictiornal desicniption cr1 rue N's Irvi winch test ittrliretatuoiis are
generated. Sur lr an iiterpretation is a set ol irriplic atvuls ,I tire follows up fvirrr

Iff1) <,tigle tent resulft> and conditiots> =5 conclusione>

2. The KMS

2.1. Structural and functional description

Tire expert desi ribes tire Nis in a hierairc hical arid str iiv rural w as as long is Ile possess sUCh knotw ledge, af te'

w ti h ie dec vtnlpvses it in a tun(c tnornal w as.-

.ii~i ... r..ine A h-inlineiI -hD'e~ m st " 'e ~ ,



T'his des( rption raps into the building of a net of black boxes linked by ( ausa lepevidet,. oses .r giritc
through either the structural des( ription at a cornpoient or a functiona one.

kasal[ depeden e are flagged by contents thdt determine their existertie or not. [I, oL-r I ase. sore -title XiS

are deterned b sele( ting modes t devr es. Modes are the diftereit initoni setups jr, a ,
f igure 2 show s a rela a th its struc tural and functional represettttort and the re-iltrig three Jep-fidet,-
ore is pernranent. the others are respe.trvelk set in the "ON" and "Otff" reviir1odes.

These dependen. i rlas possess a tvpe. In our appil atlon. ,l -deperid ,. L art' those c inig be t-'
iiponents in the state of Cood 1-unctonnrng (C1:) ; actually. the strt trot inks tet t- d ui c is tp,

dependencies ot this type. RF-dependencies (iad Functtonnng dependen es) are orir~tiad i tihe kito ledge -I
ta. uras causing irregular dependerw es. 1F-related flagging <or'ti's trio. o set ",it "1 rit;ii,,

onipo1 errt hate not been dist ardeu fron the set of stispe t (omporerits.

theit setting a context relies on local (onditons on inputJ or oktp.t % i- Ll- at I l'Trpo1i-T t t n , r I.S I

propagation model iii the equipment niac free the expert (ror, ixpr -s5C sf hi ca le-, 1 k -

<Kdtowledge of the global state of the equipment>-<%ele Icd cortexts>

In our case, sele(ting any context of thrs type rs equivalent to selei tni ( ornponernt odes. ti ere ore it,- t-odtI
couid be restricted to the propagation of rhode controls. In fa t it is larger as the 'xpert krho s lo, -. irks? hi

tutu tioris enabling the cottiptatlon of outputs fromri inputs. For the rel (fig 2) ate -i, ., that :I e3 2Sh,,It
their tIe "ON" ni.de is ,5 ele( to? ; otherarise the 'il F' nodie is sele ted. IIro)ugtig a ia[,i( tr c a e . i ll)I'
this seler tion.
Know.lcdge of possible outputs for ' onponert t Irtriil s, ai 1toit a su lcriiig good t -- iinl. t .io-g I - i C"!

iodel.

2.2. Diagnosis knowledge

Three kinds of diagnosis knowledge are expressed b the expert :

knaow ledge cont erning the definition of the urits that support the agt.irlr( (ith gin i Or dngrro 'st I unit Pri
thet are Dostoned ir the stri tural and functotral dest ripticn. lhi delhton is either impi i it or tsph ii. It
is tniplicit be( ause the diagnosis decomrposlito fnat' fies aith the stru iUral and rut'' tional one. It :s exph ,
ahen the deconpositron is trade onls for diagnosis purposes. -Niaiogi i dei, e,. to, exar,ple. arc itdit,
de(omposed ini seceral iroldUles represetitling characteristic test valtes.

(2) know ledge used for suspe, rig oitiponecits on ah: h the interpretation of tatse' test reles. -\ i orr,ponerrlt %, be
suspe, t :

Ia) if it takes part, in C:. to the produc tion of the tested output.
(b) if .ts falire rnay explain the bad func tioning of a (oipOrrilt sspe, tred , -or t U.

ff) knowledge used to ilidate a tomponent on which interpretation of true test rees. Know r g that a i onporent

output is ( erre t tfhe problem is to express :
(a) which parts of the component are known to be active,
(b) whit h parts may be calidated,
0 f ,i h i ptlts are known to be correct.

The knowledge f( I provides a way at propagating backwards the syriboli calue "ok" 151 and s-Tietrnes is
assot ed with an inverse transfer function enabling the propagation of a numerical value. The pro(ess at
ahdation na,, proceed backwards as long as it is possible to propagate "ok". In the case of the rela , "high" is

selected if s (fig 3 ) e 2 and s / e, and consequently e 1 "ok" (for "low" respectively s / e and s / e and
onsequenttI e ,- iok"i). "f'bonIonl' is selected in every case on condition that "tow and "hilgh" have aireads

been iahdaed.' Moreover if "high" is sele( ted we know that e - 28Voltt (respectively for "low" ae knoa that
e / 2hVottsf.

2.3. Additional diagnosis knowledge

The expression of failures assoc ratons provides pointers to cases of multiple failures know n by the expert. Ihe%
a ill be used by the repairing system and are not involved in the compiling process leading to fI tornis.

3. Aided test interpretation

The KAS provides a tool for helping the expert in building test interpretations. Their forni i further alloa
their integration in a net of non-monotonic data dependencies that is the skeleton of the diagnosis systeri.

3.1. False test

The interpretation of false test proceeds as follows

II) %hen an observed output is bad, the set E of the components that participate in CF to the production lr
this output nmst be suspected. This set is tnitlt going back through the a( tive G-dependen res starting from

the output point. They are found by selecting the associated context propagating mode , ontrols in the
equipment.

(2) The set S of suspe( ted romponents is made 6p of those whose failure can explain the improper fun tioning of
Ef oniponenis. Obvioussl, we have butt I? CS- and those components which can explain a BSF by coupling.
Tle later riay be ,uspec( ted given the non-salidity of certain other components, and determined by taking
1,F-dependenci es into account.



Thus the interpretationi is built ase -1 of iicplt aors

I<'alse t est>=; <suspeced e components>

([2) <afetest> and (conditions>> <suspected comnponents>

The expert I an then effec t ,Ii oadlsis bs sithdraw ing or adding 'r-,p,,-.i orrrpon,,rt.1 0 1r CI ( is , t~r

I.True test

The basis of the interpretation of a true test lies in the ralidatrou hkrowledge -1sp,,ssd b, The expert. htii

interpretations are Possible and inist be determuined niterar tisels. A true test obseri.en at stray, gist rise
many interpretations. Cioncernring the relar sre liase seen that 'ronron'' s.alidatiooir d epenidentt ,i thr iddrV

of 'high" and "los '. anid that Their , alldatro relies on i ieditrons that deal a itlr The iritliur on",C Ine .iprt.
and e.

Let u's assumet that the coittions s I e s/e arid s / v I ariror he esaluacteO be ur ris kina Iogl )I ihe

possihle output salres a re trot auailahle prior to input i

Vari00$ in terpre tati Otis (ai Thus be ensi-sagter:

(IllNo additional hypothesis is added in relation to thre test sper fir triirs. Ili sri Ii , ase, rro iporriril ,i. Ii-
salidared and It is not possible TO Continue the salidatron by "wsorking b,( ksaros" tlrrorgl Th ' "It

(2)11 s-e livpotliesize that HII and L I ore ,ahrd. Then it is possible to sal date " ''in irn".

IV ALIll HI) and (VAL~H) LI h)fVAkhD C owl)

6lioiscqrerrt ly r'- ''o' ; it is nos possible to work bat in, toards Tire ida i 2 wrere riothIing. rrrseier . ( anr b,

a(I orurplisired ithout idking another hixpothiesis.

131Let i sassire that thre possible output saluK, are di ailable prior to e , anid that isv iuke The Irspotlis- thorIh
set of irodales helougig to Xe I are vai.Esextrally a value lot e Ird n- e Iioiuei. ( o-Istlier i it /
and s /es , e sri knows that L I is salud and working bac ks rds t rroulgli Me2 , itr I, "OK12' lsirr I- N'
he.. psihie.

Inl This ,ase sit would rai-r at least

Z (VA LID c. I : (VA LID LI1)

hulLer 'us add, to itn' ar'rr~ oe. The' tispotlress% that HI is salir. Iii tis c'as' rwe realist' Thdt iirrr irohdr oner
thlit i,.'ssule to sork hackisards starting tiorn v sitlr a~ lorrniol salre ol the nrodr' of Li kirnir Ill he-

a, ire. fTrs allrs thre salrdatron of H2. L2 dud C-orr2.'(irnseqrieirtr:

). IiLID QI andi h '.fhb It) - (VlJfDf IM1 and 11LI)f21 and (VALID 1,21 andrrl AUD -(II) onir

During thre repoiir Tg sessiri rertorn, miodule's night be r alroated ad) Thn' Irma' eding rnstorrit-iphti!
woulrdr trigger.

m'e realise I miii tis esairirre That a gneat ito. of ondirional rtvrpret'ot jir oipos5.h.'. \ta, I threr,".
'rot ne ot dii usi' i Trat vttlit ilridsiiiie Thre srni i ot a great un nihr .rf I ,iriiriimi isr i..~ri stirto.
hondired -rinIcsrrriiprisrrig 'sil ori no test r-pahri2 ol mrakinig tire ronnit" rI- in.. i..sist'. Pi'',. et sri sr

interpreta tion is left to the espert. Thre resulting mist irnterpret'atronr sill h Ire the to r rig f''ilT

j teue test> - <volid corponettis>
(1 3l (true test> and <ronditirins> ==,<solid cornipsteis

4. Contributions of KAS and conclusions

As for applir atiorr, I otitribitoir oif Kr\5 is s-rn niritrie

III t allows st( texps~ert to express Iris entire kinow ledgi' urn erriig Ire rpu!' pIi

121 His kirosledge is beter explorited, toditirrrai test iiterpririaiors If] foetir h~ra-ithei--iri \I'mlrrsss
thou, dirgrosi. run's rely ig in test results conjrrrrr i (fit frens). Fhos ir . hidr i-sets uritii-,
Ironloirt tire forn, resealid Urnfeasible, antI led tire esperit sirsper11( -Ol I' ri 1 rr)"ituiii tillIIII1o

3)i Thre rfesr'opid representitoni srchreme tiablt's other aides I,, he IreCited, irr1TItohu ttrr'me ru l iro I 11:11
gen'rtiron.

\&I hefrese (ire K-Nh is generail e'nourgfh to he aplled to othfer fitldrs liar ig si rI, sin rot ' hrid', ri-st,''o
.Therev is mmi si'l-emtmnlrsler frirysril imodel as a dest riptirse bair ta dIlss 11,- in' r-si It 'it

prinrrtrpks'' 13 . T1r tic trt'raiori betwteen kmI s are generally rei trir ai hint . Iir hei it'' han .rr iir.r. i it t -i1

*Threre is d I lose relation beiseen stru tral .,irf hlrtorrarde s "t's ..sii. i t itire i~PTIrr I dri0 r111t- 1'si 01i'
the ''grai' nI tire dragriosii . Ili fat , thre loteiri I ebedderd iii tht' Io I!r mit Is tpo ris is.is,' ' ,m
iiitern oerr, the enxpert rena 'is inor penib I to dlest r r he thre m ateri'al.
* lie diagnorsis knorwsledge r air he Irnirpiled priosr toOoperainrg tfie ripfririg S %ltr -h fir - h rirr iisi'i.n s

feasible pal tin rilrly iii domains s-here a stnrong mieiftot hieta, Iri, -r dridgrnr re -Il isoi ir in Iiti Irisl i

ritprar tIal v)olrue of .m otepiled knits-ledge, as every Il 111l aliirrr~s rig' rlr'Ir'i-rg 1!'iiO~ssr rt '
sonuId has i tie berr -- saged.
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FIGURE 1

Workinq Memory contains the declarative knowledge about the particular problem
being solved and the current state of affairs in the attempt to solve the problem.
There are several ways to represent data in working memory: predicate loqic,
frames, and semantic networks. These representations are described below.

Domain-Specific Problem Solv wledge contains relationships between several
pieces of data in working memory. These relationships establish how the data can
be manipulated to solve problems in the domain. The most common form of celation-
ship is the production rule which also is defined below. In the knowledge base,
the rules represent domain facts and heuristics - judgements of good actions to
take when specifics of the problem arise.

Control Strateqy makes decisions about how to use the domain-specific problem
solving knowledge to solve the particular problem defined by data in working memo-
ry. For production rules, the control strategy is implemented with an interpreter
that decides how to apply the rules to infer new knowledge, i.e., new data for the
working memory, and a scheduler that decides the order in which the rules should be
applied.

Explanation Facility involves explaining to the system user the line of reasoning
that led to the problem solution. With a production rule knowledge base, this is
often accomplished by retracting the chain of production rules that led to the
solution and translating them into some form readily intelligible to the user.

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING APPROACHES

The process of developing or building an Expert Systemz is called knowledge en-
gineering. This process involves obtaining problem solving expertise, building a knowl-
edge base from this expertise, and implementing the knowledge in an Expert System. The
expertise in solving problems in the domain of the system can come from a number of
sources: one or more human experts, books and manuals, or simulations. A majority of
the research and applications work devoted to building Exper, Systems has utilized human
experts, usually one expert, as the problem solving knowledge source. This can be
verified by reviewing the Artificial Intelligence periodicals and conference proceedings
over the past decade. In addition to human expertise, material in texts and reference
manuals is often used to complement the human expertise or tri aid in acquiring knowledge
from the human expert. For some complex problems where limited human expertise exists.
detailed and extensive simulations of solutions can provide insights into "rules of
thumb" and heuristics for the problem solving knowledge. This paper concentrates on
reviewing knowledge engineering approaches that utilize human experts as knowledge
sources, primarily because these approaches have been emphasized in the knowledge en-
gineering literature.

The key component of the knowledge engineering process is knowledge acquisition.
This is the process of transferring and transforming the problem solving expertise from
the knowledge source to the computer program embodying the Expert System. This process



has proven to be difficult and has caused knowledge acquisition to be identitird is ,

bottleneck in the construction of Expert Systems (1,81.

Currently, there are two methods for knowledge acquisition which are illustrated in
Figure 2 [11. In the first method (Figure 2a), the expert converses with a second
person, the knowledge engineer, who extracts the expert's problem solving expertise. In
this method, the knowledge engineer becomes very knowledgeable about the way the expert

solves problems, determines how to best represent the knowledge in the computer, and
uses this representation to develop the knowledge base and system. The second method
(Figure 2b) is described in Reference I as follows: "The expert conversant with con,-

puter technology can interact more directly with the Expert System via an intelligent
editing program. Here, the expert converses with the editing program tather than with a
knowledge engineer. The editing program must have sophisticated dialogue capabilities

and considerable knowledge about the structure of knowledge bases. This method replaces
one set of communication problems (expert to knowledge engineer) with another (lxpert t,
program)."

EXPERT SYSTEM

EXPERT - KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER INFERENCE ENGINE

KNOWLEDGE BASE

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING VIA KNOWLELDGE ENGINEER

FIGURE 2a

EXPERT SYSTEM

EXPERT iNTELLIGENT EDITING INFERENCE ENGINE
PROGRAM

SKNOWLEDGE BASE

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING VIA AN INTELLIGENT EDITIN3 PROGRAM

FIGURE 2b

This paper focuses on the knowledge acquisition pr)cess. The various data

structures used for knowledge representation are described. Then, the major stages of
the knowledge acquisition process are discussed. These sections are followed by

descriptions of the types of software tools available for acquiring knowledge and de-
veloping Expert Systems.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATIONS

The knowledge utilized by an Expert System typically has several forms. There will
be declarative knowledge which may include definitions of terms used in the problems
being solved by the Expert System (e.g., "actuator", "aircraft attitude", "waypoints")
and descriptions of objects and their relationships to each other (e.g.. "ME is a
mission plan with targets T 1 and T2"). There will be protlem solving knowledge (e.g.,

"If lateral path deviation is greater than one mile and next waypoint is less than five
miles, then go direct to next waypoint").



Artificial Intelligence researchers have applied the Expert System concept to a
variety of problems and have established a number of ways to represent knowledge [9].
Experience has shown that no representation by itself is efficient for all types of
knowledge. Some representations are better suited for declarative knowledge and others
for problem solving knowledge. First order predicate logic, semantic networks, and
frames are the most widely used representations for declarative knowledge while pro-
duction rules predominate in the representation of problem solving knowledge. A combi-
nation of production rules and frames has been used recently in a number of Expert
System development tools to provide the flexibility needed for representing knowledge in
a wide variety of applications o10,11).

This section describes four ways of representing knowledge. This includes descrip-
tions of their data structures and the advantages and disadvantages of each representa-
tion.

First Order Predicate Logic

One of the earliest areas of research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) was in

theorem proving which developed first order predicate logic. In this representation.
facts and relationships are represented as predicates, for example, "Caesar was a ruler"
and "A Roman was a person" are represented as "ruler (Caesar)" and "for all x, Roman (x)
> person (x)".

First order logic is appealing because there are formal, theorem-proving type
procedures for deducing conclusions from the set of predicates. The resolution
principle (121 is a method for makino deductions that is most often associated with
First Order Logic. This method has given rise to many of the ideas behind the A!

programming language PROLOG.

There are several reasons that first order predicate logic is a useful representa-
tion. Expressing facts in logic is the most natural way for some applications. Logic
is precise - with formal methods available for drawing conclusions from the facts.
Logic is flexible, has well-defined semantics, allowing facts to be expressed in a
simple way without having to consider their possible use. Logic is modular - new facts
can be incrementally added to the knowledge base without adversely effecting the deduc-
tions of the system.

One disadvantage of first order logic is the fine grained structure of its repre-
sentation making it difficult to define complex objects and relationships and difficult
for the domain experts and knowledge engineers to understand. A second disadvantage is
difficulties in combining logic-based declarative knowledge with heuristics needed for
problem solving. This is especially acute in problem domains involving large combina-
toric search processes,

Semantic, Networks

This way of representing knowlidge is based on a network structure. A semantic
network consists of points called nudes which are connected by links called arcs. The
arcs describe the relations between the nodes. Nodes stand for objects, concepts, ,r
events. Two often used arcs tor representing relationships are "isa" i:;d "has-p,,rt"
[g9.

A simple example illustrating nodes and arcs of a semaritic network is sh wn I;

Figure 3. Two of the facts shown in this exiimple are, "The F-4 is a tIqhiter" aid "A
fighter is an airplane". Because of the r,l,it ioris defined by the arcs. a zJ

statement can be inferred from the network, "The F-4 is an airplane".

AIRPLANE 1 has-part

isa has- at

'I NAVIGATION FLIGHT

FIGHTER AIRLIFTER SYSTEM CONTROL

has-part'sa

7 
isa

MISIE F-4 C-130 INERTIAL
SSENSORS

SIM'E SEMANTIC NETWORK OF AN AIRIi.AN

FIGURE 3

Ah-j



Relations such as "isa" and "has-part" estab lish o pr rportv ir-rlIin(cr o-e hierar icy

in the network. This means i tems lower in tie ne twork c-ar I cithr It p I,'c I o I roil
objects higher up in the network. For example, in the exayole if F iure A, the tCl Ifiid-
tion system, flight control system, and inertial system are stored orice' at the aIcrait
level, but inherited at the lower levels tor each type of aircraft. Userf Inherltl ,,
arcs saves huge amounts of computer memory space.

Semantic networks are a very popular representation I-heme. 'lce cr1- c-and it-
structure match-up with the symbols and pointers used in synclh'- ccccrputia crc arid ha c-c

natural compatibility with the associattin ri(,lat c nscilps derl LrcA ir tIi s, hc,,y
studies of memory. Semantic networks are a useful way to reprenleit ko Icwledie i
problem domains that have wel i-establ ished taxcnomit. Th is Ic wiy --manI i " r,Itw, i-k
have been successfully used in natural language research t [ I l. Il't ! l,,I tie-, ci ., wI.

semantic networks are applied to large, complex problems whre here. ar- 1 1 "i
problems in interpreting the semantics of the network ctu rcture ii]. These picoi i(,nc LciI
reduced through aggregated network structures like I ries which r ite(I Iccce s t,-xI

Frames

A trame is a data structure for representing an ob ect ct, Icccec c

data structure has fields, usually called slots, used to describe, the attrthut.c Icc
object. Some frames in a frame system are used to provide qenercc decerl II : I,
objects. For example, a generic airplane frame may have silot!i ,r frttrcct,c-
the number of engines, cabin configuration, cockpit layout, and phys i(cl dImeci 1,cc . c,

frame for a particular airplane has the same slots - inherited frrcm the conci I,- tI r -I-

with the contents of the slots fully specified.

A frame structure can have an inheritance mechanism sirilar tco e'-ac.'I icetc -t,.
Specialized slots in a frame can establish a property inherLtacic. I,, itchy mcr-i
frames, which allows information about a parent trame tcc be inicer td 1y , I , h:i I,-o.
This is similar to the inheritance relationship in an " iso" ct t, c -r, w e .
With this inheritance feature, a system of frames can ice cc crqi izrd miuh I Ik, , L -

network where each node in the network is a frame, the I 11,mc st -nc,' I iric, .' r;cc
general concepts, and the lower nodes being speciflc instances f I i I I 1-- iri, c

frame systems, a slot can have subslots of itc own, i.e., a c ',,t r ct,. .tr, t. .

The attributes described in the slc)ts and t!e prccpe.ity 'cherct,itc
frame represent static facts about the object ,)r clcisses ci ,tcli ts.
have a dynamic or procedural hehavlot wh xl i ccI- ,fi i ee e , 'Iy t I i
tec slots itc the frames. These procedures cite re, f o ccd ct i i I I I d
cge-noercal , there are twc types (,f it tach d prc rdures cr-c i' - , ,cc , , .cN

executes when details need to be filled-in abour th' c, - t .i I , %'I I .i .
executes when the value of a slot has c-hanced.

Major advantages oi a frame systec ,ir lre f h, I c 1 c cc: r ,, 1, c 1 I

or class of objects is located tcether, .1 -1 s! :ccdc and r 1,i-ic it-cc i I o I I I
easier, the inheritance feature mu imiicc dcic l "it I,- , ! it III, I I? .!! c- , - -,

the knowledge base, arid values for tie os e- t ' irlut- ,-iii , i I I,--c i,-, -,. -o .

mai1nI disadvantagje cif ftrame is thai, f .cIci t i c l :, el , ' , 'c,- , ,,
inherent c-apability f-cr Ilizincinq tcir ilii li r,it-Ic , I I iii.

I riccc' cn ucI le,

A Iroduc.t ir i ile i ciisicc c , c !, t , oI , II ,I c p- c ,oc - !N N t i rc c

set icf cocdl tciti urder whiich the toc t c-Ndc Inr rIc' h ' N I , t , c , c' c ' c..

general , thr' rul - ct rccc'tccrc cs as IcI Icxc

IF Ccnrdit iirL ,o i ldlt l . .. , cc i2, c ii

lHEN Act 1(cn l , A,- i , , .c, A i ti, I -

Ciii i.' ' itli ticlcsn culd ,c1 1(,licci ' ,,ll icic irc -i-' -c,'. - c' - c, -

lr ic I ypI i -a I t Ir' i i d . ys t tI.,- c ,i- . : do c c ' ; I c r

I ridhen n I Inrq kn w!,c,/qc. T i ic , I. , ' -i - , f I "
cscili th,' lc lesc fcrwir 'hciiIi iq r, I, k.cc I - ,: i: I I

Ic fcrwaid chainilq, t'o ni .nc.cc, .c-i' ... . r . - cc.-

the. di ciiiiccts ccl the iciriccis tile.s cirti i ii,,, tic , ,. .5c -.
riii, wh sc' - ondi ,ic cs ire molt hel. It Ih, ,,ccdic ,• .

,I ' - f t I t ri ll t ic mecth... i i, .;t i 1 'c 17 -1 , i icici Cic,' 1 1 1 to

r~'iif icil tric ger 'ctier tli''. d i , c , " 'ict i, w I I I i ' , 1 -
I c id "I c d lecccci tciis z, ie lcd ii - 1ccil ,i. i , 1. c c

hei, i i'rs I 0. hu i c 1 l,-ni I ce I-i, c. c iv c i I I , I

t ,, rt kwi,,dc tci1 crcc, ir,, Iyt.r'mclli' , ,- s c ,, 'r, . ' y -v fc I ,

k-r t "t, t "t1, !; tIlz t, an l 'i I I , , , r, v h ,., I ( I , , , , ,. . , , , . . , ,wh f'y tlc i'ic li;. ric iiii ip cctic[cc It--,, Itl c -j- ''c-c-c,
cwf,c~ i. cicicr wlccn cc I [ ti' .Icjlire clh ',clv,' cici i cii c'ic- ,' ccc ' '
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and subgoals match the known facts. This method is called goal-driven reasoning.

Of the current methods of representing knowledge, rules are the most widely used
way for representing problem-solving knowledge. They are often thought of as relatively
independent pieces (or chunks) of know-how. This is the type of know-how psychologists
feel humans use for perception and thinking. Rules have been effective for representing
the following types of knowledge experts use in solving problems: preferred problem-
solving tactics, plausible intermediate steps to take in finding solutions, and just
plain shortcuts found from experience:

Some of the reasons production rules are effective in knowledge representation are
the following (9]:

" Modularity - rules can be added or deleted without changing the other rules in
the knowledge base

* Uniformity - because of their rigid structure, rules can be easily understood
by other people besides the expert and knowledge engineer and they can be
efficiently processed by the inference engine

Naturalness - the rule format is an easy way for a human to express certain
types of knowledge, in particular what to do in predetermined situations

The modularity and independence features of rules, which make them attractive for
particular types of problem solving knowledge, make rules Less efficient for represent-
ing objects, their attributes, and their static relationships - representations handled
efficiently by frames. In a rule system, the representation of an object or object
attributes is distributed over a number of rules with dependencies between rules. The
data structure that can be naturally associated with objects is lost when compiled in
the form of production rules.

The complementary nature of production rules and frames has been recognized and is
being used to increase the effectiveness of Expert Systems. A later section of this
paper discusses how some computer programs designed as tools for the knowledge acquisi-
tion are combining frames and production rules for hybrid representations. Frames
represent objects and their relationships that are referred over rules. This simplilies
the rule sets in exchange for the added complexity of a frame system and the increased
complexity of the inference engine which must process frame data as well as rules and
facts.

THE MAJOR STAGES OF KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

There is no established, well-defined process for developing the knowledge base for
an Expert System. Since the mid-1970's, when the concepts for Expert Systems were
formulated as part of research into Artfticial Intelligence methods, there has been
considerable study of knowledge acquisition processes 11,14,15), but only guidelines are
available detining a knowledge a'quisit ion methodology. Guidelines have evolved from
work ranging from theoretical studies to empirical system development and these guide-
lines are in general agreement. They agree that the knowledge acquis ition process has d
number it pha"ses, ,r stages, on what the stages should be And, In geetal, on what

it, III t)e I, -¢-mllhe] in each staqe. This section will dos,-:ih these stages of tfhe
kniiw1-d'q u iri-li 1(- ; -'s,, da'wii1i heavI ly I'ln materlal ii R,.fe renr-es I and I0.

'the kiwl Iedqv -ea'quIs It if:[i to ' 5 win be vi wed as f i ve highly interdependent and
'ver Iap ipq st jges : Iderrt I f lit Ii, (concep t ua l i zd t i on , f ,a I iza t Ion, implementat ion,

d t I i-1. lure 4, whlth is ti,,rr ,wied fr om Hefereri:c I, 1 llustrates tfhese stagev and
t.w, ley rnf, Ith I. IY 1 'tee1,l, fa I p t-':'ss is increertal - acquirinq kn,,wledge ftr

,li r, ir;l Ie pi il-s in t h, Fxs,r t ystea,'s domaiin and exp a idinq this kn,-wle 1,e tt
,I,'-' t,lif' I s r s iii fi , 'mr, t ii . lhei n 1T tal em'nt l , rilv s iI I ' l:' h I iildin' I

i yt,0y , krs,wldla , 1'- ti I fin nl " f rig-p- 1 sy el', de, I Ji'frit t' fst .

1 -0 'id t :: n" I hit ki,-wll,, e h .

I ' initi s t Ip ii , tifiiinrfl kurcwIe-fg:' It- estlIlt , t nr t ,I. L' m1 ,-1t''ait tI'alei; 's e I t

lhe I, ' s ,'. " t i' t'lI - l oI W I I Il li s'.ls'' i by I 1,. -xpe I I y,-fe'm. 'This irh Is:t'!; iderit i
fly r t-Ih 'ti ..li n. I o l-'' ! ( es-p- t , wt'' will I '4:r Ir fl[, i kIr:-wl:'If'he' ,(' g:isif s1 ;

l - 1' -t,. k liwl ' I I'.' ...,..:i i k ,i ' I lt i ' tf i IrnI m a I n)I '5;'t': f riifirY i t ,. ifl r i ? iII'

I d ,.;ulel y t I-I i t: ;t : flirt
,  

f 1 'm1 1i , ' , 'e l' n t t t h, k i:.wlelg:' 1 : s' (h,- I :'.r ' .

i m' l I l I I i , , c-ti l in ,rclcd' s i li I ying f1it yI , tint , I , | -, ill f,-rt' 1 rq

I . At: n, ra l i, i h , fe r Izat 1 n' ,I the l,'erm', d . i hio thepi ti lems, kin-n-
e; . t, ,-nd I-. 1e .tt,,ldc. Ihe. , - 1 n , Irt{ -,i'J~ it, I omt 1 , , I i , hied. Ti he q ,ll a ,

i f I- .-t t is s: i t eir,' " 'lir crif.ri t ' ned. tcf'ii:fi:'i i s I'srapie fr l i ,I'm q aIi''1i:e.Tls
,,to 1 i-V.''. f'h.- tsp| .': f '.ysiii~:a' e. lf i t . iample, s ' I pirt hy 'ytee g t ate n t. ,

'lire .x . 's rf, - .Y0 - lf ioner : ral ,, tr. h i I '' k i f- l lt " rn I rI syt ii l it'''
I-1 ¢ e'l' T ,; -' I !- , t; t f~ illt1 d l. 1 ,f lay ,ed nl It he ki i I 1l'4 l,.y -, ,n } , th ,
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FICURE 4

Conceptual n zat son Stage

During conceptualization, the knowledge engineer and domain exper t decide what
kinds of concepts and relations are needed to describe problem solving ideas in the
domain. Conceptualization includes exploring problem solving strategies, dividing the
problems into subtasks, and characterizing problem constraints.

This stage involves extensive interactions between the knowledge engineer and
expert and develops the essential elements of the knowledge base. The interactions with
the expert must include specific examples of solving prototype pnoblems. (; t i sq an
expert to provide accurate verbal descriptions (protocls) of his own peisonal prl e-e
solving process is difficult. Some Artificial Intelligence researchers recommend some
term of organization be employed in the knowledge engineer - domain expert(s) inter-
views, such as a thinking aloud protocol and related methd(s from the area of pr-ble-
solving psychology 1171.

The knowledge engineers may find it useful or necessary to diagram or organiz the
concepts and relationships arising from the interactions with the expert. f'rcdcui -no a
"paper knowledge base" consisting of English sentences reprust'ntitive of the c,ic-pt ,
relationships, and problem solving strategies fi mr the prot,cols recrded during tlie
interviews is part of one organization's knowledge acquisition met hodol ,'i i lV . .
paper knowledge base starts making the knowledge structure clear during the c-nceftjali-
zation stage. It can also aid in establishing the granularity needed in the knowledge
base, i.e., to what level of detail the knowledge needs to be refresenrted to s I ye
problems in the domain.

Formalizat non Stage

The formalization process involves mapping the majcr concepts, r. lot trs sb-
problems, information flow, and problem solving ideas into i f(,rmal knowledge tepre-
Sentation framework. The knowledge engineer takes a more active role, in the inter-
act ions with the domain expert( s , describing to him/hei the kni-wledne t- ruct ures ndi
problem solving paradigms that appear conmpatible witi the problen's in thus do-lc. ASn
progress is being made in solidlying a knowlecige r,'presentat on tramewetk, select-t> of
an Expert System development tool with a knowledge represe nta 1 (n arch i tectI ir, em-
pat itle with the framework is selected. If a development too l was altready se cIted,
because of project schedule constraints, development of tLie krow-Icq-ife et, ititat -ni
framework takes into accouint the represettat ion capabili ties ef the selected tool. Ile
output of the formalization stage is a st of partial spec if teations des(-ribhit how th.,
knowl edge base c:a be represented with is the chosen Expet t Sys teTI development tool.

Ite're is disagreement among Art ificial lIite I(jeico practi t ori s cci fu11- elaboratt
an initial knowledge base framewo rk is required betore ,tart ing t o pitit yp, il ai
Expert System development tool. Many advocat qnickly fittine toqether c prelimhioary
oncept of the knowledge base, implementing it in a pr,otype system, and shapinn and
letermitiinq a neeid knowledge base [raisework ant struetie thoiigh what is learned I rm
tlhe exper t tnter cactrig with the prototype I l . (theis advocate prividin mote
s rui ture In the frrnal izatian activity before prototyping. These advocate's feel the
imrplementat ion constraints present i n a prototype system will Iprovent convergenrce ont ,it
elf ic-sent knowledge base struttire if commitment to prototypina Is [rematiice.
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Methodologies designed to place structure in the knowledge base formulation process
concentrate on uncovcrin9 the underlying knowledge base structure, structure of the
problem solving knowledge, domain objects, relationships between objects, and con-
straints of the problem domain. These methodologies typically involve mapping the
verbal data collected during the sessions with the expert into an implementation-inde-

pendent description of the domain knowledge (18,19]. The descriptions are high-level,
abstract representations of the problem's knowledge structure and are distinctly dif-
ferent from the knowledge representation languages (frames, rules, etc.) discussed
above. The descriptions consist of typologies of basic elements and structuring rela-
tionships for certain classes of porblem solving tasks. The basic elements will
typically be objects, relationships, dynamic operations, and knowledge structures that
guide the selection and use of these operations {19]. The formalization process con-
sists of repeated cycles of elicitation and analysis of verbal data from the expert
aimed at refining the top-level description of the knowledge base.

The decision on whether to prototype as soon as possible or to utilize some form of
structured method for formalizing a knowledge base structure before prototyping depends
on the project objective and duration. If the objective is to show the feasibility and
performance of an Expert System for the problem domain and with a limited project
budget, prototyping as soon as possible is recommended. A structured approach for
determining the knowledge representation framework takes time and may contribute little
to demonstrating feasibility and projected performance. If the objective is the com-
plete development of an Expert System, a structured approach to developing a sound
knowledge representation framework for the problem domain is recommended. A good under-
standing of the knowledge representation framework is essential for the knowledge base
maintenance activities required for validating the Expert System and later for updating
it with new knowledge during its operational use [201].

Implementation Stage

The implementation process turns the formalized knowledge into a working computer
program. The domain knowledge made explicit during the formulation stage is implemented
on the Expert System development tool using the knowledge representation capabilities of

the tool. Implementation includes integrating the operations of the different parts of
the prototype Expert System, i.e., working memory, problem solving knowledge base,
inference engine, and explanation facilities so the system functions properly for test-
ing.

The implementation stage should proceed rapidly, especially for a feasibility
project, because the objective is to check the effectiveness of the concepts and knowl-
edge representation structure developed during the conceptualization and formulation
stages. The implementation will change as the testing of the prototype progresses.

The variety of Expert System development tools that can be used for the implementa-
tion and testing stages are discussed in the next section.

Testing Stage

The testing stage involves evaluating the knowledge base and the knowledge repre-
sentation framework using the Expert System development tool. The domain expert
evaluates the performance of the prototype system and helps the knowledge engineer
revise the system. The system is tested with problems that cover the domain including
prototypical cases and hard cases expected to probe the domain boundaries.

Many revisions of the knowledge base part of the system are expected during testing
to attain the performance expected by the expert. There may also be modifications to
the inference engine; although, these are expected less often. Revisions may require
revisiting the earlier stages of the knowlecge acquisition process. Typically, the
revisions will occur in the following order:

1. Refinement of the prototype system by adjusting production rules, working
memory characterizations, and the inference engine's control mechanism until
the knowledge base gives the expected performance.

2. If refinement doesn't converge to acceptable performance, redesin of the
knowledge representation framework developed during the formulation stage and
acquisition of additional or new knowledge through further expert - knowledge
engineer interviews,

3. If the difficulties are so serious that knowledge base redesign and prototype
refinements are not adequate, serious mistakes in identifying or conceptualiz-
ing the problem have occurred. It may be necess'ary to rescope the problem,
provide additional data or information to the system, or re-evaluate the
system goals or objectives.

In addition to evaluating the performance of the knowledge, the utility of the
Expert System built around the know. Ig base is evaluated. The interface to the user.
whether a human user or another system, is evaluated for efficiency, i.e., are the
system solutions organized, ordered, and presented at the right level of detail? Also,
the time for computing solutions is assessed to determine if the system will be fast
enough to satisfy the usr. The assessment can be actual measurements of solution

times, if the prototyping -ompute- system wi)l be the operational system; otherwise, the
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solution time is estimated based on the processing architecture of the ofert iiritl
hardware. if the solution times do not meet user requirements, there are a t...mh-i , f
options: more efficient implementations of the knowledge base and inference eriqite -
of a traditional procedure-oriented programming language such as Ada o)r FiIFAN fI
implementation or reformulating the knowledcs. representation structure and -iju:r:i:
more problem solving heuristics from the exp rt to reduce the amount ot computat tist
required of the inference engine to solve problems.

EXPERT SYSTEM TOOLS

Expert System tools are programming systems that aid in the task of implementanq
and testing the knowledge elicited from the domain expert or experts. These programs iI;
systems range from very high-level programming languages to low-level supf-Irt
facilities and can be divided into four categories [1,16]: programming ldnguages,
knowledge engineering languages, system building aids, and support facilities.

Programming Languages

The programming languages generally used for Expert System applications are symt-l-
manipulation languages such as LISP and PROLOG. The LISP language is bul t r-und
mechanisms for manipulating symbols in the form of list structures. 'lhese stru(tures
are useful building blocks for representing abstract and complex concepts ni-sded in a:.
Expert System. LISP is the most widely used programming language for Expert yst,,,
applications; although, PROLOG, which was developed in the mid-1970's, a. (t11itrin It
popularity. The PROLOG (PRoqigamming in LOGIc) language is usiually L-as- ( T! ! th-rnf
prover method, which can tell if a given set of logical formulas has any an ny iitins
or not.

A programming lanquage offers the most flexibility for developing an fxpert st-s
and implementing a knowledge base; however, there are ma,,or disadvantage s. An ext i-si,-
amount of time and manpower is required to develop a complete Expert Systen t hat has
production rules, an inference engine, and adequate explanation and debug capabilities.
If a mixture of representation structures are needed, for example, bith c. ,o
production rules, the development effort is even more extensive. This kind I lee a i,+-
ment will be very inefficient early in a knowledge acquisition Irtject, espcally at at
is used as the prototype Expert System. Significantly less effort will b ixpouded if ,
knowledge engineering language offering a choice of representation tacalit ti-s s uscd
for mechanizing the prototype Expert System.

Knowledge Engineering Lan _aqgs

Knowledge eng-neering languages are lanquages des iged speclaticIlry I ro'vi- Isft-
and debugging Expert Systems. They have special facilities that ease the development A
Expert Systems, but are less flexible than ordinary programming languages. The c-mputer
programs that embody these languages are usually wrttte:. in one of the two Artificial
Intelligence programming languages, LISP ir PROLOG, and are hosted on c-mputers that
process these languages. Recent ly, some ot the kno wledqe engineering languages have
been written in conventional languages, inch as C, for hosting on minicomputers and
workstations.

At a minimum, a knowledge engineering language provides the means for represent ing
the various parts of a knowledge base, i.e., objects, relations, and problem solving
knowledge. In addition, the Expert System components needed for processing the knowl-
edge base representations are included in the language. A know' -dge engineering
language has the capabilities a knowledge engineer needs; to develop a total Expert
System. Reicrence 22 surveys the variety of knowledge engineerlg languages currently
available.

Some knowledge engineering languages use one way for representing knowledge. uPS5
is a well-known and well-documented language based on production rules [21. This
language is a result of the extensive amount of Artificial Intelligence research on
production rule systems. It has been successfully applied to many applicatior:s where
production rules are an effective means for representing the knowledge base.

Recently, knowledge engineering languages have been developed that combine the
features of the different knowledge repre:sentation t-iniq s, i.e., they combine the
features of frames, rules, and semantic networks. These langi-ages provide the knowledge
engineer a number of ways of representing knowledge and, therefore, are capable of
developing Expert Systems for a wide range of problem domains. These general purpose
languages have a number of choices for knowledge repres,-ttatnon, but are iasually
restricted in the control mechanisms used in the Expert System inference engine. The
more elaborate languages include a number of sophist icated Al techniques such as search
strategies atid knowledge base maintenance, makirj it easier for the knowledge engineer
to implement different forms of problem solving strategies. Two examples of general
purpose, knowledge engineering languages are ART (Automated Reasoning Tool) and KEE
(Knowledge Engineering Environment) [22].

Another way the knowledge engineering languages ease the knowledge engineer's
implementation and testing tasks are through specialized user interfaces. The more
sophisticated languages have many of the following user interface features:



- access to several types of program information through multiple windows on the
computer display,
menus and a pointing device for easy system control,

- simultaneous viewing of evolving short term memory and production rule
execution sequences during Expert System operation,
graphical representation of hierarchical inheritance relationships in the
frame system, and
facilities to incrementally add, delete, and modify any knowledge baso
statement at any time

System-Building Aids

System-building aids are computer programs that help acquire and represent the
domain expert's knowledge. These programs are designed for a particular problem domain,
have knowledge representations tailored to that domain, and possess user interfaces that
help elicit knowledge from the domain expert. These programs often are designed to
interface directly with a domain expert.

Compared with programming languages and knowledge engineering languages, few sys-
tem-building aids have been developed. Relatively complete system-building aids have
been developed for fault diagnosis, classification, and configuring system problems
14,23,24). The knowledge encoding in these computer programs is conceptually close to
the actual expert knowledge and, hence, makes the knowledge base easier to construct,
refine, and update. Maintenance of the knowledge base is also made simpler with these
aids.

Support Facilities

Support facilities are extra software packages that come with the Expert System
development tool making the tool easier to use, friendlier, and more efficient. In
general, there are three different types of support facilities: editors, knowledge
enhancement tools, and explanation facilities.

The most common editors are language editors with knowledge of the specific syntax
of production rules and other knowledge representation structures. Editors are used
interactively, with the editor prompting the knowledge engineer for portions of a rule
or declaration, supplying defaults, correcting spelling, and performing type-checking as
necessary. Editors remove the drudgery of discovering and correcting syntax errors.
More sophisticated editors statically analyze the knowledge base entered by the knowl-
edge engineer, analyzing new rules to help find undesirable interactions with existing
rules.

Knowledge enhancement tools analyze the Expert System computer program dynamically
during execution. Dynamic analyses include traces of rule firings and working memory
modifications, summaries of rule execution statistics, and the ability to step forward
and backward through the Expert System execution. The more sophisticated knowledge
enhancement tools suggest areas in tLe knowledge base where the rules need to be
generalized or specialized and areas where new rules are needed to fill problem solving
knowledge gaps.

Explanation facilities attempt to answer the knowledge engineer's questions re-
lating to Expert System behavior. The least sophisticated facility uses canned text
linked to production rules or slots in frames. The next level of sophistication gene-
rates explanations based on traces of production rule executions or frame activities.

VALIDATION

The Expert System concept is making the transition from being a research idea over
being a software engineering technology. Demonstrating feasibility and performance of
Expert Systems for different applications has been emphasized during this transition.
Little attention has been given to the reliability and robustness of Expert System
software. There is concern that Expert Systems developed heuristically by trial and
error methods will be inherently less reliable than conventional software developed from
precise specifications. Some Al researchers feel the best Expert Systems can do is to
imitate human experts, who are themselves imperfect (251.

An Expert System is still a computer program, especially when viewed from the
perspective of software validation requirements. And, except for the separation of
knowledge from control (the inference engine), an Expert System has the same character-
istics as a conventional computer program. For example, bo~h Expert Systems and conven-
tional computer programs use heuristics and "rule of thumb" judgements. The difference
is that convento')nal computer programs embed this type o knowledge in a procedural
implementation.

Today's software engineering methodologies for developing reliable and robust
computer programs can be applied to Expert System development. These methodologies
typically divide the computer program development activities into phases: requliements
analysis, specification, design and implementation, and test. The stages of the knowl-
edge acquisition process discussed earlier in this paper correspond closely with these
phases. This correspondence is even closer if the software engineering principles of
modularity layering, and information hiding are incorporated into the design of prodi -
tion-level knowledge bases and Expert Systems.
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However, the testing ot an Expert System is differit tr(, thai f a ,i: ,
computer program. F rst , an Expert System often exhibits noH-dot(cr5.l'1 t 1' ho,. , 
because the pieces of toe knowledge base (product ion r lj ls dil fti ait l ,I st r uOl t ,l', r.-
by the inference engine to solve problems are determined dult illf sys,l-t -t;,t . T, -

makes the system behavior unrepedtable for dynamic, time-caryi fq tr blc(ms I11(', Il -f
tore, makes the system difticult to debug. Second, there is i I piO -. 0 : [ij, , - ;
relationship for production rules as there are for pr-cedr-.-s in -" Olt -,, l ii 

5
l

programs. This makes it difficult to lse isput-output dnl 1 is It, t,-st !::I j ! j ,
number of ways production rules can be activated is toll farce t

5
- b- able is r I i,

ly generate test cases covering every branch in the ptcqrait.

Consequently, prototyping is the only effective way to test a r isI xj V .
Experiences of the experts and users with the prototype c-n) reveal \ 3 Iv ia ( TTI L.

tfie design. However, this type of testing can present ftlh loi f, j te t '

testing of a large system can tkake substant ial effort and I iie.
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Summary

Monitoring, planning, conflict solving and decision making ir i'r - af- ,
carried out mainly by human controllers. Computer assistance and ir part - .1, ' - -
Intelligence (AI) now offer the possibility to support controllers in tFir
enhance performance and efficiency in air traffic control (A-:-).

A rule-based planning system is presented, esnis: t.n 'd ' r: '
mer-ing hiot density inbound traffic into congested iirrcts.

To-)ic; to !- discussed in cre d(-tail i-cl'da: '- r! i', l fr , .- ,-
)s nell s the crucial requireonts for tea? 'tloant of iri,!-t

The ^ule-based syste developed by DFVLT ises the T> pt-r.ci

t? 't: rtod dc ,C" fonctic s. It sh.Id m" sp hazisa- h s n' tt
Th( ccrsidemtioos "ir" Pod to t- clocticn of suita:le 'r-.r5.i..

" strrrturos tc. ro iScuosd in 'ctLoil. Tr 't"

I -ro-'"'-"'to are oitlired.

. rtrcofictior

Pespite the introduction of advanced technical eoiprelnt i" Air Traffic ctr tre ".
Traffic Control Officer (ATCO) has remained highly "conrvetiona7" r "mara'".

With the first generation of automation in Air Traffi" Control, automate v,-tee" .r •
processing and tracking, flight plan data processing and for cornuricatijs were rr'l. elit f
lowever, the actual control process still had to be carried out in the tirain, :f tof n.., -! '

In toays second/third generation of autoration in ATT, advanced sat-. ,Ler-s,otemo i ,c
irfornation processing and planning functions. The ATC urits are provided aith fitered ct,.,p
,nlntins, which assist the controllers in their decision maki,,,g prccs (efervors ,

P,,.ever the apnrooriate tosk sharin betwee human co-trollers a,,d the comp er an! the
,sibility tct'c'- man and machine has raised mary -'J t 05.0,ai problems, yet to oe solve!.

-'-ltitn, where the coputer system -.or~s fully aptoipatic, with the human controllers
th -stan, in ordier to tape ovr in case p-f svs'o failure, presently is for many reas: '

F -, P- rho r-.o'n ,.hy so fir the decree of a-,tomation is guided by the philosophy of giving computer
-'P " he hpi"an ccntrollers. The sstems releave the controllers of routine functions and sucport

' -C -oor-nnarv data to take safe, efficient and orderly control actions. The decision making itself
-*r- in, h's the nverall responsibility is still left to the controllers.

.ithoit ehanginn this fundamental design priniclple of computer assistance for Air Traffic Cntrol,
', ,-F ;rnwledie-hased systems instead of pure algorithmic systems now offer new oppurtunities for

,~'~r-'o-ly -rorss of automation in ATC.

. ,~toe Es make use of the knowledge of many different ATCO-experts, in particular of
* -, i -erniosl strategies, heuristics and experience, which are incorporated in a knowle

... .- al pvs svmholic processing.

• - - r ,f1 C k-orlodge based system (KBS) concept is, that it can be easily modif J or

S- ' , -~ -. f the -planatory functions of a KBS, the controllor is able to ask for the reasons,
.... vd , tvon. 'hn more transparency and confidence ; the computer generated plan can
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k nowlJedge base.

3.7 Capab ilt es rhiee.

The knowledge base may contain a variety of knowledge: te tboo knowledge. well defirn l ath i ct'a
fuctions up to unstructurded tupan hnuristcswacqired by experience over y ,ar.
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-e, r -tr, init and st be coordinated

", It r,1 f jrv vor. 1
'  

- 'nq rrIter i and concerted control action is very difficult to

be, , .r e 'f-M - , ' o na -efr

'he "t' nAt I- f i variety if jata from~ nany clifferent sources has to be performed miwnly in the
* r,

,
' ' the human controllers.

'his leids to extreme ly high work load and even sm i11 disturbations Which can't be Matched, may
rps ,I6 In a traffi" congestion. Spl.ttng-up and distributing this task to more control units would

reuir e n ora coordination effort. Therefore it was envisaged to transfer at least parts of the human

ol,nrinn and control functions to a computer.
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4.2 Coemuter-based arrival planning

Based upon studies at Frankfurt Airport, a concept for a computer based planning system (COSIPAS),
aiming to assist controllers in the comprehensive planning of arriving aircraft was developed, tested and
evaluated by the DFVLR Institute for Flight Guidance in cooperation with BFS - the German ATC-Authority
/ll/.

The essential design principles of the COMPAS-system can be described as follows:

o The stepwise distributed planning of the controllers is surstituted by one. comprehensive, overall
computer planning.

o The computer planning function anticipates the traffic development for the next 30 minutes and uses
one single criterion, common for all units.

o Besides the "usual" data such as radar position information and flight plan data, many other data
are included in the computer planning functions, (e.g. traffic load in sub-sectors, aircraft
performance and economy, actual airspace-structure etc.. The computer integrates these data and
generates concentrated planning results.

o Each control unit involved is provided with its specific planning results, necessary to carry out
control and to play its part in the overall plan.

o The ccntrollers stay full' in the loop and keep their executive function. In general the computer

generated plan is acceptable to the controllers. However, it is possible for the controllers to
interact with the computer in order to modify the plan.

The basic structure of the COIPAS-system is shown in Fig. 3. The operational objectives of the

COMPAS-system are with regard to the Frankfurt situation:

o best usage of runway landing capacity,

o delay reduction for arrivals,

o to apply economic descent profiles, if possible.

Fig. 4 shows how the COMPAS-system will be integrated into the existing ATC-system. COMPAS is
designe+t6 work in the present ATC-environment. But beyond that, actual radar-data and flight-plan-data
are fed on-line into the COMPAS-DP-system via special interfaces. Taking into consideration many other
Information (aircraft performance, airspace structure, wind etc.) COMPAS generates a plan and displays it

to the controllers. The controller may use these COVIPAS-proposals, but is not obliged to use the system.
However, if he does work with it, the results should be so reasonable and convincing, that he easily can
adopt these proposals for his control actions. Under normal conditions no controller-computer interaction
is required. However interaction is possible, if the controller wants to modify the plan or if it is
necessary to cope with unforeseen events.

The COMPAS-system is still algorithmic - using a branch & bound algorithm - to find the optimum
sequence and schedule.

Pow as a next step, a rule-based system - called PLANAIR was developed. It is based upon the COMPAS
system functions, but instead of using an algorithmic optimization function to determine the optimum
sequence, a rule-based production system establishes the proper sequence and schedule, by making use of
typical controller strategies and tactics, with regard to the actual traffic situation.

5. The COMPAS/PLANAIR - Systems-Concept

In cooperation between DFVLR-Institute of Flight Guidance and the University of Saarbruecken a rule-based
planning system, called COMPAS/PLANAIR was developed (References /9/;/10/).

The rule-based arrival planning system PLANAIR requires certain components of the conventional

COMPAS-system. These are in particular all kind of functional/mathematiral calculations, such as:

o radar data tracking
o flight plan data procurement
o airspeed calculation from radar data
o economic descent profile calculations
o arrival time prediction.

The results of these calculations are continuously stored in a data-file (FZD in Fig. 5). PLANAIR
makes use of this updated data file.

The following description of the PLANAIR component is based upon the work of LUX/9/ and HERINGER/l0/.

5.1 PLANAIR-Systems Architecture and Elements

The PLANAIR-systems comprises the typical elements of an expert system, as shown in Fig. 5.:
o an Inference element (interpreter),
o a knowledge base,
o a dialogue element,
o an explanation element.

... .. . 7 - ? T . . ... . . .. .



The PLANAIR-system is implemented on a VAX In the OPS5-language. The system comprises about 60 pro-

ductions and about 30 LISP and C-functions. In order to achieve a more efficient implementation of OPSS, a
supplement t0 OPS5, -the "extended productions"-, were included in the system. They allow LISP-predicates
in the condition-part of a production.

In the following chapters the basic elements of PLANAIR are described in nore detail.

5.2 The Inference Element

For the dynamic planning with PLANAIR, the OPS5 language was selected, because OPS5 offered the must
powerful interpreter and is not limited to specific application areas. Hybrid tools, such as KtE, LOOPS,
BABYLON, ART had been under consideration, but have been ruled-out for this prototype system, because of
their great complexity. It should be noted, however, that these hybrid expert system shells have a great
potential for future applications.

In this paper the OPSS-shell itself shall not be further described. However some of the advantages of
OPSS with regard to the specific requirerients of the arrival planning system shall be mentioned.

In the OPSS productions different instancec of various object-classes can be addressed and the

correct relation betwqeen these elements can be verified.

Apart from taking us of logic attrilbutis, OP allows also the processing of objects wlit numerical
val'ies.

CPS9 uses a forward chaining inference mechanism, which is adequate to solve the dynamic planning
pro leni for irrival planning in AT .

':ith the so-ralled "extended productions" in OPSt, it is possible to formulate and include coewple,
proce-4ires ynd rlirulations )s lISP-predicates as left-hand part of a production rule, thus allowing to
include numerical calculatiors and algorithmic procedures (e.g. profile calculations), which are an

int-ral part in air traffic pTanning. They can Se processed in th normal rule matching process of the
OPSS-interoreter.

Torr of the disadvantages of OPS5 should also he mentioned. A main handicap for OPS5 is the lack of a
user F-'odly proorarmnino environment ind the lick of comprehensive debucgin support.

"n rssentil s'aortco:nln; of the '055 incerpreter for dynamic *l.-ning is, that the rule-matching

oroces can't hn iloterrintod, but has to he coriplvtu in any caesl 'hin means in the case of ATC-planning,
that rel-vant 'icw information (e.'. new aircraft; niw nonitirn; rontroll(r inputs) can't be considered in
to" -rmnfn ar7e, N.t on

t
y after it, r r(tlo in, ii the rpet oyc'e.

%.3 The 0Knowledte Basr

The PLANAIR knowledge base is formed of three parts:

a declaritive knowledge, describing the air traffic environment,

o procedural knowledge, i.e. the planning rules,

o text elements for the explanation functions.

5.3.1 Air Traffic Knowledge

The knowledge about the air traffic is represented in the knowledge base by working memory elements
as part of the OPS5-production system.

Static knowledge, that does not change, is formed by information on the airspace structure, aircraft
performance, separalton data etc. The declaration in the working memory is made by the "literalize"
statement, by which a class (i.e the class "aircraft") is specified with all its necessary attributes.

Dynamic knowledge on the air traffic, which changes continuously, such as: position, speed, altitude
is stored In the same way as working memory elements. However, this part of the working memory is
continuously updated.

5.3.2 Production Rules - The Procedural Knowledge for Arrival Planning

The knowledge that is necessary to solve the arrival planning problem, is coded in OPSS production
rules.

In a process of knowledge acquisition with the help of ATC-staff from the Frankfurt Air Traffic
Control Center some basic huan controller strategies were identified and formulated as "rules", i.e.
"productions" in the OPS5 language.

It should be noted that these rules are not yet comprehensive. Additional knowledge still has to be
acquired. Hoviever the rules found so far, already form a solid base to establish an overall arrival
sequence and schedule, that is efficient with respect to traffic demands and reasonable with respect to
human controllers reasoning and decision making.

= = . . ....... .... ... ... .. . . . . . = ml~ ~ li ml 4m



In the knowledge acquisition process it became evident, that the various controller strategies or
'rules of thumb' can be classified in four groups, i.e. rules, that refer to:

o the overall planning strategy,

o tentative sequence planning,

o tentative arrival time planning,

o final sequence/schedule planning.

These four groups of planning rules form a four level processing-hierarchy. This means, that in
addition to the basic rules gained from the controllers, some more rules (meta-rules) for the overall
control hierarchy had to be set up, which allow to define, to modify and to consider the hierarchy level
of each strategy. The productions are processed according to their hierarchy levels. This concept allows
to assign a higher priority to specific strategies, depending on the traffic situations, or to adapt to
individual human controller preferences.

5.3.2.1 Overall Planning Strategy

PLANAIR presently provides two main planning strategies. One making use of every means to expedite
the flow of arrivals, i.e. the planning process is based on the "Earliest Estimated Arrival Times", 'his
strategy may be used in peak-periods.

The other strategy uses the "Estimated Arrival Times', based upon economic idle descent profiles.
Fig. 6 gives an irpression how these two strategies are expressed in an OPS5 production.

5.3.2.2 Sequence planning strategies

To establish a proper sequence of arriving aircraft 9 different sequencing strategies have been
implemented in PLANAIR so far. According to the planning hierarchy concept each strategy has to be
assigned a priority level.

The nine sequencing strategies are as follows:

o The "First-Come-First-Served'- Streateg, which is the basic strategy. All aircraft are intially planned
according to this strategy, benore other sequencing strategies may be applied.

o The "elay'-Strategy
Using the delay strategy, PLANAIR gives preference to the aircraft with the greatest delay versus its
scheduled arrival time.

o The "Short-Cut"-Strategy
in low density per o s controller tend to apply path shortening manoeuvers. An aircraft is planned to
use an assigned short-cut; the potential time-saving is stored in the air traffic knowledge base.

o The "Strin '-Strategy
onrols sually try to establish an in-trail sequence of aircraft with proper longitudinal

separation. The control effort for such "string" then is lower.
The PLANAIR "string-strategy" tries to maintain strings of aircraft, if no other aircraft or strategies
are penalized or violated.

The "Pile"-Strategy
Aircraft mergln, on a waypoint at the same time, however vertically separated, are often handed over to
approach control as a "pile'. The approach controller then gives different vectors in order to establish
the necessary separation. If possible, he tries not to merge other traffic into this group of aircraft.
PLAIAIR provides the same strategy option.

o The Low-Before-iiih' Stratey
Por severat reasns a controller usually establishes a sequence with the lower aircraft first, followed
by the higher aircraft. This strategy is part of the rule-base.

o The "HelIht-Rule'-Exception
ThiS rule allOWS to abrogate the normal "Low-Before-High'-Strategy, e.g. if the low aircraft is very

slow, and a conflict-free descent profile for the faster but higher aircraft is possible.

o The Sect' -Priority'-Strategy
So-et reams from different directions, traffic demand in a certain sector can be

much higher then in others. In order to avoid congestion, aircraft from high density sectors are
prefered.

Each of these strategies is stored in the knowledge base in the form, of one or more OPS5 productions. An
example for the "Low-Before-High"-Strategy is given in Fig. 7.
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j1 'he Lxplanatioo Component

T
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reasoning and planning results:

A text clement has the following structure.

o class cf text element
o conditions for text clement
o string of text with placing parameters
o placing parameter I
0 placing parameter 2
c placing parameter 3.

For each of the last 10 planning cycles the planning informaation about all active 4tr-crait is~l'

in a list-file. A list element for one cycle contains the following information.

o Individual Code
o Planning Status
o Standard Arrival Route (STAR)
o Earliest Estimated Arrival rime
o Estimated Arrival Time
o Planned (Assi gned) Arrival Time
o Priority levelIclass of tent element.

111th this information and the conditions of the tent elements.I all explanatory text can be generated
if the controller asks for an explanation. The controller call s-up *explanation" and *clicks" the
individual Code(s) of the aircraft. Then the list-file elements with the dehired Individual codes are
called for the corresponding planning cycles. The planning information on that aircraft, which is stored
in the list-file, is then matched against the c lass- and the condition-parts of the teat elements.
According to the productions that mtatched and the placing parameters the eaplanatory teat in selected and
displayed.
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(p switch~to-ecl.plisniwth-acc

(prod 'prodname switch-speed prod-pri <pri>)
(control-ftig cevalue (<pri> >= 0)

CLrp <step>

ca&cc without ecc)
(aircraft ac-delay (> 6b)

ac-jtatna (<> 4)
acacc-mode I<> X}

(sacraft ac-seq-time-t {<stgt2> <= <stgtI>(

&cpliantime-st <ptgt2>
w -status { <> 4 )

ar.scmode {<> X)

aC-delay (<= o))
- (aircraft cseqtime~gt (> <stgt2> < <stt>)

, ar.delay J<= 0))
- (aircraft - cplantim*_gt {< <ptgL2>}(

(modify 2 c-value remove-seq-timegc
c_cc withacc)

(modify 3 aaseq-timce-t nil ac-plantime-St nil
' acdlay nil)

(modify 4 a sq-time-St nil sc-plari-ime-St nil

-aexdelay nil)

(make prooif-squence 'pr-pre <etgt7> ' prauc <@tgil>))

Fig. 6 JPS Productions for (verall Planning Strategy

(ep twoacjinsmeisc withiaie-time-dep-beforehigh-cond

(prod 'prodnste height-rule ^.prod.pti <va1>)
(controLflag c-value {<val> >= 0) 'c_,tep <step>)

(aircraft ac..eq.time-gt {<stgtl> <> nil)

acrstatus (<> 4)

ac .st9 <stwr >

*ac-Last-height <heighti>

*ar-prio, {<= <Val>)
ac-plan-time4t {<> new))

(aircraft acsiqtime-gt {<stgt2> <= <Stt>)

ac-Statua, {<> 4)
acastar <star2>

*ac-lastiseight, {> <heightl>)
*ac-prio (<= <val>)
ac-plazvtime-at {<> new))

(star starair <start> -utniffliame <nifl>)

(star sta-nir <star2> .st-mfinane <mnfi>)

(Seqtime-p 3 ac-seq.Liinejt acseq.aime-St

(c..U identity <stgt2> <stgt2>))

(make prooLisequence ,pir-pre <NtCt2> prasuc <Gtgt (>1

(m.odify 3 ar-ptitimejgt new ' c prio, <,&I>)
(modify 4 acaseq.time-St (compute <otgtl> , 1)

' ac.ptan_ tme_&t new .ac-prio <val>)
(modify 5 uc.Sq-time-gt (compute <atgt2> + 2-

, at plart-time-gt new ac-prio <vat>))

Fig. 7 OVS Productions for 'Low-before-High-Strategy
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2.2 STATE MElOKIZATIOH IIECHANIS!

An expert system development tool must offer the following three choice mechanisms [LAURENT 841

- choice of the state of the knowledge base on which to act,

- choice of the rule to be applied,

- choice of the objects on which to ipply the rule.

The first of these choices is the most hard to implement and costly to use because it requires of-

ten bulky information storage ; that's why few development tools propose it.

It happens that if this mechanism is integrated with the object representation, the expert syste"

designer has an elementary tool that allows him to program strategies tailored to the problem to be trea-

ted. To do so, in EICAT (l14), a prototype called "state" is predefined.

Operations carried out on objects are constantly memorized inside the instance of prototype
"state" labelled as "current-state. Every timce a backtrack point has to be created, a new instance of

"current-state- must be generated. Such a mechanism makes it possible to memorize the search tree so as to

be able to backtrack to any state.

Two priaitives suffice to control this mechanism

- new-state(x), which instanciates a new object, fro% the "crrent state-,

- goto(x), which allows changing of current state.

Example

In order to implement a strategy for selecting time best rule fron a list L, when only the evalua-
tion of the rule allows judging its interest, it is sufficient to write (upper-cases designating the PROLOG

variables)

strategy (L)4--meher (1,L) & successlvely selects the rules to be tried

newstate (1) & creates a new state ; return to the previous state duriig

backtrack

apply (5) & applies the rule

evaluate (S) & evalutates the current state and store the results of the

evaluation in an attribute of the object S

fail backtracking

strategy (L).- select (S) & selects the best state by analyzing the stored attributes

go to (S) fixing of the selected state

The generated state tree is in this porticular case

initial state

The information stored in each object and enabling a state change is user-accessible and allows

programming a strategy such that, for example, in the event of a deadlock condition the system returns to
the state having generated a given attribute as indicated in [VIALATTE 85j

Since an expert system ;say not necessarily resort to such a senorization in all the reasonin! pha-

ses, this mechanism say be turned off so as to not penalize all the searches.
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ChAPTER 3 : ENVIRONIENT F'R PRODUCTION RIES

The object oriented representation alone is not enough to develop an expert system. To fact, a
large amount of knowledge is represented more easily in the form of production riles. This is why E!ICAT

(Mi) which is built around the "PROLOG-object oriented representation" pair, includes an envirnnsent that
allows defining and using production rules.

3.1 RULES WITd EIIICAT tII4)

The definition of a production rule formalism is subject to a norher of oft.- antison lstic cons-

traints, that is ;

* the forallsms must be powerful and general, but it sust also be adaptable to a particular expert

field so that the expert hinself can enter the rules.

* the foro~alism must allow rules to be written but also meta-riles, the foroer dealing mostly
with the expert field and tile latter with the search strategy.

* the formalism must he declarative, but it eust also allow expressing knowledge of a procedural
type (search strategies).

To cope with these constraints, the basic form of an FMIICAT ('1I) rule is a conjunction of PfOL,)G

goals.

For example, suppose the rule is expressed in fegltsh as follows

"If the airplane nearched for is a delta wing and carries passengers, concor-ie should be odded t,
the list of suspects",

then this rule may be written as

Value (airplanesearchedfor, wing, delta) &

Value (airplanesearchedfor, passenger, yes)

Value (suspect, list, L) &

Set-val (suspect, list, concorde.L).

It is clear that such a formalis although convenient for the knowledge engi,ieer Aho has all the
power of PROLOr at his disposal does not sake exchanges with tie expert easy and, in any case, does not i.-
low the expert to enter the rules himself. This is why the previous form represents only the internal for,,

of the roles, usable for resolving certain specific types of prohle.ms - such as Progralming a special
search strategy ; in practice, the user can define each rule as an object, inheriting froo the general

"rule" prototype and having two attributes :

- one describing the "body" of tile rule, provided in a furm best adapted to the problem,

- the other describing the "translation" of the rule, applied to the body to convert it into a

PROLOG goal conjunction (internal form).

With this approach the hierarchical relationship between objects say he used to define famillie of
rules the formalism of which is adapted to the type of knowledge to he represented ; often the same expert

system should resort to several formalism ainultneously.

The translation is automatically carried out when a rule is entered or changed by the set of

procedural attachments inherited from the highest level prototype ; thanks to the use of operators present
in uost PROLOG implementations, this translation may remain simple, while providing the expert with an

easy-to-manipulate formalism. For example, the rule used in the previous example will be written as

object rl

body if wing - delta and passenger - yes then suspect (concorde)

translation tr (External-rule, Internal-rule)

with simply for tie translator

tr(tf P then suspect (X), PL &
value (suspect, list, L) &

set-val (suspect, X.L)

trl (P, PI).

trl(A-E and R, value (airplane searched for,A,B) & Ri) / & ti (R, RI).

tri(A-B, value (airplane.searchedfor,A,B)).

REMARK :

It might be surprising to find no distinction between the condition and action parts of rules,

which are the very essence of production rules ; in particular, it might seem problematic for determining

the conflict-set formed by rules applicable at ay given time.
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In practice, one can always re-establish this distinction by defining an external ad-hoc format
moreover, the mny possibilities allowing the manipulation of rules in EICAT (.M4) and described in the

next paragraph, constitute a powerful and well-adapted tool to cope with rule selection.

3.2 ROW TO "TALK ABOUT" RULES

The importance of meta-knowledge doesn't have to be proven anymore [PITRAT 
8 2

j ; in fact, as so0
as an expert system reaches rooghly a thousand rules, the application aechansms, regardless of tile aso-
ciative addressing set up, remain essentially sequential and loose their efficiency.

To aid in determining what knowledge is usefu for resolving a given problem, EICAT ('lI4) offers
five possible ways of referring to the rules present in the base

i) organize the rule in a hierarchical form, which is acieved immediately thanks to the object repre-
sentatlon on which the rules are constructed.

2) construct one or more index(es) ; the construrtion is automatically carried out it the notent 4heo

the rule is entered according to the instructions of an attribute speclfying

* the index name,

the pattern to be used as a key,

* the pattern search node (total unification, filtering ii the direction rule-pattern or in tie

direction pattern-rule).

3) refer to a set of attributes computed when the rule is entered and aarklng the constants thait ire
specified therein (objects, types, attributes, enternal predicate) allowing seta-roles coaparihle
to [DAVIS 80).

4) refer to attributes entered by the rile's writer (to specify, for ensmple, tle cost or tie inpo-

tance of tine rule).

5) unification or filtering oo the rule's body (external form).

Using the last way, any Inforoation present In the rile Ls acceisilble. However, for tile oAne -)f

efficiency and effectiveness It is clear that It should preferably he used in conjunction with [hc

other ways so that a subset of pertinent rules can be rapidly selected.

3.3 APPLICATION OF RUiES

The oain objective of E10CAr ('i14) is to allow defining stritegis adapted to the problen t,, be
solved ; this is made possible by a unique rule-appllcation prinimitive described in the next paragraph,
which Is used for predefined strategies (§ 3.3.2) as well as user strategies (4 3.3.3).

3.3.1 Application Primitice

The application prisitive is a predicate with three argalnels and is written as foll.s

apply (rule-choice, object-choice, selected-object)

Each solntisn corresponds to a successful instanciation of one of the selected rules. The dliffe-
rent solutions are obtained - which is always tie case in PIROLOG -whenever backtracking occurs on the
primitive. The three arguments have the following meauings :

- the rale-choice is made either by giving the list of rules to be applied or by a property

(conjunction of PROL goals) that should be verified by tiem, as for example

R:: object (R, diagnosis) b value (1, cost, low)

allows applying all the rules the type of which is "diagnosis" and the cos of which Is "low".

- the object-choice argument specifies, at the time of application, on which objects the rule has
to he applied. Indeed, it Is highly advantageous to be able to state general knowledge In the

form of a rule (like Ohm's law), but to apply this hnowledge to the only objects pertinent to

the problem to be solved (and not as In the example of Ohm's law to ill the components of an

electronic circuits I).

Thus, for example :

Object (R, resistor):: value (9, power max,X) & X ) 7

will limit the applieation of the rule to resistors the power max of which is greater than 2

watts.

i 4
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- the selected-object argument allows communication between the role and the application
mechanism ; to do so, the rule's writer can specify with a predefined predicate (select) a term
in the rule that will he unified with the third argument of the application primitive.
Thus, for example, to "apply rules selected by meta-rules al and m

2
", it 41ll auffice to write

apply (R:: apply (ml.m2.nil, allk),nil,*)

provided that seta-rules ml and m2 encompass a ter such a "select('rule to be selected')'.

3.3.2 Predefined Strategies

EAICAT (ML) offers a few predefined strategies built thanks to the prisitive "apply", such as

Pass : evaluate all the solution

Saturate : successively evaluate "pass" until no object Is changed any longer during a Paso

Prove : apply until saturation is reached or until a goal (conjunction of PROLW)G goals) sup-

plied as an argueot is proven.

3.3.3 User Strategies

It is not by chance or ouisslon that we have sot discussed backward chaining up to now. virst of
all, backward chaining oust not be considered as a ,node of application for a rule (since the rule can only
he Applied rigorously is the direction condition - action) hot rather as a seasrh strategy. OIn the other
hand, the experience that we have acquired iron the development of several expert systems has demonstrated
to us that It vas simply not realistic to propose a "standard" backward chaining ; in fact, the nunner of
parameters to take into accont is very large :

- should the search he carried out in depth-first or broad-first strategy ? (or a six of both) ?

- showld all the objects be searched for ? (for some it often atken no sense).

- when and for which objects should the operator he queried ?

This is why oe think that it is up to the knowledge enginer to define the hackard search
strstegy. It also seems to us that PIICAT ('114) offers a large anount of facilities to imple.aent such a
strategy. Thus, for enanple, to carry out :

- the proof of ' goal of the forn , value (X,Y,Z)

- in depth-first strategy

without user querying

it suffices :

- to provide for the gener~l tio of an index (see 4 3.2) of the rules mentioning the term set-val
(X,Y,Z)

- to attach to the objects for which backward challng is desired the procedural attchme.,t
if-needed with the value

parm ('B, A'TT, Val) &

apply (5::index(set-val(Ob,ATT,Val),R),nil,*)

and that's it I The evaluation of a goal of the form : value (5,Y,Z) - either ilmen i sercih is
initiated or when a rule in evaluated - will generate a search by tie application of rules that are liablo
to prove the target ihen it is not present tn the base ; the anti-lopiog syste.a integrated with tle object
representation prevents the poslsiility of a potentially infinite search.

ChAPrtR 4 : MIPLE;1:NTTIo

The environment just described was developed on an 131 
3
Oxx witll tile Ianguage V/POOG. Tne es-

sentials of this environmnent reside in the object oriented represitation described In thapter 2 ; conside-
rable stress was placed on ensuring good response times. As a result, the value of an attribute is acce.ed
In roughly 100 microseconds. Obviously, if the object representation were totally integrated In the PRI.IK;
interpreter, these response times could be dramatically improved.

And, for the production rules, they are "compiled" or, to be sore precise, "converted" so as t,
Introduce as efficiently and effectively as possible the object-choice 'echanism described in t 3.3.2. It
should he noted that the "compiler" can be redefined by a l:nowledge engineer dhen a particular need war-
rasts it.

|' mig.

-m -l in'.
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The purpose of rite IGIICAT ('114) environment just described is to use the incoutestible advantages
of the PROLOG language to benefit expert system programming.

The more salient features of EIIiCAr ('1[4) are

- object-oriented language features

- integration to PIOLDG envirinent

- easiness for progrnmning strategies suited to vantir, tip)licstions (including intelligent back-

tracking and eta-rules writing facilities)

- flexibility for defining various rile forsallsms

But, above all, EmICAT ('1i4) is in industrial product tailored to ease the development of knowled-
ge based applications. For that purpose, various facilities are provided, such as

- integration to grOaphics

- trace (at variois levels)

- object editing

- kuowledge base archiving

Since the beginning of 1986, EMICAr ('14) has been used for orne tita" 10 applications, in four ma-

jor fields :

- military (battiesanagement, avionics)

- space (satellites : bsttery anageet, diagnostic)

- software engineering (quality asirince, rapid prototyping)

- CAD/CAMf (layout verification, diagnostic)

'lost are expert systeins, though none (i fault tree generator for avionics, rapid protstyptng) nse
nal ,ly ti e object-oriented features of COICAT (MI 4) for koowledge representation.
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hAL-TM EgIPlT SYSTM: A STATUS RIPORT

B. A. Bowen, Ph.D., P. Eng.,

Professor, Department of Systems and Computer Engineering
Carleton Univeratiy, Ottawa Canada, KIS 586

SBUAT

The control algorithm for complex physical plants is usually based on a model, either .discrete or linear,

which describes the appropriate response to data obtained from sensors located throughout the plant.
Models of plant behaviour are usually based on a Markov proczss assumption or on some linear system
approximation. Many subtle characteristics beyond the range of the assumptions or approximations are

either ignored or the appropriate response is obtained by fine-tuning after the control system is

installed.

Plant representation and control by a knowledge-based system is an attractive alternative. A knowledge
base can reflect not only the algorithmic aspects of a plant's behaviour, but take into account many
factors which are difficult or impossible to describe algorithmically. In addition, such system allow

strategic considerations to be incorporated in the controller, which would be impossible to realize In

any other fashion. Such systems are being implemented in growing numbers.

This paper presents a comprehensive state-of-the art summary of the status, progress, issues and
directions in the use of knowledge-based systems in real-time control applications. It includes a
bibliography of current work, up to January 1987.

0.0 A Perspective on Control System

The description of a physical plant for the purposes of computer control is often implemented as a
Marko process represented by a finite-state machine or by an equivalent algorithmic representation of

the control states and the transition requirements. In a purely sequential control situation, the design
is relatively simple in that the correct procedure is instituted according to a preset time standard or in

response to anticipated events during operation. As the topology of the control algorithm becomes more

complex, the representation and execution constraints become increasingly difficult to implement.

In the situation where many events can occur asynchronously and where each must be attended to in

some fixed period of time, the controller design becomes even more constrained. The designer st
guarantee adequate responses within the specified time interval for the worst case. Often the anticipated
performance is dependent on fast hardware, although good algorithms are of considerable assistance. The

designer's job is to obtain a sufficiently good representation of the plant dynamics, and to insure a
response to given excitations in the predetermined time by the appropriate choice of fast hardware and
software, based on the cost constraint. Most plants also have a human operator in the control loop.

The basic task the Operator is to maximize the cost-effectiveness oi the production process while
minimizing the likelihood of damage to the plant and personnel in the event of component failures and/or
other events not included in the control algorithm. The operators must, therefore, attempt both tactical
and strategic control, depending on the complexity of the control system design. The functions of the
controller and the instrumentation system are the following:

Tactical;

- To reduce the need for operator intervention by autnmattcally controlling the plant (i.e., to

implement tactics).
- To reduce the risk of damage to plant and personnel by automatically shutting down part or

all of the plant when process variables move out of their normal operating ranges (i.e., failure and/or

disaster containment).

Strategic;

- To provide up-to-date information to enable optimum control strategies to be implemented by

the operators.

The implementation of an appropriate strategic response to an emerging situation depends on the

experience of the operator and on the ability to recognize and respond appropriately. In addition, the

current cost/performance and flexibility provided by process-control computers means that it is possible
to present to the operators a large quantity of information. The opera~or, in such situations, must
respond to this information and must often make complex strategic decisions. As a result, when things
start going wrong, accompanied usually be a sudden proliferation of alarm information, both the operator's

ability to respond appropriately is stressed resulting in errors of Judgment, and response time limits are

often exceeded. This phenomenon is known as 'cognitive overload'.

There is, therefore, a need, in many applications, for systems capable of reducing the cognitive
load on operators by focusing on underlying plant problems and automat'cally Implementing correct tactical
and strategic functions. In extreme cases, there is a need for eltminiting the human operator altogether.

These requirements suggest the use of knowledge-based software (often called an expert system).

The representation of a plant by knowledge-based software is appealing from several points of view.

Often the plant has many features, which are difficult to model by ordinary mans, and such features are
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often easy to state as rules. The representation of a plant by a knowledge base is a simulation of the
plant, which can be based on compiled knowledge, as well as on heuristics obtained from obseseed
behaviour. These are often easier to represent by rules, based on knowledge, than by attempts to model it
mathematically. A knowledge-based representation maintains all the attributes of extensibility,
transparency and simplicity normally obtained from these systems.

In addition, strategic approaches to control can be :nstituted easier than in classical approaches.
Smart controllers are possible, therefore, not only in a tactical but in a strategic sense as well. Thus,
complex inferencing about control options can be instituted for such considerations as failure
containment, emergency response tactics, and responses to developing pathologies. In addition, the
operator's tactical and strategic role can be reduced (thus reducing the stress level) and/or eliminated.

Finally, it is often possible to get a working system with a higher performance-cost ratio than by
classical means. There are, however, problems in both the design and implementation of this approach:
primarily in insuring a good representation of the plant dynamics that is executable within the time
constraints.

This paper provides a state-of-the-art look at progress in the utilization of expert systems
technology in the design and control of real-time expert systems. It provides a report on the published
work in the field, as well as who is working in the area. It discusses the design of real-time expert
systems, the problems involved in developing them, and the approaches taken to overcome the obstacles. It
thus serves as a first point of reference for anyone considering work in the field.

1.0 ifIfODUCfIOU

The descriptive phraae "a real-time system" is used widely by various design teams to describe very
different performance attributes. On the lower side, 'real -time' is often used to mean 'fast', in some
vague sense, either relative to an external environment or in terms of computing resources consumed to
produce the response. For our purposes, a real-time response forms part of the design requirements and is
a constraint which must be met before acceptance. Regardless of the algorithm, the system must guarantee a
response to a given external stimulus in a given time (most often, the results of not meeting the time
constraint is catastrophic rather than merely inconvenient). The set of stimuli, and the assorted set of
responses form the real-time constraints on the design.

More formally, given a set of inputs §St and associated set of responses WRt, and the associated
response time intervals §Tt, the designer must guarantee that after an input Si, the elapsed time T before
a suitable response is generated is such that T is less than Ti.

In some situations, the quality of the response will improve given more computational time. In such
situations, an adequate response may be computable within the given Ti, but not necessarily the optimum. A
carefully defined adequate solution may form part of the design requirements. The designer's problem, in
this case is, to organize the knowledge base and inferencing algorithm so that the quality of the solution
improves monotonically with the search time and so that the solution found in Ti is always acceptable.

The representation of the control characteristics of a plant can be undertaken by the functional
partition of classical expert system software i.e., a rule base and an inference algorithm. The Input
excitation from the plant is intercepted by the inference algorithm and the search for a suitable output
excitation involves finding the consequence of the appropriate rule. The problem has many facets: the most
obvious being to guarantee the response time (i.e., the search time of the knowledge base) based on the
specified constraints. The response required of such systems could either be the best, within the time
limits Imposed, or the optimum obtainable, within the same limits. Each requirement poses special design
problems.

In most applications, in order to achieve the benefits of this technology, the knowledge base is
large and complex, and the Inferencing techniques are, therefore, subject to combinatorial explosion
problems (the search tree growing exponentially), and sometimes a version of halting problem, in which the
search is not guaranteed to terminate (28j. Several approaches to speeding up the search have been
proposed (these are, of course, applicable to regular expert systems), which involve compacting the
knowledge base and partitioning it so that only the most probable partition in searched.

implementation of the appropriate compacting and partitioning apnroaches would reduce the execution
time and possibly allow implementation of a real-time response: howenar, 'fast' is not necessarily real-
time, and many additional techniques are usually adopted to guarantee appropriate response times.

Finally, knowledge-based systems can be designed and implemented to respond to input data which Is
incomplete and/or uncertain, by utilizing reasoning processes that acknowledge uncertainties. Reasoning
with uncertain data is an attribute that is relatively easy to Implement using a knowledge based system.

This paper discusses how these approaches have been applied. It reviews real-time expert systems
implemented to date, as well as the problems that have been encosnt red in developing these systems, the
design approaches that were used to overcome the problems and the further issues that need to be resolved
before these systems may be widely used.

Section 2 provides a discussion in more detail of the requirements for real-time systems that apply
generally, regardless of the implementation.

Section 3 is a summary of the features of several systems, which illustrates both some typical
applications and the various approaches used during implementation.

Section 4 reviews the approaches, which have been published to date, simed at addressing the Issues
and for solving the problems.

. . .rA
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Section 5 is a perspective of the major problems that have yet to be solved before the wide-spread
use of this approach will be viable.

2.0 REAL-TIl 3ZQUIMRE

A number of issues beyond those usually considered in classical expert systems design must be

addressed before choosing such system for real-time problems.

Obviously, in order to guarantee the real-time constraints, the system 1ust provide the response to

changes in the environment at or before the time it is needed. Achieving the design specifications
requires, as usual, a judicious allocation of the response-time budget among the instru entation, the
processing hardware and the software. The software is our main concern here, and this software can be a
hybrid of classical (i.e., algorithmic) and knowledge based modules. The design of the algorithmic

software follows all the rules, which are now well understood. The knowledge-based portion of the software
is the novel part and is of the most interest in this paper. The obvious first approach is to reduce the

size and complexity of the knowledge base and to find high-speed inference procedures to search for
responses. This may not be easy, or even possible, since large and complex representations and inferencing
procedures may have motivated the use of this technology in the first place.

The results of the designer's efforts may be thought of in three categories: representation,
functional allocation and performance:

Representation: Representation is thought of as encompassing both the logical representation of the plant

dynamics and its operational requirements (both tactical and strategic) and the implied inferencing
procedures. The representaion used has been either rule-based and/or frame-based systems.

Inferencing procedures are often the most difficult to model and to implement. Both forward and

backward chaining are used as are many variations of hypothesis testing and truth maintenance.

Functional Allocation: The allocation of functions between hardware and software is dependent on the

performance/cost ratio that must be achieved.

The first major decision with respect to software is the allocation of functions between classical

algorithms and the knowledge-based software. Normally, the operational attributes allocated to the
knowledge-bases should be those that are difficult to represent by algorithms, both in the representation
of the plant dynamics (i.e., tactics) and those used to implement strategic operations or responses based
on experience and/or heuristics.

It is a truism, perhaps, that each functional part of the controller should be allocated to the

mechanism that most cost-effectively implements the requirements. This implies that a good design
methodology is available to expose the functions and to partition the design so tat a proper allocation
can be found from the alternatives. This is a separate topic for discussion, which is beyond our scope.

Performance: Achieving real-time performance within the cost constraints is the bottom line from the
designer's point of view. It involves both achieving a good representation and an appropriate functional
allocation. In addition, it almost always involves choosing fast hardware as execution vehicles. The

first and most important step Is to create a functional architecture that allows optimum dec-ions to made
with respect to the partition and allocation to implementation hardware. This implies that the

software/hardware boundary can be chosen with equally well.

Given that a good functional architecture has been chosen, the task can be considered in two parts:
first, the intrinsic response obtainable from the software and second the speed of the hardware portions.
It may take many design iterations to find an optimal solutions as well as testing and tuning during the

field trials.

Parallel processing becomes an important consideration with the implied requirement that tasks can

partitioned and allocated to take advantage of the inherent concurrency. Once again we are back to the
need for a good design methodology.

3.0 AplHeation Exawples and Approaches

In order to illustrate the benefits from an expert systems approach, it is useful to evaluate the

problem domains or areas that have already been tried, and the level of success of the system built to
date. This section is divided into two parts: Section 3.1 outlines a gentric overview of some problem

areas that have benefited from implementing real-time expert systems; Section 3.2 contains an extensive
discussion of systems that have been reported in the literature as either working or in progress.
3.1 Domain Areas:

The following represent some of the generic applications reported in the literature. They illustrate
a grouping of the various domains and illustrate some of the specific tasks allocated to these systems.

INDUSTRIAL

I) Process Control

a) Process upset, i.e. handling of the alarms.

b) Diagnosis of inconsistent information (for example, critical measurements that do

not result in sn alarm).

c) Strategic economic optimization.
d) Provide strategic advice to the operators to help them handle and avoid crises.
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2) Maintenance Tasks:

Assist the smooth running of the plant by providing a quick diagnosis of the fault and recommending a

quick repair or advising on the most suitable action. These expert systems are best regarded as an advance

in the automation of the factory They perform the following tasks:

a) Alarm monitoring [ES for maintenance tasks].

b) Fault diagnosis.

c) Test generation.

d) Automatic plan rescheduling.

e) Sequencing of repair action.
-) Management of the scheduling and long term planning of the plant's operation.
h) The entirety of the plant may also be kept in perspective, so that the propagation

of faults throughout a plant may be detected.

3) Computer Operations Environment:

A continuous real-time expert system for computer operations.

a) Controlling the computing system.

b) Provide real-time advice for the operators.

1) Scheduling large batch of jobs.

2) Detect and suggest correction for hardware errors.

3) Performance monitoring.

4) Background monitoring (to verify all parts of the environment are operational).

MILITARY

a) Autonomous satellite that participates in early warning missile tracking and counter

measurements.
b) Satellite self defense activities.

c) Nuclear power plants.

d) Smart weapon systems.

MEDICINE: Intensive care patient Monitoring

COMMUNICATIONS: Message interpreter (for example, for ships and airplanes).

3.2 Example System:

The following examples provides a description of several real-time expert systems that are either in
routine use, in field testing, or in a development environment. The goal is to provide a comprehensive
view of the variety of system and where posible the approaches used in resolving the various issues faced

by the designers.

EKISCOI: An Ixpert System for Real-Time Control [26]

Problem Domain: Hexscon was developed for military applications which demanded high degree of

sophistication with strict constraints.

Design Goals:

I) Accommodate 5000 rules in a microcomputer system with 512 k memory.
2) Response time of 10 ma to 100 ma.
3) Ability to handle many objectives (abo:t 10f))

4) Ability to function with uncertain data.

Architecture: Uses both conventional logic and knowledge based techniques, to preserve adequate and rapid
operational decision making.

The problems that arose from this approach was the need for compatible knowledge representations in
the two parts. Therefore, to make a completely integrated hybrid system, knowledge and data
representations for both conventional and knowledge-based parts would have to be identical or at least

fully compatible. The solution was to use a representation translator. Th's allows the conventional and
knowledge-based parts to exchange information freely without requiring full representational

compatibility.

Knowledge Representation and Inferencing: Real-time systems are usually patlitioned into highly modular
tasks, commnicatlng under control of a real-time operating system. However, it proved difficult to

implement the knowledge-based part of the system by partitioning it into highly modular tasks due to the

following reasons:

- Forward applications of conventional real-time techniques were extremely expensive in scarce

memory resources.

- A sophisticated partitioning of the inference engine introdiced problems in implementing

efficient knowledge representations that had been developed in stand-ajone knowledge based

systems.
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The solution was to let the knowledge based portion run as a single task in the real-time system using a

forward chaining (data driven) inference engine. Production rules are used for representing the heuristic

knowledge of the problem dowain.

Language: At the beginning of the project LISP was chosen but it was abandoned since LISP languages for

microcomputers tend to be memory intensive and execute significantly slower tha, other

microcomputer languages.

Pascal was then chosen because it simplified construction of large programs, produced compact, mast

cove in the target environent, and it could be easily converted to Ada.

Status: A prototype real-time knowledge-based system was developed on a microcomputer.

Performance: The response time varies from 0.10s to 308 depending on the computer, and the number of rules

used in the knowledge base. The response time was 0.25-0.5 a with the emphasis on maximum speed, and I to

10 a with the emphasis on maximum expertise.

Assessment: Although the system does not achieve the ultimate goal for the response time (10 to l0 no)

for most cases, it shows that a knowledge based controller could be built that runs on a microcomputer and

has enough sophistication and capability to be effective for some real world problem such as military

applications. It also shows the state of the art in predicting expert systems performance.

ESCORT: An Expert System for Complex Operations in Real-Tim [24J

Problem Domain: Escort's knowledge covers instrumentation failures and some operator errors. Plant

failures, such as pipe rupturing, were excluded because of the relative rarity of such problems.

Design Goals: The design of ESCORT was influenced by the following factors:

I) The system must provide advice on plant crises within I second, (a requirement typical of

conventional process control systems)
2) This advice must both indicate the cause of an alarm and the Importance of the underlying

problem relative to other existing problems.
3) The system should provide advice on control and instrumentation problems but not plnt

failures.

4) The operator mist always remain in control of the system; not the other way around.

5) The delivery system should be capable of installation without modification to the target plant.

6) There must be a net benefit to the operator of using, rather than ignoring Escort.

Architecture: Escort has two user interfaces, the first provides continuous advice on plant status to the

operator; the second enables enhancements to be made to the knowledge base.

The user interface was considered to be critical in the design because of the following reasons:

1) It would be a major factor in the usability of the system

2) Its Impact on the Escort's knowledge and reasoning approach.

These resulted in the following requirements:

I) Advice on the problem causing alarm

2) Explanation of the basis for advice

3) Indicate the relative importance of the alarms

4) Indicate the likely affect of not dealing with the problem

5) The operator should always have control over which advice he Is given.

The following are the tasks that Escort needs to perform:

I) Recognizing occurrences or events in the processing plant which may indicate some plant

problem or operator error.

2) Prioritising these events.

3) Analyzing an event to infer the underlying plant or instrument problem or operator error

4) Prioritizing the underlying problems

5) Presenting problem diagnoses to the operator

6) Responding to operators request.

Of these, all but the last two use knowledge-based approaches.

Knowledge Representation and Inferencing:

Time critical system require more sophisticated ways of determining reasoning strategy than using

explicit representation of domain knowledge. This is due to the fact that they have to cope with widely

varying computational loads, deal with multiple events in parallel, and respond quickly to events.

Escort, therefore, uses a knowledge based scheduler. It provides the flexibility to allocate

resources depending on the current state of its problem solving and of the plant. The knowledge-based

scheduler is able to take account of the plant state, the diagnoses made and any operator requests in

determining which activity to perform next.



The scheduler Is responsible for ensuring that the individual tasks and in particular the diagnosis

task are performed efficiently. For the knowledge-based tasks, this is essentially a search ptohlem in
which a solution is obtaired by exami ning and applying as few rules as possible. Rules applicable at
similar instances or at similar stages in the diagnosis task are therefore grouped together Into role sets
so that, at any stage in the problem solving, only potentially relevant rules are examined. This has mcast
that typicalIy 201 of the rules are activated in diagnosing a particular problem.

Assessment: The system is capable of reducing the cognitive load on a plant operator. Howevgr, thei Is os
mention of the system response time in this paper.

Future Work: The recent work has concentrated on making Escort's diagnostic reasoning sore flexlible.

Escort will be able to follow the cause and effect pathway from the original procblem to Its mrsniferatIon
elsewhere in the plant using the knowledge-based search strategy. The new approach will also enable' Escort

to reason over time rather than just within time.

YES/MVS: A Continuous Real-Time Expert System for Computer Operations [221

Problem Domain: The requirement for high availability and performance in large computing installations has

increased the -eed for fast and consistent responses to operational problems. Therefore, automatic aids
for computer operators are needed.

YES/MVS is an experimental facility developed to aid in the real-time operation of a large multiple
virtual storage/system Product-Job Entry Subsystem 3 (MVS/SPJES 3) computing insLal8lotion. It addresses
both routine actions taken in operating the target system and spontaneous problems that would normally be
handled by an operator.

Design Goals: The problems addressed include:

1) Various kinds or MVS-detected hardware errors.

2) JES queue space depletion.
3) Channel to channel link problems.

4) Subsystem abnormal ends.
5) Performance monitoring.
h) Background monitoring.

Problems detected and positive corrective actions are displayed for the operator.

The following benefits were anticipated:

I) Better nanugement of the different processes which are rooning aoyclronusly as port of

YES/MVS.

2) Relieving t me expert system from low level input/output considerations such as message and
display screen formatting.

3) Providing a self contained knowledge base, so that operational policy description can be more

easily read and modified.

Architecture: YES/MVS runs on a separate computer and does not depend upon the target system for computing

time and other resources in order to be able to handle major incidents ie the target system. Its interface
to MVS is through an emulated JES 3 console, appearing to MVS as a normal operator's console. YES/MVS runs
io three concurrently running virtual machines tnder VM/SP operating systen:

I) The expert virtual machine.

2) The MVS communications control facility virtual machine.

3) The display control virtual machine.

The expert virtual machine: Using the expertise from multiple subdomains together has several advantages
ove creatiog a separate expert for each subdomain in its own: virtual machine. Since rules in a given
sabdonain may use some of the same status information that is needed by the rules in another subdomalo.
One global model of the target system is kept in working memory. This eliminates redundencies and, hence,
inconsistency across nubdomains in the expert system's model of the target system.

The MVS cos1mnications control facility virtual machine: It runs the MVS comnmnlcations control

facilities. This virtual machine frees the knowledge engineer from concerns about parsing mesages and

extracting Internal character string.

The display control virtual machine: It controls the display facilities and all interactions between
YS/MVS and the systems operators. The Actual Implementation of display facilities was carried out through
the ie of an IPS5 rule base, combined with calls to the IBM Graphical Data Display Manager.

Knowledge Base and Inferenclng: The knowledge base is a high level, declarative format of production-
rles. Since the knowledge base is inherently modular, it is easier for it to adapt and evolve with a
procedural encoding of the knowledge.

Language: IPS 5 was selected as a vehicle for implementing YES/MVS due to Its several advantages lot the
pro ect.

1) It Is flexible and modifiable
2) It could be converted to run under LISP/VM on an IBM computer

3) Its use of production rules as a knowledge base representation seemed naturally suited to the

type of knowledge occurring in the domain of computer operations.
4) Its data driven form of inference was particularly appropriate to the sitati n ni responding

In real-time to information received from the target MVS system.
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However, significant extensions were made to OPS5 to enable it to be used in a real-time application.
The expertise In YES/HVS on system operations is encoded in an extended version of OPS5, which runs within
the LISP/VH environment.

The Requirements for Real-time Control: The KVS system being monitored and controlled by YES/VS is highly
dynamic. Since the KVS world is highly nonomonotonic, it is impossible to maintain an acc,,rate model of
MVS that is complete in all detail. Instead, a model that provides a reasonably good description of the
status of HVS, from the view point of operations is maintained. The various problems discussed earlier
were addressed as follows:

Problem: Real-time response.

.;olution: The speed of execution of OPS5 was improved by compiling the right hand side of the rule (such a
compilation has been independently introduced in 0PS83). The matching process has been tuned with several
LISP macros. Also the rules were distributed between several OPS5 systems using concurrent processes in
the form of separate virtual machines supported by a host computer.

Problem: Being able to initiate an action at a given time is one of the fundamental requirements of a
real-time control problem. With a data-driven inference engine, this includes the production of workng
memory elements at some future time.

Solution: This was accomplished by defining a new right hand side action primitive for delayed production.
TIMED-MAKE, which takes the normal OPS5 MAKE arguments followed by either an absolute or relative time
specification.

Problem: The ability to have distributed processes interact in a timely fashion.

Solution: Fast communication is achieved by introducing a new communication phase in the normal OPS5
inference cycle (recognize, conflict resolution, act). During the communication phase, external messages
are picked up and outbound messages are sent. The conflict resolution then takes place based on changes to
working memory as the result of both right hand side actions and incoming messages.

Problem: Need for explicit control. For example, there are critical problem that require a command
sequence to be issued to MVS without other queries or commands being interspersed. Hardware error message
handing is one such case. Such a real-time requirement necessitates explicit control over the rule firing
in the inference engine.

Solution: The two modes of OPS5 conflict resolution, LEX and MEA, were extnded by a Priority Mode which
has precedence over these. The conflict resolution of OPS5 is modified so that the active conflict set is
temporarily reduced by excluding all active rules that do not have the highest priority task among set.
Then the normal OPS5 conflict resolution acts on the reduced set.

The priority mechanism effectively satisfies the real-time control needs. It al', allow- control over
rule interaction between different subdomain areas. While meta-rules coould have ben used to refine the
conflict resolution strategy, it was found that the priority control mechanism ofered an equivalent
capability without incurring the overhead and compiexity of such a facility. Furthermore, it provides a
rule-grouping paradigm similar to the use of contexts in EMYCIN and rule-groups for HK rules in FXPERT.

Requirements for continuous operation: There are at least three basic reqolrements for operating in a
continuous mode:

1) The inference engine should not terminate when no rule is eligible to fire.
2) The system should ideally run on a special-purpose, high-availability computer, different

from the subject machine. If the host computer or the virtual machines comprising the system go
down, the system must be restarted.

3) Working memory elements that have served their purposes must be removed. The accomulatton of
old useless data in the working memory not only creates memory space problems in continuous
operation,but, of more importance, instantiates the wrong prodnctions in a data driven
Inference engine, such as OPS5.

In order to overcome these problem the following steps were taken:

i) An OPS5 rule OPSWAIT was implemented, which puts the system into a waiting mode. Any external
messages causes the system to resume, with the new data added to the working memory.

2) An automatic restart procedure is called during the host computer initial program load and also
when a down machine Is detected during a periodic mutual polling among virtual machines of the
system.

3) Many different "garbage collection" techniques have been used ti remove old data.

Language: OPS5

Status: YES/MVS ran regularly at the Yorktown Computing Center during a period ot over nine months. After
considerable effort, it ran fully authorized, taking action automatically and subsequently notifying the
operator.

Assessment: The system certinly worked as designed, however it is interesting to observe the continuous
increases in cpu memory being used by the monitor. The cost/performacne is certainly something tht will
have to be looked at from several points of view.
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Future Work: A second version of YES/MVS is being developed by the Expert Systems for System Management
Group. This second version wil' e installed at several large IBM4 computing centers. It will contain
software to address problems that are sufficiently uniform that generally applicable knowledge can be
used to control diagnosis and corrective actions. It will also emphasize software constructs that support
the natural statement and direct implementation of knowledge about the operational policy that is unique
to a particular computing Installation.

IAP - FemmilIity Study For an Energy Management System
Intelligent Alarm Processor: [21]

Problem Domain: Modern energy management systems all have some form of alarm processing to alert the
operators to power system parameters that are out of normal range or to changes that may affect the
operation of the power system. Alarms can be processed and given to the operators on the CRT display very
rapidly and this has led to concern about the way alarm are processed.

Design Goals: Several reconsendations for improving the alarm processing has been made. The following are
a few examples:

1) EMS systems should present transformed data to the operator not just volumes of raw data.
2) The transformation of the alarm data should be done in such a way as to Improve the operator's

view of the power system, offer a larger and better base to make decisions, and convey a
clearer idea of the power system condition causing the alarm.

3) Alarm priority should be changed dynamically as system conditions change.

Architecture: One assumption build into the Intelligent Alarm Processor (IAP) is the need for processing
speed so that the expert system does not itself put an intolerable delay in the display of alarm results
and analyses. For this reason, the rules that govern the processing of the alarms can be set up to reduce
the depth of analysis performed on each alarm when a large burst of alarms is encountered and then to
return to the normal analysis after the disturbance has passed.

Language: The first several prototypes of the expert system were written in FORTRAN since most power
systems analysis software is written in FORTRAN the people trained in its development are usually well
versed in this language. However, later in the design process LISP was found to be a superior language for
developing the system. The only drawback to using LISP is the need to occasionally call for results from a
calculation which exists in FORTRAN program. Therefore, future implementation of expert systems in P2S
systems will require one of the LISP systems which can interface to other languages when needed.
Status:

Assessment: The lAP appears to be just a prototype and it still has a long way to go before It could be
used in the EMS systems. Its feasibility was tested using a dispatcher training simulator and it has not
been tested on the real modern energy management systems. The was no indication of the response time of
the system.

Future Work: The work so far has demonstrated the feasibility of using Al techniques to solve a very
difficult problem facing the users of energy management systems. More extensive wcrk is now being
conducted to determine the type of rules and the ways in which the knowledge base should be built for an
actual IAP installation. It is expected that a working prototype will be tested in an EMS installation by
1987.

PICO: A Real-Time Expert System For Process Control: 191

Problem Domain: In a large process plant, such as a power plant, refinery or other such process, there are
several thousand measurements and alarms provided to the human operator. The large size and dynamic nature
of the domain requires new approaches to the inference, since exhaustive search procedures are not
possible in real-time.

Design Goals: Design an expert system to perform inference as would a human expert, who is confronted with
the same problem of a limited time to respond to complex situation. The key concepts are:

I) To recognize quickly process conditions which are potentially significant; and
2) To invoke relevant rule-sets and focus on these problem areas for diagnosis and procedural

advice.

In addition, there were two real-time design considerations:

1) Dynamic nature of the domain -facts" presents a particular challenge.
2) Large size of the knowledge base required for a realistic implementation.

Architecture: The Process intelligent Control (PICON) package is designed to operate on a LISP machine
interfaced with a conventional distributed system, where as many as 20,000 measurement points may be
assessed. This presents a major communication problem, which was solved by using the LAMBDA machine from
LI. The LAMBDA provides two processors running in parallel: a LISP processor for the expert system and a
68010 processor for real-time data access and certain low-level inference tasks.

Considerational efficiency led to a design utilizing two parallel processors:

- A 68010 running a C-coded package called RTIME (Real Time Intelligent Machine Environent).
RTIME performs process condition analysis, as directed by the expert system in a LISP
processor.
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Logic rules an procedures are used when required for the diagnostic inference. PICON mimics the
expert process operator in this regard; logic rules and procedures are invoked specially when they are
required for diagnosis of a process problem, or as requested for a specific step in the inference.

The design includes the ability to change the time period of measurement and algorithm processing in
individual cases. Therefore, in effect, the system can "focus attention- to a specific area of the process
plant, and put all associated measurements and rules for that area on frequent scan. This can be done
under control of the LISP program.

Another use of this "focus" facility is to scan the plant in a background mode, focusing attention on
parts of the plant to evaluate unit process performance and detect subtle problems, utilizing both the
knowledge base of the expert process operator and the expert process engineer.

It should be noted that the ability to focus not only emulates the way a human expert works, but
also it avoids the problems associated with overloading the distributed process system with request for
information.

Knowledge Base and Inferencing: The inference engine includes both forward and backward chaining, since
within the context of an alarm advisor, there are requirements for both of these procedures.

There are two types of knowledge in the knowledge base:

1) Process control knowledge
2) Heuristic knowledge

The heuristic knowledge base is organized in a taxonomy of frame-like structure. This was chosen for
generality, and also to facilitate explanation. It includes provision for certain factors, permits
backward chaining diagnostic inference.

Status: The PICON package provides a knowledge based structure, facilities for acquiring the knowledge
base in an organized manner, and real-time collection of data with some parallel processing of
inference,and higher level inference tools. The individual applications require specific knowledge
engineering, which is facilitated using the tools we have described.

Future Work: In the future applications such as plant optimization, overall plant and corporate
scheduling, plant design and other high level planning will be considered for expert system application.
These will require further development of yet more sophisticated expert system tool.

A IL-BASED SUPRIVISORI CONTROL SYSTME FOR MANUPACTURING: [19]

Problem Domain: The cement manufacturing process, and in particular the kilning stage, has acted as a
focus for the assessment of alternative control techniques, and specially for the investigation of rule
based control.

There are two main reasons for this attempt: first the kiln process is very complex and is subject to
a number of problems such as, changes in raw materials composition, random process disturbance, and long
process lags. Past attempts at automating the supervisory control of the process based on conventional
techniques have not been sufficiently robust to be useful in the kiln environment. Secondly, the
potential payback in terms of energy saving is very large.

Architecture: The computer system is based on the PDP II series (11/23 or 11/73), with all the software
running transparently under the RSX-ii M operating system, providing a full multi-tasking multi-user
real-time environment. All software is sourced in C and MACRO; conventional At languages were considered
but discarded at the system design stage, due to the real-time operating constraint and the amount of
floating point mathematics required.

The number of data base 'item" that can be accommodated is dependent on the memory available.

Knowledge Base and Inferencing: Data frames are used to describe plant items and their treatment. Several
types of data frames are available, which in effect form a composite knowledge base.

Inferencing procedure: Knowledge, strategy, procedure and control mecheaisms are all handled by the
Linguistic Control Language, a language with limited forward chaining combining the normal functions of
real-time process control languages with a technique for embodying knowledge of the process expert as sets
of linguistically expressed rules. The language also handles uncertainties.

Status: The system has been installed in Blue Aberthaw works since early 1985, and has been conducting the
closed loop supervisory control and optimization of the process. In use, the system has proven its worth.
Linguistic rules have been shown to permit complex processes to be easily described and successfully
controlled. It enabled the Blue Circle to gain ever greater insight into the process. Finally, all the
indicators are that the 5% energy reduction aimed at is achievable, with all the cost saving implications.
The system is being jointly marketed as a commercial product.

AN KMT SUEVISOR FOR A MYf T RILE I 114)

Problem Domain: Conventional control schemes in cement manufacture have not succeeded in achieving the
desired results due in part to bath cost and process constraints. Processes such as this are generally
controlleo itt i significant level of human experts.



Knowledge Base and Inferenctng: The knowledge base has been developed in the form of production rules. The
operating mechanism for the production system consists of a long term memory (LT) and a short term
memory (STM). The former contains set of rules and the latter data pertinent to the current state of the
process. When information in the STM has been utilized it may be replaced in total or in part by new data.
The main program is goal driven, with top goal being to determine the KILN CONDITION.

Language: The logical language PROLOG was chosen for writing the sets of rules. The version used was YORK
Portable Prolog for which source code in ISO Pascal was available. This has been installed on several
computers, such as IBM-PC.

Status: This paper only presents an approach for developing knowledge based process supervision and
control for cement kiln. The author claims that the techniques for developing expert systems in this
situation are not yet well established. The total knowledge is neither available nor capable of complete
utilization within the present structure for knowledge representation.

THE ALVY RSCU PROJECT- A PROGRESS REPOIT [201

Problem Domain: RESCU is a real-time expert System Club of Users who are collaborating with financial
assistance from the ALVEY program in a project to establish the potential of exert systems in process
engineering.

Design Goals: The application selected was to apply the expert systems techniques to the quality control
of an Ethoxylates plant at ICI Wilton. The system covers process modeling, process tracking, control,
recipe, recommendations and explanations.

Architecture: The expert system is developed on a DEC VAX L1730 under VMS using the POPLOG development
environment, with a color display system used to support the plant operator's interface and plant data
being acquired automatically from an already installed Foxbourough Fox I/A computer.

Language: Poplog

Status: May 985, the project moved to the prototype development and integration phase. At the end of
August, nearly all components had been completed and some had been tested in isolation. Some components
had been combined into subsystems and tested as cooperating elements under communication infrastructure.

Future Work: The next stage of the project is to move towards complete prototype integration in parallel
with process of on-site knowledge elicitation and representation on the RESCU KRL. There will then follow
a period of on-site commissioning, knowledge refinement and assessment of the prototype.

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT MONITORING USING A REAL-TIME EXPERT SYSTEM: [2]

Problem Domain: Conventional alarm systems are typically unable to handle patient/disease specificity,
temporal/dynamic changes,and multivariate interactions. The existing alarm systems used in monitoring ICU
have many limitations, In actual clinical practice, the good clinician is able to circumvent these
limitations. But, what if an astute clinician is not attending the patient? Under these conditions, it is
quite possible that a significant physiologic derangement is missed. Therefore, some means is required to
help the clinician in these situations. A real-time expert system was proposed to do the job.

Architecture: Production rules are proposed for developing the system. The knowledge base is divided in to
chunks of rules were each node contain production rules that are applicable during a certain time
interval. That is, these chunks of production rules could be viewed as separate systems which present
distinct processes. Therefore, this architecture is fundamentally parallel in nature. The system Is
designed to accept concurrent, asynchronous inputs. Since the processes are not independent of each other,
there mst be some method of interprocess communication.

Strategies for enabling communication between the various production networks is being examined. The
following are the Issues that must be considered:

1) Certain types of information have to move more quickly through the hierarchy than others.

2) The system mst be able to handle potential conflicts, for example, two conflicting
expectations.

It is not clear whether conventional communication techniques are powerful enough, or even
appropriate, for the needs of the system. These standard techniques have arisen in traditional algorithmic
environments, not heuristic ones. Moreover, the techniques are algorithmic rather than heuristic.

Status: To date the project has accomplished the following:

1) Identified certain major weaknesses in conventional alarm systems;
2) Developed a novel production system architecture that' is designed to alleviate these

weaknesses;
3) Written many of the rules for individual parameters
4) Begun to consider lower level implementation details.

XmlX - An Empert Ship NeAssg Interpreter: Theoretical and fterimatal (251

Problem Domain: The interpretation of communicated messages become 2xceedingly complex due to ill-formed
constructs and noisy transmission channels and requires a considerable amount of human information
processing.

a-
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Design Goals: Make use of the available technology for processing natural language.

Interpretation Requirements

1) Considerable amount of task specific knowledge
2) Large degree of flexibility in processing
3) Efficient error recovery mechanism.

Processing requirements:

1) interpret or reject a message in less than 60 seconds of processing time.
2) Must be able to process correctly at least half of the Incoming messages.

A failure to meet any one of these requirements would have drastically reduced the practical validity
of program. The following processing difficulties and goals have guided the major design decisions in
creation of ERIK:

1) Boundaries between reports on multiple messages have no clear markings. Breaks between reports
must be recognized nevertheless, or else an entire report may be parsed incorrectly.

2) The reports are often ill formed.
3) Due to time and accuracy constraints, ERIK must have the ability to quickly identify cases

that it cannot process and, consequently, to terminate further processing. However, the
rejection of reports must, in general, be kept to a minimum.

4) Only a small fraction of the entire information in a message is relevant to ERIK. Determining
the relevant parts is one of the major concerns.

5) No string dictionary exists for many fields, making identification of those fields difficult.
6) A limited natural language capability should be given to the interpreter. This is because

natural language is occasionally used in reports that describe ship sail plans.
7) The access to the data base containing the ship names and call signs should be held to minimum,

since it is very large.

Architecture: ERIE runs on AVER (Automated Mutual-ansistance Vessel Rescue). The source code in LISP is
541 k words. It takes 1218k words in dynamic memory of common LISP (this includes the index into the ship
and port name data base but not the data base itself).

Language: LISP.

Perfromance: Average processing time per ship message depends on the hardware on which ERIK runs. For
example; on DEC VAX 11/785 running common LISP:

the average CPU time per ship report - 19.35 seconds,
the average CPU time per message - 27.5 seconds, and
the average CPU time including
LISP garbage collection time - 25.51 seconds

per ship report
the average CPU time including
LISP garbage collection time - 36.26 seconds

per message

However, when running on Symbolic LISP machine, the equipment used by the Coast Guard, these numbers
are reduced by a factor of two.

Future Work: It includes studying aspects of ERIK that are cognitively valid on tasks such as expectation-
based spelling correction, which is integrated with conceptual analysis, and efficient interpretation of
garden path sentences.

4.0 UNEKSOLVND ISSUES AND PROBLUIS

The systems described in Section 3 are not yet exploiting the full potential of this technology. In
the following several issues are discussed, which form the concern of researchers in the field, whose
resolution will hasten the advent of large scale real-time expert system. The issues range from the
ability to think about and represent strategic requirements to the problems of knowledge representation
and inferencing already discussed.

Strategy and Inference Procedures: Current real-time expert system tend ;o use heuristics to guide the
search at a surface level, and for relating observed signals to implied underlying causes and faults.

Few applications so far have considered the dynamics of the system they are monitoring - most look
for combination of static signal conditions. For less complex applicationL,, these restrictions are often
tolerable, but future controllers for very complex systems, capable of reasoning about and controlling new
situations, will have to reason at deep levels about cause and effect and dynamic behaviour of the
observed system. Two areas of interest become important: deep knowledge and simulation as a means of
inferring future behaviour.

If deep knowledge could be used both to reason about and to control new situations, then simulation
could play a very substantial role in the control of a system. Simulation could be used as means of
inferring future behaviour and checking the credibility of the hypotheses.
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It is possible to reason about different properties and constraints than those presented in the
knowledge base only if we use methods of reasoning at the level of general cases and theories. The
heuristics are then at a mach deeper level than surface heuristics. There may be some drawbacks, however,
since these levels don't encompass any of the induced heuristics that an experienced plant operator may
have gained. Therefore, there may be different levels at which the knowledge-based control could act. The

higher level representations are more flexible, but are more expensive in computational terms. However,
many are convinced that by concentrating efforts on systems working at these high levels, more intelligent
systems can be built. In particular, we may be able to construct systems which can reason correctly in a

certain percentage of unforeseen circumstances; a rather exciting possibility.

Representation: The success of a rule-based controller depends obviously on the representation of the

process. The rules need to be compacted, if the speed of response of the system is not to deteriorate as
the number of rules increases. This may be done in several ways, for example by grouping together the
rules which apply to a particular component, or by ordering them according to the number of separate

clauses in the antecedent of the rule.

A frame-based structure lends itself particularly well to process control and maintenance. A frame
plant component' may be defined, describing basic properties. Particular kinds of component are defined

as subclasses. The advantage of this kind of knowledge representation are flexibility and capacity to

prevent 'deep' knowledge about physics and materials.

Deep level representation of knowledge is more expensive in computational terms. However, many are

convinced that by concentrating efforts on systems working at this level, more intelligent systems could
be produced.

Reliability and Sanity: It appears that none of the systems built so far have attempted to provide means
for checking the knowledge base for inconsistencies. If a procedure could be developed to check this, then
it would reduce the search time for the cases in which inconsistencies occur and hence reduce the search

complexity.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Knowledge-based systems are now being used, and will become more wide spread as more experience is

gained. An expert system, none-the-less, is quite similar to a real-time control system; for example,

both are command and event driven, have feedback loops, require the same instruentation packages, -d
access the same kind of data from conventional data bases. The total software package is often hybrid in
nature combining classical algorithmic representations with knowledg, bases and inferencing procedures.
The designer must allocate both the functional tasks and the response-time budgets among the various

implementation devices. Special purpose hardware and software for this application is often essential.

The systems presented here have dealt with most of the real-time requirements. It seems that they all
have avoided the problems encountered when attempting to deal with dynamic facts by treating them as

static facts for a particular instance. However, this approach can not be used for more complex systems,
and it does not provide any insight into the past history or future expectations. Therefore, none of these
systems can predict future problems. An approach for solving the *dynamic facts' problem is to employ deep

heuristics or knowledge by applying qualitative theorems. The area of qualitative heuristics requires more

research at the present time.

Setting up an Expert System:

For an on-line system attached to a control system, a good approach would be to let each system do
what they do best: a classical control system should handle real-time data based on algorithmic tasks, and
the rule-based software should perform the rule-based r3presentarion of the plan dynamics and the
strategic tasks. The issue is how do you arrive at the optimal partition within the cost/performance

window.

LISP for real-time control operations:

Any language or development system that uses linked lists and heap storage, mist periodically engage
in a process of compacting memory storage areas that has become deallocated. This proces is called
"garbage collecting". A LISP based system, for example, most execute such a procedure. In many cases,
garbage collection is an uninteruptable procedure. If interrupt service is needed during the garbage

collection, it may not be possible for the system to respond In time. Therefore, if a LISP-based expert
system is to be developed, the details of how garbage collection is hadled mst be known to the designer,
to insure that it will not interfere with the real-time functions. In addition Lisp executes slowly on a
non-Lisp machine.

Development Systems

When comparing the capabilities of the commercially available e-pert system development packages, one

of the first items to examine is the command language. The command language used should allow the user to
write in the implementation language, if necessary.

Using LISP hardware and software, allows development of an expert system that will run efficiently in

a real-time environment. However, there are rare exceptions, the packages can not be downloaded to any
other target computer. Work is going on to improve LISP and PROLOC compilers and interpreters for standard

computers.
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In term of cost, LISP hardware and software is quite high compared to a conventional computer. This
situation wild change as soon as low cost LISP machines become widely available. ther considerations for
selecting a development system for an expert system that will be used in an industrial or process control
environment include:

1. Most systems will require a representation that is hybrid in nature. The language used In the
system builder should allow both rules and frames.

2. The system should be able to communicate with other computers, or with other tasks in the host
computer. This allows the expert system to communicate with each other and with conventional
software.

3. Development and run-time portions of the expert system should be separable, no that runonly
delivery systems can be developed.

4. Multiple inference engines should be available. This will permit the knowledge base to be
designed to fit the application, not the other way around.

5. Forward chaining and backward chaining are both important in control applications.

Cognitive Overload and Operatorless Systems: It is clear that as these systems progress that more
strategic functions will be incorporated into the software. The future of operatorless system becomes a
cause for wide concern. The impact is not only in union negotiations, but in productivity, competitiveness
and perhaps industrial survival. The issue is one of broad social concern. Indeed, machine intelligence is
a hidden time bomb in our social fabric, which may have to be dealt with long before some of the other
impending societal doom we are alledgedly facing.

Clearly, the cognitive overload problem must be faced. The level of complexity of system is now
approaching the limits of human cognitive abilities, in term of response times and reliability. The
machine as 'decision maker' or 'advisor' becomes a issue which goes beyond the normal demands placed on
the designer.

Uncertain Data: Various systems builders can operate with both uncertain input data and with uncertainty
associated with the consequences of the rules. Despite this facility, there is still disagreement about
how the uncertainty in the physical world is best represented in the inference engine, and how is is best
characterized in the input data. This field of research will continue for some time into the future.

Strategy and Heuristics: There is a need for a representation of high level strategic goals into the
execution of the knowledge base. Indeed, distinguishing the point where strategy becomes tactics is of
importance. There is a requirement here for process descriptions that extend over more than one snapshot
of a systems state; I.e., for extended Markov models. Incorporating longer term trends into a strategic
response plan is difficult and will undoubtedly depend on heuristics derived from good strategist, at
least in the beginning. The study of the representation of strategy is an interesting and important area
of research.

Performance: Predicting the performance of an expert system seems at this time to be closer to an
experimental art rather than a reasonably theoretically based science.

The characteristics of a knowledge base are often fragile when subjected to compression or
compaction, therefore, seeking speed-ups based on this approach requires great skill. The lack of an
appropriate approach can lead to not finding the beat solution or not finding any solution.

Results from a knowledge base are dependent on the boundary status of the rules. Interesting event
combinations could cause irrational problems depending on the rule structure.

Commercial Development: It is difficult to ignore the lack of commercial results in this field. The
technology has gone commercial too fast. The field is too young for this to happen. The consequences will
be the duplication of results and an increased cost in the utilization of this new technology. There Is
considerable agruement for the research to remain in the Universities for a while longer until the baic
problem have been worked out.

The Final Word

For those of us driving the technology, the challenge is to think in ever increasing levels of
abstaction about our machines and sytems. We are, at this point in time. limited by concepts, not
technology.

. :
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